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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

An illustrative example of feasibility assessment

Imagine, that Sunshine Village is a modern, 62 acres of sunny, oceanfront resort
conveniently located to both business and leisure points of interest. The village
consists of 8-level high buildings, several restaurants, bars and other facility buildings, resulting in a fully equipped vacation resort in the area. Each building has
600 hotel rooms, with cable television and telephone lines.
The resort management aims to meet the latest requirements of the ever changing
consumer need, and recognizes the necessity of innovation and continuous development of service offerings, besides keeping the traditional role of room-renting.
Let us now take a little trip in time. Recognizing the need for innovation, the hotel engaged to the upgrade of the existing wireless network access, which exists
only at the lobby area, and decided to implement wireless access points all over the
resort. Figure 1.1 illustrates this simple example.
Success of innovative services is influenced by different feasibility concerns.
This scenario idea of location-independent Web access everywhere at Sunshine
Village is a simple example of a new business idea enabled by innovative information and communication technology. A key question - addressed in this thesis
- is: Are such new ideas feasible? Feasible in this context would mean: (1) economically feasible, meaning the solution would provide value to its stakeholders,
such as profit for service providers and reliable access to service customers, and
(2) technologically feasible, so there exists an information and communication
system that operates the upscaled wireless network with satisfactory performance.
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wireless network
access

Figure 1.1: Sketching a solution to realize the wireless Internet access service at
Sunshine Village
Considering our illustrative example, there exists at least two different value constellation alternatives to realize the wireless Internet access service.
First, the resort can form an alliance with a telecommunication company (Telco)
and outsource the implementation and execution of the wireless access service.
Then, it is the Telco who becomes the service provider, the resort only hosts the
required infrastructure. A simplified schema of the value constellation consist of
the Telco, Sunshine Village, and the service customers. Second, the resort can
decide on implementing and maintaining the service in-house, requesting for a
broadband access to the Internet backbone through an Internet Service Provider
(ISP) and becoming the service provider itself 1 . Then, the simplified schema of
the value constellation consists of the Sunshine Village, the service customers, and
the ISP.

Assessing feasibility requires an integrated approach. Both constellation alternatives carry different feasibility concerns in need of further analysis. Typically,
it is the service provider who invests in hardware and software assets and maintains
the service provision. He analyzes both business and technology requirements to
1 These

two alternatives illustrate two extreme sides of all possible scenarios.

An illustrative example of feasibility assessment
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support the implementation of a sustainable solution: Develops the information
and communication system to operate the service, and draws a sound business
model that explains how the invested fiscal and operational assets would lead to
the expected benefits. In case of a joint service offering, however, the financial and
technological responsibility of s ervice provision is not that straightforward. There
should be a shared understanding on both the costs and revenues, as well as on the
operation and maintenance of the required technology.
Looking at the illustrative example, from the resort guest’s point of view it is central to understand the guests’ requirements on wireless Internet access. Then, the
successful service provision is visible in the increased number of access purchase,
which in return has positive a financial effect for the service provider. From the
Sunshine Village’s point of view it is important to understand how this revenue
is generated in order to decide which constellations alternative is the most suitable one for implementation. To find the satisfying answer, there must be a clear
and coherent understanding on what is of value is created and exchanged among
participants of the constellation.
Finding a feasible solution to provide wireless access services is influenced by both
the foreseen costs and potential benefits of the technology. There must be a clear
view on the financial impacts (i.e. fixed (e.g. investment) and variable (e.g. maintenance) costs) of the required information and communication system elements.
Furthermore, it is important to address how requirements on the expected value of
service provision (e.g. required economies of scale to reach profit) influence the
design of a technologically feasible system.
A central issue therefore of this thesis is how we can come to a method that serves
the required feasibility assessment ex ante the concrete implementation. The challenge is to develop a method that allows systematically analyzing the given value
constellation in focus, enabling traceability of analytical steps in order to avoid
unsatisfying performance and market failure. The desired method should bridge
different, i.e. information systems and business domains for an adequate analysis,
and should take multiple viewpoints into account: The viewpoints of both service providers and customers. Most importantly, however, the desired method for
feasibility assessment should prove whether the innovative service provides value
for all stakeholders involved, while considering the impacts of different feasibility
concerns of the technological implementation.
To tackle the aforementioned analytical dilemma, support for a constructive feasibility assessment is needed that could be used to explore and to evaluate the effects
of both business- and ICT-driven feasibility concerns on stakeholder value, in relation to each other.

4
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Research questions

Following the above illustrated considerations, the general research question of this
thesis is:
Q0 How to create a multi-domain, constructive approach that supports
both the financial and technological feasibility assessment of value constellations exploiting innovative services?
Feasible value constellations are formed on a basis of well-aligned requirements,
where both service providers and customers gain benefits with regard to the innovative service in question. Management-oriented research traditionally focuses on
understanding the nature of services and consider them to be economic activities,
deeds and performances of mostly an intangible nature (Grönroos 2000).
In this thesis, we look at services as activities that create value to both service
providers and service customers. We narrow down our study to innovative services, expressing that the services we analyze are operated by means of an underlying information and communication technology that are developed to solve
certain business problems, and has not yet appeared in commercial implementation. The essential question we investigate is whether and to what extend the value
creation is violated under the given financial and technological characteristics.
A sound value model that explains how businesses can realize the value of innovative services (Derzsi et al. 2007, Derzsi et al. 2008, Kräussl et al. 2009, Kräussl,
Gordijn, Tan & Baida 2008) is a suitable mean to explore and to analyze valuedriven requirements on service provision in forming constellations. A modeling
approach is a promising candidate to support the feasibility assessment. Thus, the
research subquestion here is:
Q1 What are the requirements and characteristics of a constructive approach that would support the required feasibility assessment in a reallife context?
In case of technology-enabled constellations, where different viewpoints of stakeholders as well as multiple domains need to be taken into account during feasibility
assessment, the usage of a sound value model is only one side of the analytical
spectrum. For a proper feasibility assessment, both business and technological aspects of innovative service provision need to be constantly considered to motivate
the commercialization of innovative technology. Thus, the second research subquestion is:

Research approach
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Q2 What are the requirements and characteristics of a cross-domain approach that both addresses feasibility concerns from multiple perspectives and viewpoints, and handles their interrelation?
However, as the above presented illustrative example, as well as experiences of
different case studies show, the technology and business aspects of innovative services are often handled separately. In addition, although there is a clear and detailed
view on the technological requirements to implement innovative services, the reallife impacts of innovation on the business domain are difficult to foresee. These
bottlenecks lead to the lack of clear understanding of the embedded value of innovation, and, as a consequence, to the difficulty of exploring a sound business case.
This observation lead us to the third research subquestion:
Q3 How to validate such an approach that is developed for feasibility
assessment in a real-life context?
The goal of the performed research is to provide a constructive approach that helps
assessing different feasibility concerns with regard to innovative services that have
not yet appeared in the market. Such an approach should be considered as a valuable contribution to both the scientific community and practitioners. To assess
whether the developed approach indeed achieves this aim, its validation is supported by industry-strength cases of two very different domains, i.e. energy management and cross-border trade.

1.3

Research approach

This thesis introduces the OPerationalized ALignment framework called OPAL
that declares the building blocks and the principles of the feasibility assessment
approach. Based on this framework, a systematic, i.e. step-wise method is developed called the OPAL method that supports exploring different feasibility concerns
crossing multiple domains (i.e. business and technology) and viewpoints (i.e. different stakeholders).
Our research aims to contribute to real-world problem solving. Extending the traditional view on scientific research (Styhre & Sundgren 2005), it aims to solve
relevant, real-life problems, derived from real-life cases. To articulate these problems, our research approach relies on two building blocks, scientific grounding and
experiences gained from real-life cases.
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Connecting business impacts (e.g. development of a new business model) with
ICT impacts of of innovative services (e.g. new software and hardware solutions)
adds an extra level complexity to the research approach. As our research aims to
provide constructive insights, the designed solution, which is motivated by the articulated problems, relies on conceptual modeling. To conquer such research aim,
and provide an output that offers both scientific and industrial relevance, different
challenges must be taken into account.

Literature study

Real-world cases

Problem
articulation

Solution design

Conceptual
modeling

Validation in realworld cases

Figure 1.2: Design of performed research, arrows denote the direction of progress
and traceability of research

Defining a constructive approach requires active involvement in business cases.
The presented research is conducted through two, real-life, industry-strength case
studies of European Union-founded projects. The participation of these projects
provided active involvement of businesses. It enabled several cycles of workshops,
brainstorming sessions, and gathering information from practitioners during the development of different, innovative services. The collected practical knowledge on
service development supported the validation of the OPAL framework and method.

Defining a constructive approach requires reflective learning. Valuable research output is created by aligning scientific development with practical relevance.

Main contribution
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In order to provide a useful framework for practitioners, the case studies provided
the ideal ground to collect knowledge while allowing active involvement service
development for real-life problems. The academic environment is then treated as a
complementary environment to reflect the scientific knowledge on the service development process of businesses, and to combine existing theory with practice to
develop the framework.
Research process is an iterative process. The continuous interaction with business practitioners leads to an iterative process while defining and designing the
framework and the method for feasibility assessment. In fact, case studies allow
the interaction of all phases of the research approach described in Figure 1.2. The
identification of the research theme is based on real-life problems that are articulated through the cases. The developed framework is then provided to tackle these
articulated problems. The validation phase reflects on the usefulness of the research output. Again, the case studies allow fine tuning the developed framework,
which may lead to the shift and/or redesign the original research theme and the
designed framework to find a suitable solution for the identified real-life problems.

1.4

Main contribution

Feasibility assessment across multiple domains and viewpoints. The technological and commercial view on innovative services involve practitioners from different domains, with different knowledge background and expertise. Business developers focus on leveraging the value of innovation and therefore are interested in
commercial (i.e. profit-oriented) concerns that should be expressed and explained
to system architects and engineers. On the other hand, engineers have the responsibility to address clearly technological issues that would influence the successful
commercialization of innovative technology. A constructive support is provided
that helps articulating and relating concerns arising from different domains. Furthermore, this support enables an efficient communication channel that interlinks
different domain experts to achieve shared understanding on a complex phenomena.
Contribution to the literature on the know-how of alignment. Although alignment research as a research theme does not have a long scientific publication history (one of the first publications in this topic was published in 1993 by Henderson
and Venkatraman (Henderson & Venkatraman 1993)), there exists a solid literature on the phenomena, focusing on different forms and problems that have been
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raised during the alignment research. Numerous strategic alignment frameworks
have been published that all aim to guide the alignment process. Therefore, to provide the scientific contribution, OPAL operationalizes the alignment process and
provides a constructive, systematic support that would not only provide guidelines,
but would as well provide tools to do the actual alignment process.
An easy-to-use platform for feasibility assessment. To assess feasibility concerns of value constellations, a comprehensive, yet global, understanding of the
constellation at hand is needed within a relatively short time frame (time-to-market
of a product is typically just a few months), for practitioners with different domain
knowledge. Therefore, an explorative feasibility platform should be implemented
in an ‘easy-to-use’ fashion (Gordijn & Akkermans 2003), requiring modeling tools
relying on lightweight, yet meaningful concepts that create a common language to
describe different domains. As a consequence, the defined OPAL framework uses
conceptual modeling tools known from requirement engineering literature in order
to clearly articulate and structure real-life problems.

1.5

Outline

In this thesis, we propose the OPAL framework and method for feasibility assessment aiming for the appropriate balance between business and technology aspects
of service provision. In Chapter 2, we discuss the underlying motivation, that is
inspired by both empirical evidences collected from industry-strength case studies,
and by extensive literature study.
Chapter 3 then introduces the principles, elements and concepts of the OPAL
framework. Subsequently, Chapter 4 works out the associated systematic, stepwise and constructive OPAL method for feasibility assessment using our illustrative example.
The validation of the usability and the benefit of the OPAL framework and method
happens using the two industry-strength case studies in Chapter 5 and in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 presents our conclusions, and discusses the both scientific and practical
contribution of this research.

1.6

List of publications

The research presented in this thesis has lead to the following list of publications:
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Part I

Theory meets practice:
Inspiration and foundation of
research

Chapter 2

Assessing feasibility of innovative
value constellations
Note: This chapter describes the research context. It focuses on the
question of whether and how business-ICT alignment would support the
feasibility assessment of innovative value constellations. To find an answer, we base our investigation on the literature review and on empirical
evidences collected from real-life case studies. An early position and research positioning paper was presented at the 12th Research Symposium
on Emerging Electronic Markets (Derzsi & Gordijn 2005).
The focus of our investigation is on value constellations that enable innovative services to resolve complex business problems. Typically, such constellations rely on
a substantial amount of information and communication technology (ICT) for service production and provisioning. Innovative services are then offered by different
organizations that jointly work on the satisfying a complex customer need.
Based on industrial experiences (Akkermans, Baida, Gordijn, Peña, Altuna &
Laresgoiti 2004, Gordijn & Akkermans 2003, Gordijn & Akkermans 2007), one of
the first bottlenecks in commercializing innovative services is to find a value constellation (in terms of participating enterprises and interworking ICT) that proves
to be feasible for the provision of such services.
To arrive at feasible value constellations, we need at least to develop an economically and technologically feasible sound constellation. As we show, such activity
requires a multi-domain approach. Different perspectives (i.e. ICT and business)
of the participating enterprises on the service provision have to be properly aligned
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both internally and between the enterprises themselves. As a consequence, aligning the business and technology aspects of innovative service provision becomes a
useful tool for the desired feasibility assessment track.
In this chapter we describe the context of our research in detail. We define the terms
used and discuss our research approach on feasibility assessment, using existing
research on business-ICT alignment. To motivate the practical relevance of our
research, we introduce two industry-strength case studies that we used to conduct
and to validate our research.

2.1

Understanding the concept of feasible constellations

Innovative services are often designed as a result of a collaboration and interdependence with real-life business problems. Collaboration creates a linkage between businesses, consumers and technology vendors, whereas the existence of
these linkages depends on whether businesses can gain value from the collaboration.
We use the term innovative service to label new technology-intensive
services that are proposed to provide solutions to complex, real-life business problems. To realize such services, information and communication technology is indispensable.
Motivated by such interdependence, service providers and (business) customers enable networked forms of organizations (Kambil & Short 1993, Clemons & Weber
1990), underlying the observation that innovative business ideas are often adopted,
realized and maintained in a networked business setting. Companies increasingly
form networked organizations to jointly satisfy complex business needs. Well
known examples include the networked business model of Cisco Systems (Tapscott,
Ticoll & Lowy 2000), actually consisting of a series of well integrated companies,
and the virtual integration of Dell Computers (Magretta 1998).
We use the term innovative value constellation or value constellation to
label the value-driven collaboration of technology providers and (business) customers. Value constellation is defined as a network of different
organizations, which is formed to realize innovative services in a commercial setting.
When an innovative service is introduced to satisfy complex business problems,
exploring its commercial potentials is a useful tool before its detailed, in-depth

Understanding the concept of feasible constellations
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implementation. Assessing feasibility concerns of innovative service provision is
considered as a preliminary investigation to foresee such potentials.
The main purpose of the feasibility assessment is therefore to explore the main
factors that would violate the commercial success of innovative services. The early
exploration of such feasibility concerns would lead to the formation of feasible
value constellations, where ideally stakeholders would gain their expected benefits.
The added value of innovative services determines commercial success. To
introduce innovative services on the market, one of the very first conditions that
needs to be fulfilled is whether the proposed service provides value for all stakeholders. In other words, it is essential that service providers gain their profit and
that consumers realize the expected benefit they pay for. Feasibility assessment
therefore starts by exploring what value is offered and received by providing and
consuming services, and whether a balanced, aligned view on the value of services
exists among stakeholders.
Assessing economic feasibility of value constellations refers to the question of whether all stakeholders, such as service providers and consumers, participating in a constellation gain value over a reasonable period of time with respect to their roles they fulfill. It is then important to
address substantial economic effects in terms of cost and benefits of the
service provision.

The added value of innovative services is enabled by the underlying technology. Innovative services are operated by means of information and communication technology. They are developed to solve certain business problems, and has
not yet appeared in commercial implementation. Consequently, to assure the added
value of these services, it is of an importance to design a technologically feasible
information and communication system that would put the innovative service into
operation in a real-life setting.
Assessing technological feasibility of value constellations refers to the
question of whether we can find a technologically acceptable solution
to provide the innovative service, thus to put the value constellation into
operation by deploying information and communication technology.
Feasibility assessment, while considered as a preliminary activity, should provide
useful insights into both the economic, i.e. value-driven and technology-driven
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aspects of the service provision during the early stage of their development in order
to avoid project failures, which may be very costly.

Multiple viewpoints on feasibility assessment. In complex processes, such as
assessing feasibility of innovative value constellations, separation of concerns is
commonly good practice for reducing design complexity and thereby decision
complexity. Such line of reasoning is also well-grounded in literature on viewpointoriented requirements engineering and on information system engineering (Finkelstein
et al. 1992, Dennis 2007). Therefore, for our feasibility assessment we selected two
distinct feasibility concerns (i.e. economic and technological feasibility concerns)
that we are going to address from different perspectives (i.e. business and technology) and viewpoints (i.e. multiple stakeholders).

2.1.1

Technology-driven feasibility assessment

Let us again consider the illustrative example that was introduced in Chapter 1.1. In
short, it is about extending the existing wireless Internet access service in Sunshine
Village. We focus on two possible scenarios. First, wireless access is provided
through a joint service offering of the hotel and a telecommunication company
(Telco). The hotel allows Telco to place WiFi access points, and to place a router
that connects the access points to the Internet. Second, the hotel can also extend its
existing infrastructure, and buy and place WiFi access points itself, while obtaining
broadband Internet access from an Internet Service Provider (ISP).
Both of these two alternatives motivate the design of a value constellation of wireless Internet access provision. However, the question is, which constellation alternative yields a commercially attractive and feasible service provision?
From the perspective of technology, the prerequisite of a service provision are
the software and hardware assets that are interrelated by means of different types
of communication networks. These assets and their interrelations build up the required information and communication system that maintains the service provision.
Different characteristics of these assets, such as the cardinality of WiFi access
points in our illustrative example, influence the system performance, hence might
have an impact on the expected benefits of the offered service. The system in place,
however, should be implemented in such a way that it provides continuously satisfactory performance, independently of the changing business characteristics (e.g.
expected number of service customers) of the constellation.
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Concepts that describe the software and hardware elements of the information and communication system, as well as different characteristics
of these elements are defined as the system requirements of the system
that operates the innovative service in question. From the perspective of
technology, these requirements provide input for our feasibility investigations.

Figure 2.1 provides a high-level overview of the system requirements of our illustrative example. It explains that to cover the resort area, so-called ‘switches’
need to be implemented that serve as aggregators of numerous, simultaneous wireless access points. These switches are then connected to the ‘network backbone
router’, which establishes and maintains the connection to the wide area network.
To provide wireless coverage in the resort area, and in the hotel buildings of the resort, additional ‘wireless access points’ are implemented and assigned to switches.

each wireless
access point
handles maximum
10 users

each switch relates
3 wireless access
points

wireless access point

hotel building

switches

external
network cable

network backbone
router
internal
network cable

Figure 2.1: Overview of system requirements to implement wireless Internet access in Sunshine Village
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The system in place is designed as such that each switch handles maximum three
wireless access points, and each wireless access point is calibrated to serve maximum 10 users on a satisfying performance.
The commercialization process of innovative technology involves solid knowledge
on the system requirements for the service provision, however, there is often a lack
of solid understanding on the consequences of this process on businesses (Venkatraman
& Henderson 1998, Porter 2001). As the performed case analyses also showed,
such a lack of understanding violates or blocks the success of certain business
design decisions. To support the commercialization process, the following observations are made:
• First, it is important to understand the ownership of the employed technology
assets, since it determines who pays for the investment and maintenance.
• Second, in case of a joint service offering, it is important to articulate who
takes the responsibility for a technologically feasible implementation of which
service.
• Third, the expectations on the benefits of innovative services influence the
design and implementation of the information and communication system
in place (e.g. browsing preferences of service costumers as a function of
the maximum bandwidth of wireless access points per user). Therefore, the
system design should happen in relation to these expectations.

2.1.2

Business-driven feasibility assessment

From the perspective of business, exploring feasibility concerns of innovative service provision would start at the other extreme of the spectrum. In a commercial
setting, feasibility studies are concentrated on the question of whether the service
provision generates value for stakeholders and whether it is economically feasible
for those stakeholders. Service providers, as commercially interested parties, are
motivated mainly by possible gain and profit, so the feasibility assessment focus on
financial considerations, i.e. whether the required costs are covered, and whether
service provision yields a profit.
As practice shows (Tapscott, Ticoll & Lowy 2000, Gordijn & Akkermans 2007),
innovative services motivate new commercial roles that emerge into a traditional
business setting. Such emergence pursues new models of value creation (Porter
2001), where collaboration between different businesses is driven by gaining their
expected benefit.
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Concepts that describe in business terms what is delivered or accomplished and by whom to preserve the value of collaboration are defined
as value-driven requirements or value requirements. From the perspective of business these concepts provide input for our feasibility investigations.

As a consequence, to arrive at an economically feasible value constellation, from
the perspective of business we need to understand what new commercial services
emerge as a result of the introduced technology, who would provide those services,
and what value the service provision generates for different businesses. The service
output (e.g. wireless access) and the compensation received (e.g. service fee) are
both examples of such value. Providing and receiving value connects different
businesses in value constellations, hence is the ground for collaboration.

I.
fee
hotel room

Guest

Sunshine
village

fee
wifi access
network
access

fee

ISP

II.
Guest

Telco
fee
wifi access

hotel
room

fee

Sunshine
village

fee
network
access

ISP

fee
room for
wifi facility

Figure 2.2: Value constellation alternatives to realize wireless Internet access in
Sunshine Village
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Getting back to our illustrative example, Figure 2.2 visualizes the two value constellation alternatives. This time, the representation focuses on the value requirements of the service provision. The first value constellation (I.) represents the scenario when hat Sunshine Village provides the wireless Internet access, while the
second alternative (II.) describes an alliance between Telco and Sunshine Village.
Both models indicate who provides what service, and what objects of value are
generated and exchanged between stakeholders. Boxes represent the stakeholders of the value constellation, while arrows indicate the exchanged value resulting
from the provision of the wireless Internet access service. In the first alternative,
Sunshine Village sets and charges the service fee, extending its existing revenue
stream, while in the second alternative, Telco charges the hotel guests, and the
collaboration is based on a negotiated form of revenue sharing.
Such a representation thus supports the successful commercialization of innovative
services, since it helps to explore how collaborating stakeholders would gain their
expected benefits. Taking only, however, the business impacts of service provision
into account can block the feasibility of the value constellation on a long-run.
First, it is essential to understand what software and hardware assets are required
to provide the services, and thus, to realize the expected benefits. Purely from the
perspective of business, the assignment of the service provider is misleading. Providing the service requires investment and continuous maintenance, and therefore
it is important to understand these cost effects in relation to the foreseen revenue
streams of the service provision.
Second, when new, innovative services are developed for the market, it is necessary to foresee under what business characteristics the underlying information and
communication system must operate. As the capabilities of the designed system
are insufficient to maintain the services on the desired performance, the realization
of expected benefits is violated.
The feasibility assessment of value constellations requires a broad view on both the
business and technological implications of the service provision. A pure, businessdriven design approach would lack a thorough exploration of these implications.

2.2

Feasibility assessment through business-ICT alignment

Value requirements of service provision tell us in business terms what has to be
delivered or accomplished to provide value for stakeholders. As the value, i.e. the
profit or benefit of innovative services is realized by the underlying technology, it is
essential to show that a technologically feasible constellation exists; the realization
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of stakeholder value is not blocked by the capabilities of the underlying information
and communication system.
System requirements of service provision describe the interrelated software and
hardware assets of innovative services, causing different impacts on value (e.g. the
investment and maintenance cost of technology). The cost consequences of the
required software and hardware assets are often hard to foresee in a value constellation as it is difficult to decide who is actually responsible for covering additional
investment and maintenance costs. As the value, i.e. the profit or benefit of innovative services is influenced by the underlying technology, it is essential to show that
an economically feasible constellation exists; the participating businesses have a
positive balance regarding their costs and benefits.
As a consequence, the feasibility assessment requires that both the value and system requirements on the innovative service provision are equally taken into account. Therefore, these different requirements must be considered in relation for
analysis, as it is also suggested by the viewpoint-oriented requirements engineering (Nuseibeh et al. 1994).
These requirements are, however, often in conflict, thereby creating feasibility
concerns. Feasibility concerns, in other words, appear as a result of misalignment among the value and system requirements of service provision. The recognition of this phenomenon is the basis of this presented research, and it is motivated by the seminal work of numerous, well-known researchers (Henderson &
Venkatraman 1993, Ciborra 1997, Luftman et al. 2005).
Assessing the economic and technological feasibility concerns of value
constellations thus translates to the task of exploring potential alignment
concerns among the value and system requirements of service provision.

Forms of alignment. Resolving a potential conflict situation between value and
system requirements in value constellations boils down to the following two major
alignment scenarios:
1. There is a need to mutually align the value requirements of service provision for service providers and service customers (e.g. revenue sharing of the
service provision in case of a joint service offering) (see Figure 2.3, (I)).
2. There is a need to mutually align the value requirements of service provision with the system requirements for the concrete implementation of the
designed information and communication system (e.g. an increase in the
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number of service users requires scalable architecture design to keep the satisfactory performance) (see Figure 2.3, (II)).

(I.)

Value requirements
of customer

Value requirements
of supplier

(II.)

Value requirements of
customer and supplier

System requirements

Figure 2.3: Alignment scenarios in value constellations
The first alignment scenario focuses on creating a shared understanding of the
value of innovative services in value constellations. This ensures that expectations
regarding the potential benefits of the participating enterprises are properly aligned
with each other.
The second alignment scenario expands the tool set for the required feasibility
analysis as it focuses more on concrete implementation. Therefore, it helps to
articulate a feasible value constellation for the innovative service provision.
Seminal literature (Galliers & Newell 2001, Ciborra 1997) suggests that the key to
the commercial success of businesses is to align their business initiatives and the
information technology that enables them. Aligning the value requirements of service provision with the system requirements thus becomes a useful tool to explore
feasibility concerns that would violate the sustainability of value constellations.
How can we thus analyze value constellations from a business-ICT
alignment point of view, and explore their potential feasibility concerns?

2.2.1

Alignment in strategic management research

For almost three decades, alignment between business and ICT has constantly
appeared as a top concern for both practitioners and the information system research community (Luftman et al. 2005, Reich & Nelson 2003, Tallon, Kraemer
& Gurbaxani 2000, Campbell, Kay & Avison 2005, Chan et al. 2006). Academic
research has seen an intensive focus on formulating and supporting the notion of
alignment.
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The seminal work of Henderson and Venkatraman (Henderson & Venkatraman
1993) determines the angle of strategic management research on business-ICT
alignment. The authors propose a framework to capture the potential influence
of information technology on the competitive characteristics of organizations. Although their model links organizational transformation to technology capabilities
and focuses on its competitive role, it only remains on the conceptual level, leaving
the support of the concrete alignment process for further research.
Lessons learned: For the desired feasibility assessment, it is important
to consider the business-ICT alignment as the part of business strategy,
but we aim to take a more operational view and analyze relationships
between business characteristics and system requirements. To support
the commercialization process of innovative services, a constructive feasibility assessment track is a must.
Looking at the follow-up strategic management research on alignment, a number of frameworks and approaches have been proposed for evaluating and validating alignment between ICT and business strategy, which were developed to
identify critical enabling and inhibiting factors of successful alignment (Luftman
et al. 1999, Burn 1997, Chan et al. 1997, Maes 1999).
These approaches, however, mainly focus on the strategic management issues regarding business-ICT alignment. They give ‘lessons learned’ advice for strategic
positioning to domain experts and practitioners but ignores connections with system requirements (Bleistein et al. 2006). Thus, these strategic management models
hardly offer a constructive approach to support the notion of alignment.
Lessons learned: Strategic alignment frameworks are suitable for explaining alignment scenarios between business and technology ex post,
but hardly take a constructive, operational view ex ante that would allow
articulating the feasibility concerns of value constellations exploiting innovative services.
A few researchers have identified this lack of constructive support for alignment
that would aid the concrete alignment process in businesses. As Galliers notes
(2004), ”[...] an issue that has remained relatively unchallenged and unquestioned
is how to align ICT that is relatively fixed, once implemented in an organization, with a business strategy and associated information requirements that are
constantly in need of adjustment”. Research conducted by Avison et al. (2004)
operationalizes Henderson and Venkatraman’s strategic alignment framework, but
fails to demonstrate its feasibility for validating business strategy initiatives with
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system requirements.
There has been considerable debate and research activity to demonstrate that alignment should be treated as an ongoing process (Papp 1999, Rondinelli et al. 2001)
rather than a state to achieve. It is an especially valid argument for businesses developing and introducing innovative services on the market, since these services
often form dynamically to satisfy the changing customer need. However in reality
the conducted research that discusses alignment processes often measures theoretical and artificial constructs to cover the real-life complexity (Ciborra 1997) instead
of using real-life cases and empirical research to form the theory.
Lessons learned: For the desired feasibility assessment, dealing with
alignment as a continuous process is an important recognition. Moreover, our research should follow an approach that deals with real-life
scenarios and supports alignment of case-driven requirements.
Furthermore, strategic alignment frameworks tend to increase the gap between
business and technology professionals. Frameworks for analyzing and evaluating
business-ICT alignment tend to treat organizational IT at a relatively abstract level
that does not detail system requirements.
This critique has recently been labeling the strategic alignment research in the
IS community (Ciborra 1997, Papp 1999, Avison, Jones, Powell & Wilson 2004,
Smaczny 2001). As such, they do not allow the attainment of a shared understanding between business and technology professionals to resolve alignment concerns.
Lessons learned: For the desired feasibility assessment, it is important
to achieve a shared understanding on different economic and technological concerns of innovative service provision. Only if the resulting
output of the feasibility assessment is shared and agreed upon by all
stakeholders involved, does it provides a better insight into the commercial success of innovative services.
In addition, little research has been carried out that recognizes the necessity of understanding and demonstrating the notion of alignment in business networks (Galliers
2004, Sledgianowski & Luftman 2005). Alignment frameworks mostly define and
position alignment problems for a single enterprise, thus lacking the ability to support different forms of alignment among different businesses.
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Lessons learned: A crucial aspect for the required feasibility assessment of our research is to understand what forms of alignment exist in
a networked setting, as we use alignment as a tool to explore feasibility
concerns of innovative service provision in value constellations.

2.2.2

Alignment in requirements engineering

Research conducted in the field of requirements engineering highlights two aspects
of alignment issues: to understand the relationship between business and technology, and to engineer it. The issue of system design appears as an engineering cycle
in the requirements engineering community (Wieringa & Heerkens 2006), meaning that requirements engineering traditionally takes a design-driven perspective
on alignment research, enabling traceability of different alignment decisions.
Lessons learned: Taking an engineering perspective in order to achieve
well-aligned businesses would provide systematic, i.e. operational tools
for our feasibility assessment, thereby leading to a suitable approach to
our research initiatives.
Requirements engineering literature describes a number of frameworks and approaches that highlight various aspects of requirements analysis for organizational
ICT (Nurcan & Rolland 2003, Yu & Liu 2001, Rolland et al. 2004, Salinesi &
Rolland 2003). These works provide an engineering approach to strategic alignment: Understanding the business strategy and engineering strategic goals are the
main focus. However, they hardly incorporate an explicit analysis of value requirements in relation to the underlying technology that realizes it, making it difficult to
use such approaches to assess the technological and economic feasibility of innovative services.
To fill this gap, a novel approach is presented by Bleistein et al. (2006), who
combine requirements engineering for aligning information technology to organizations’ business strategy. Their research recognizes the lack of focus on system
requirements in alignment research and provides an operationalized attempt to resolve alignment problems, although system requirements are still validated against
strategic goals of businesses.

2.2.3

Architecture reference models to support alignment

Well-known software engineering frameworks, or architecture reference models
such as TOGAF (TOGAF Enterprise Edition, version 8.1 accessed November 2006),
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or methods such as ATAM (Kazman et al. 2000) or SAAM (Kazman et al. 1994)
have been developed with a strong emphasis on perspective-specific modeling.
They provide standardized, systematic guidelines to support architecture development. They propose different viewpoints to explore the business impacts and
implications of technology, with a specific focus on how a concrete implementation would support certain business processes.
As such, they attempt to take the socio-economic context of the employed technology backbone into account or, at least, to direct the focus of technology designers
on important business implications. In addition, they promote the importance of the
conceptually sound analytical approach, which is especially useful in the context
of complex design problems.
Lessons learned: Employing perspective-specific model-driven reasoning is a useful approach to providing a constructive tool for our desired
feasibility assessment.
From the perspective of business, there are different aspects to consider. Models
related to understanding the value of the service, to foreseeing service performance
expectations and to assessing the partnership requirements for service delivery are
required in order to support the design process of feasible value constellations. The
model-driven architecture development frameworks, however, do not provide constructive recommendations for taking these aspects into account during the business design.
The above-mentioned reference models are designed primarily from the perspective of application integration and interoperability across heterogeneous systems.
Nonetheless, they are disconnected from exploring value-driven concerns of technology (e.g. financial implications of service provision) that would help to explore
and analyze feasibility concerns of value constellations.
To overcome this limitation, a cost-benefit based evaluation of alignment is proposed by CBAM (Kazman et al. 2001), which is further used and developed into
the BITAM framework to support, in particular, the alignment process (Chen, Kazman & Garg 2005).
Both CBAM and BITAM provide systematic recommendations to support the businessICT alignment. However, they lack the ability to provide a constructive approach
that literally aligns the business and technology aspects of the technology commercialization. For our research, we seek for ‘literal’ approach that provides constructive tools rather than textual guidance to support the alignment activity.
Furthermore, these frameworks are again disconnected from the notion of supporting alignment in a networked setting, lacking among other things the ability to
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support value-driven alignment among different businesses. Hence, they are of
limited value to explore different feasibility concerns in value constellations.

2.2.4

Implications for further research

To develop the desired support for feasibility assessment, the overview of existing literature on alignment research provides important objectives. The strategic
frameworks known from information management literature explain and stress the
necessity and importance of alignment between business and technology to arrive at sustainable, technology-driven businesses. These theoretical frameworks
remain, however, on the level of strategic planning and hardly take a constructive,
operational view on the concrete, case-specific alignment process. In addition, they
mostly define alignment for a single enterprise, focusing on electronic integration,
lacking the notion for a networked setting.
Therefore, it is essential to design the required feasibility assessment tool in such
a way as to allow a constructive, case-specific assessment of both business and
technology-driven concerns. Moreover, a suitable assessment tool should not only
focus on exploring feasibility concerns of individual organizations, it must also be
able to explore these concerns in relation to the multi-organizational setting.
On the other side of the spectrum, taking an engineering angle on alignment helps
to conceptualize and to systematize the alignment process from different perspectives. Model-based architecture frameworks that stress the importance of conceptual modeling, however, lack the ability to provide constructive tools that support
the concrete alignment process among the business and technology aspects of the
technology commercialization.
The critiques on existing alignment research inspired our research to formulate a
constructive alignment support that would also serve the required feasibility assessment track of value constellations.The research approach that we take to develop a
feasibility assessment tool therefore combines findings of various research schools
on alignment, aiming to provide a unique and valuable contribution to alignment
research.
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Introduction to real-world case studies

Now we introduce two industry-strength cases from two different domains, where
innovative services are developed to resolve complex business problems. The provision of these services requires a value constellation that employs different means
of information and communication technology.
Expectations based on field tests and pilot studies suggest that the commercial introduction of these services carries value for both businesses and service providers.
Would such expectations remain feasible as innovative services operate in a reallife setting? How can we explore potential feasibility concerns from a business-ICT
alignment point of view?

2.3.1

Balancing electricity consumption and supply

Distributed generation (DG) of electricity is providing an increasing part of the
worldwide electricity system. DG consists of different sources of electric power
connected to the distribution network or directly to a customer site. These sources
are called the distributed energy resources (DERs) and are non-predictable, nondispatchable small generation units (nominal power below 50 MW), including most
renewable energy sources (except large hydro-plants over 50 MW). Examples of
DER are photovoltaic solar systems, small and medium-scale wind turbine farms
and the combined generation of heat and power (CHP).
Capacity problems in electricity supply call for distributed control. Stagnation of reserve capacity and the increasing power demand leads to the danger of
capacity problems of the electricity supply, meaning that the continuous balance
between actual electricity demand and supply is violated. In order to avoid these
problems and dangers, the integration of DERs is supported as a priority by conventional, centralized electricity generation. In addition, there is a clearly articulated need by the European countries to develop a solution that would support the
successful integration of DERs into the open electricity market.
If the the share of non-predictable DERs were to increase, information technology
would provide an intelligent means of clustering and controling DERs in order to
create added value for the electricity supply. Clustered control of DERs would
create active network management to increase efficiency in capacity. Innovative
technology would partially smooth the individual stochastic behaviour by actively
utilizing the flexibility in the electricity production of the DER clusters using distributed control.
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The real-life case we introduce in short (referred to as DBS case) focuses on introducing an innovative service, called Distributed Balancing Service (DBS) that
would support the secure and controlled integration of DERs into the electricity
system in order to decrease the risk of imbalance between supply and consumption of electricity (Kok et al. 2006). The underlying technological solution was
developed by the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands and tested within the
EU-founded project FENIX 1 .
The FENIX field test was centered on a specific setting of DER generators in the
Netherlands that are interconnected by means of information technology. It proved
that by employing innovative services, DER units can be clustered into so-called
virtual power plants, so that their impact can be monitored and controlled in order
to mitigate concerns of imbalance and to smoothen the deviances of electricity
supply.
The DBS case builds on the results of the field test and explores whether, and how,
innovative services could support the imbalance reduction in a real-life setting, at
the same time enabling the controlled integration of DER units into the electricity
network.

Distributed control provides tangible benefits in energy management. The
introduced innovative service defines additional control power over DER units to
integrate them into the existing electricity backbone. Moreover, it uses this control
power to balance the occurring deviation between electricity supply and consumption. The distributed balancing service smooths the operational profile of DER
units by creating a flexible environment for the efficient operation of DER devices.
Such support would be essential for devices that are highly unpredictable, i.e. wind
turbines and solar cells, which often face with unexpected imbalance due to unpredictable weather conditions.

Practical example: DBS to control the operation of wind turbines. Wind turbines are the subjects of the risk of over- and underproduction due to their stochastic nature. Deviance from predicted operation is then compensated centrally, i.e.
on a regional/national level, using the emergency capacity of the electricity system that is reserved for such balancing measures. This generates significant, costly
measures, or imbalance costs for the operators of wind turbines, which weakens
the position of wind farms on the electricity market.
1 FENIX is an integrated R&D project (Nr. 027829) funded by the 6th Framework Programme of
the European Commission (see www.fenix-project.org)
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The additional control support would enable the imbalance reduction of portfolios and the reduction of imbalance costs. By employing DBS, wind turbines
can appear as a more attractive energy resource on the liberalized market. Furthermore, mitigating the risk of imbalance would be beneficial on the broader,
regional/national level as the degree of secure system operation would increase.

2.3.2

Electronic customs of cross-border trade

The rapid development of the Internet and the information and communication
technology has led to the growing electronic cross-border delivery of services (OECD
2004).
Inefficiency in customs protocols of cross-border trade calls for process redesign. The EU is currently working on reshaping its customs legislation and
practices. The reasons are threefold. First, the threat of terrorism has resulted in
new control regulations to meet strict security and safety requirements. Second,
the increasing excise and VAT fraud in the EU (for alcohol, it amounts annually
to 1.5 billion e, approximately 8% of the total excise duties receipts on alcoholic
beverages, while VAT fraud is estimated to be 10% of total VAT receipts) calls for
the need to redesign existing control mechanisms. Third, the EU has expressed
the need to reduce administrative burden in order to keep the EU as a competitive
economic zone.
Cargo during cross-border shipment remains especially vulnerable, and thus constant control must be performed at all points in the supply chain, for commercial
and customs goals. Efficiency and reducing administrative burden therefore can
easily conflict with increased security, safety and control.
Innovative technology provides control and efficiency for customs. Therefore, to meet all the aforementioned EU initiatives, new customs procedures are
required (Baida et al. 2008). Innovative services provide a suitable alternative:
Paper-based control procedures for customs in cross-border trade could be replaced
by electronic procedures. This relies on two essential, technology-intensive pillars: (1) the Tamper-Resistant Embedded Controller (TREC) to monitor container
movements, and (2) a sophisticated backend management that facilitates standardized and secure distribution of trade-related information.
The real-life case we introduce in short (further referred to as the STL case) is centered around an innovative concept called Secure Trade Lane, which is designed
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to monitor product movements and to facilitate the required data sharing. The
case shows how customs administrations can rely on commercial data they receive
electronically to facilitate their control in international trade. The underlying technological solution was provided by the EU-funded ITAIDE 2 project, which was
initiated to redesign EU customs procedures by means of innovative services.
A pilot, living-lab experiment investigated how the introduced innovative services
support customs procedures of excise goods 3 in the beer industry between the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom. It proved that employing innovative services provided real-time information on the state and location of shipments, and
supported the secure and trusted sharing of both commercial and legal information
required to fulfil customs procedures.
The STL case builds on the successful results of the pilot and explores whether,
and how, innovative services could support the customs procedures of cross-border
trade in a real-life setting.
Electronic customs provide tangible benefits in public administration. Innovative services that are designed to resolve the problem of efficient customs control
and trusted data sharing provide up-to-date information on the shipped containers
world wide. In addition, they maintain data sharing on shipment among the supply chain parties and governmental authorities in order to automate and optimize
certain governmental (i.e. customs) procedures.
When a shipment is prepared, all relevant commercial data (originating from its
ERP system) becomes accessible to all relevant supply chain partners and government systems, using innovative services. This information is then available online
for further inspection through the Internet for authorized parties, including customs
offices. It is vital to understand that the proposed technology innovation unifies
various data sources (e.g. TREC data, different warehouse management systems),
thereby enabling a standardized way of describing and storing data.
Practical example: TREC service provides export evidence. Using TREC devices and the TREC service leveraging this technology, physical control of cargo
can be substituted by electronic control. As soon as a container physically leaves
the territory of origin, the TREC device sends a message to the respective customs
authorities and thereby providing digital export evidence. This export evidence is
2 ITAIDE

is an integrated research project (Nr. 027829) funded by the 6th Framework IST Programme of the European Commission (see www.itaide.org)
3 For certain goods, such as alcohol or cigarettes, the seller needs to pay a special tax called excise
in the country in which the goods are sold and consumed. These goods are called excise goods.
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stored in the database of the logistic provider and can be accessed by authorized
supply chain partners. If the shipment is physically inspected en route, customs
officers can use handheld devices to obtain access to the commercial information
identifying this shipment, using a unique identification number that the TREC device provides.

2.3.3

Feasibility assessment through business-ICT alignment in practice

From the feasibility analysis point of view, both real-life cases highlight similar
characteristics, as follows:
1. In both cases there is extensive knowledge of the underlying information and
communication system that would maintain the innovative services.
2. In both cases, the commercial success of these services relies on the sustainable collaboration of different stakeholders - service providers and consumers, who use each other’s core competencies, and co-produce and exchange different objects (e.g. service fee) that carry value for participating
stakeholders.
3. Both cases are successfully piloted in a field test, designed for a limited scope
and for an artificially created business setting.
Based on the promising results of the field tests and pilots, the natural step forward
is to introduce the innovative services in the commercial market. The commercialization process, however, could open up different feasibility concerns that were not
yet present in a limited environment.
In a real-life setting different, unforeseen factors often emerge that have an impact
on the benefits of innovative services. These factors might remain hidden in an
artificially created, piloted environment. As an example, an information and communication system that should support 50 concurrent customers looks often quite
different from a system that must support millions of concurrent customers. Understanding therefore the effects of upscaling is an essential element to arrive at
feasible constellation that commercializes innovative services.
What are the impacts of the commercial employment of innovative services on the
underlying technology? In other words, what are the economic and technological
consequences of upscaling? Is there a thread of feasibility concerns that would
violate the commercial success of the designed technology?
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As soon as we approach these questions from the business-ICT alignment point of
view, the following observations can be made.
1. It is essential to explore ex ante whether the system capabilities of the underlying technology are designed in such a way that they would fit into the
frequently changing business characteristics of the application domain.
2. There needs to be a clear view on the ownership of both the financial and the
operational responsibility. This would help to clarify in a multi-stakeholder
setting who invests in what technology assets, who provides what service,
and who would provide what compensation in return.
3. An important condition for a sustainable collaboration in value constellations
is the shared, i.e. aligned, understanding of the value that innovative services
create and offer to stakeholders, and what compensation the provided value
implies.
4. As a consequence, there has to be a clear understanding of what technological means are required to realize the value of innovative services and whether
any condition exists that would violate its realization.
Considering the presented cases, looking only at the expected revenue streams of
innovative services would not help the argument in favour of the commercial success of the innovative services. The economic feasibility of innovative services
depends on the business impacts of the underlying technology. The underlying
distributed architecture has investment and maintenance costs that should be articulated, requiring to explore who is financially and technologically responsible for
which technology asset.
From among the presented cases, the issue of standardization is a suitable example
to highlight why business-ICT alignment becomes a useful tool for feasibility analysis. From the technology point of view, standards are required for a unique and
transparent description of products that is understood and shared among different
stakeholders. Therefore, the designed technology introduces standardized product
description protocols.
However, it is far from obvious who will define these standards and who will provide and maintain them. These activities cost manpower and money in the long
term, which should be equally compensated. Standardization therefore no longer
remains a purely technical issue. It manifests a new business role of standard
provider in the value constellation, where this new role must be proved both financially and technologically feasible, otherwise the proposed solution would ultimately collapse.
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To argue over such feasibility issues one needs to take a broad analytical view. The
standardization task is identified purely by system requirements. To show, however,
that a standardization body would be commercially feasible, requires a broader
analytical view, illustrating that the feasibility analysis is continuously interwoven
by different business-ICT alignment concerns.

2.4

Discussion

Value constellations are formed to enable innovative services in a commercial setting. Such a constellation requires more than just a few enterprises alone, coproducing things of economic value. Providing and maintaining the innovative
services in focus, information and communication technology is indispensable. In
fact, information and communication technology is a prerequisite for both of the
real-life cases and for our illustrative example.
Both of the real-life cases are based on a successfully executed pilot, introducing
innovative services to overcome complex business problems. These pilots foresee
the value of these services for both service customers and providers. Commercialization of the proposed solution would be expected to deliver the same benefits.
However, it is far from obvious whether the innovative services perform the same
way in a real-life setting. Different feasibility concerns can emerge that could
violate the commercial success of these services, and would lead to the collapse of
the constellations providing them.
Therefore, assessing major feasibility concerns of innovative services ex ante of their in-depth commercial development would also
support the feasibility assessment of value constellations in focus.
Finding means of articulating feasibility concerns regarding the successful commercialization of innovative services could help both business and technology designers to arrive at a clear understanding of the commercial potential of these services. Therefore, the challenge is to develop a constructive, systematic feasibility
assessment tool to (1) articulate and (2) to address these feasibility concerns.
The lessons learned from strategic alignment and requirements engineering literature, and from architecture reference models provided useful knowledge to articulate the building elements and requirements of our desired feasibility assessment
support. This knowledge, and the open questions and problems collected from the
real-life cases showed that to explore feasibility concerns, it is necessary to under-
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stand the effects of commercialization on the underlying information and communication system components.
Therefore, the desired feasibility assessment support should interrelate different
domains (i.e. business and technology) and viewpoints (i.e. service providers and
customers), while assessing major feasibility concerns.
Assessing major feasibility concerns of innovative services should
link the business and the technology aspects of their commercialization, and, as a consequence, should happen through the lenses of
business-ICT alignment.
To reach our aim, our research proposes a constructive, operationalized alignment
framework called the OPAL framework, and a step-wise, systematic analytical tool
called the OPAL method that is built on its principles to provide such feasibility assessment support. The development of the OPAL framework and method is going
to be presented in the chapters that follow.

Part II

The OPerationalized ALignment
framework

Chapter 3

The OPAL framework
Note: This chapter presents the OPAL framework, which provides the
conceptual fundaments of the feasibility assessment. As the assessment
relies on aligning business and technology aspects of constellations, the
prerequisite of OPAL is to understand what alignment means in a multistakeholder setting. As a result, this chapter introduces a conceptual
model to address different forms of alignment for networks of organizations, which model was presented at the BUSITAL workshop of the 18th
Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (Derzsi &
Gordijn 2006). This chapter also justifies why and how conceptual modeling supports the feasibility assessment. Early results of a conceptually
sound feasibility assessment were presented on the 19th Conference on
Advanced Information Systems Engineering (Derzsi et al. 2007).
This chapter introduces the OPerationalized ALignment (OPAL) framework. It
introduces the principles of feasibility assessment in value constellations. As such,
it aids the exploration and analysis of different feasibility concerns of innovative
service provision.
We claim that these feasibility concerns are translated into different business-ICT
alignment problems. Therefore, the OPAL framework conceptualizes the fundaments of a feasibility assessment support that is capable to analyze different
business-ICT alignment problems in a multi-stakeholder setting. As a consequence,
the OPAL framework provides the conceptual underpinning to support the alignment process itself.
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3.1

Key principles

As the real-life cases and our illustrative example show, it is essential to align both
the business and technology aspects of innovative service provision in order to arrive at their successful commercialization. The process of business-ICT alignment
is a useful tool to support the feasibility assessment. Seminal works from different
research domains that target and analyze alignment problems provide numerous
key principles that we can adapt and follow for our required feasibility assessment
track, as well as gaps to fill, such as:
• Strategic alignment research argues that as businesses are transformed through
technology, it is essential to align the business and technology aspects of
such transformation. We need a constructive approach that supports the concrete alignment process and brings us closer to the concrete implementation.
• Adapting the engineering view on alignment, we require a systematic approach through multiple domains and viewpoints.
• To provide a beneficial solution for practitioners and to resolve real-life problems, conceptual modeling is a suitable approach to describe and to articulate
case-specific characteristics for feasibility analysis and thus for business-ICT
alignment.
• Following the model-driven development principles, we adapt perspectivespecific models, but we also need to define how they are interrelated in order
to literally support the alignment process.
• Last but not least, we need to expand the view on alignment research to
understand what alignment means in a networked setting such as value constellations.
Based on these principles, the OPAL framework provides the environment to develop a feasibility assessment support. The OPAL framework introduces different
conceptual models and modeling techniques. They all assist in exploring different
economic and technological feasibility concerns in order to avoid project failures
and substantial costs for businesses.

3.1.1

Role of the systematic approach

As soon as an innovative service gets better accepted in the commercial world,
there is an increase in the number of service customers. A major characteristic of
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expected benefits is that the higher the number of customers, the higher the value
of innovation.
Changing business characteristics lead to dynamically forming value constellations. The increase in the number of consumers often leads to different upscaling problems of technology that could imply not only technological (e.g. a drop in
system performance) but also economic feasibility (e.g. increasing costs) concerns.
Consequently, a constructive alignment approach should provide a flexible environment, where emerging feasibility concerns regarding innovative service provision
can be better explored by incrementally improving the proposed solution. Aligning different aspects of innovative service provision is thus a dynamic process and
requires a systematic approach through engineering cycles.
A high degree of business uncertainty is inherited from the innovative nature of
services. This makes it difficult to foresee the real-life potential and success of
commercialization and as a consequence, there is no exact definition or concrete
resolution to solve certain business-ICT alignment problems. Again, systematic
reasoning would provide a structured exploration process to explore the commercial potentials.
A systematic approach should be defined in such a way that it would be useful
during the early stage of innovative service development. Therefore, an operational yet ‘easy-to use’ tool is needed that supports this alignment process. Such a
lightweight yet systematic approach helps to develop a comprehensive understanding of the innovative service provision.

3.1.2

Role of conceptual modeling

In contrast to the existing alignment frameworks, the OPAL framework aims to
provide practical tools to resolve real-life alignment problems. Conceptual modeling provides a clear and coherent way to describe the case-specific business and
technology aspects of innovative service provision.
Modeling techniques based on sound conceptualization would as well enable linking different representations. Therefore, they would provide the basis for our required alignment support and as such, modeling techniques would (1) support assessing cross-domain feasibility concerns on innovative services, and would (2)
support the formation of feasible constellations providing these services.
A conceptualization represents an abstract, simplified view of the world. For our
feasibility assessment, such a simplified world consists of different requirements
that are needed to realize innovative services. From the perspective of information
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and communication technology, providing innovative services requires different
software and hardware assets, and, in case of a networked service offering, a mean
of communication to exchange information between interoperating services.
From the perspective of business, providing innovative services requires the understanding on how service provision generates value (e.g. profit) for stakeholders.
Concepts describing what services bring technology innovation into a commercial
setting, who provides these services, and what value they create are therefore important building elements of the feasibility assessment.
The commercialization process of innovative services involves practitioners with
different background and expertise, often lacking the shared understanding on
complex, multi-domain problems (see e.g. (Ciborra 1997)). For them, to benefit
from the analysis of such problems, it is necessary that the analysis uses a ‘language’ that clearly articulates important aspects of the subject at hand. This enables
effective cross-domain discussions by hiding unnecessary complexities.
The notion of shared conceptualization (Borst 1997) is therefore important for our
research, because we aim at a shared understanding of different domains (i.e. business and technology), and viewpoints (i.e. stakeholders involved). Additionally,
once we have the conceptualization of these, we can highlight potential conflicts in
the various aspects of service provision that enterprises may have and try to resolve
them.
The resulting output of conceptual modeling, while shared and agreed upon by
the enterprises involved, can then provide further direction for a more detailed and
focused requirements engineering track.

3.2

A conceptual alignment model for value constellations

Concluded from our real-life cases, the notion of interorganizational alignment of
business and technology aspects of service provision must receive a special attention in the OPAL framework. There is, however, a lack in understanding of different forms of alignment in a networked setting, such as in value constellations.
Therefore we formulate an alignment model to conceptualize the gathered knowledge of alignment in value constellations. The model is defined using different
perspectives and viewpoints, that are considered during the alignment process in
constellations. We consider this alignment model as an important extension to the
existing alignment literature, as it helps to understand what alignment means in a
multi-stakeholder setting.
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Inspired by the principles of different, model-driven development frameworks as
well as by the seminal strategic management literature, we select and define the
following four perspectives in order to structure forms of alignment in a multistakeholder setting:
• The goal perspective represents the long-term objectives of stakeholders,
such as cost leadership or differentiation of products and services (see e.g.
Porter 2001). To provide a constructive alignment support, it is important to
know that there is an alignment between the individual strategic objectives
of participating stakeholders that declare how they aim to create and gain
value and that no crucial conflicts exist.
• The value perspective explores what value stakeholders offer each other and
what they request in return. The value perspective shows how the strategy of
value creation and maintenance of different stakeholders is put into operation
and investigates whether crucial conflicts exist. Such a perspective is also
useful for assessing concerns of economic feasibility, measured in terms of
incoming and outgoing money flows.
• The process perspective shows how the value creation and maintenance is
carried out via different processes, including coordinating processes among
different stakeholders. For the purpose of analyzing economic feasibility,
this perspective can be used to understand the various operational costs and
benefits that influence the analysis (see TOGAF 2006).
• The information and communication technology (ICT) perspective explores
the software and hardware components and their interrelation (i.e. communication, linkages). This perspective contributes to the understanding of technological feasibility, i.e. whether it is possible to design an information system that satisfies the requirements expressed by the value perspective (see
e.g. (Kazman et al. 2000).). Additionally, it helps to address different financial concerns such as the required investments and expenses required for
maintenance of software and hardware components.
The high-level overview of different alignment forms (see Figure 2.3) motivated
‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ alignment activities among different organizations and
perspectives. Combining these activities with the selected perspectives, we arrive
to the conceptual alignment model that is presented in Figure 3.1. The arrows
motivate the following forms of alignment:
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• alignment process between perspectives in a single organization called intraorganizational alignment of perspectives, labeled by vertical arrows within
a specific organization;
• alignment process per perspective among different organizations called interorganizational alignment within a perspective, labeled by horizontal arrows between organizations specific to a perspective; and
• alignment process between perspectives among organizations called interorganizational alignment between perspectives, labeled by vertical arrows between horizontal lines referring to a perspective-specific, interorganizational
alignment.

Organization A
Integrated goal

Goal

Value

Integrated value

Value

Integrated process

Process

Process

ICT

Integrated ICT

Inter-organizational alignment
between perspectives

Goal

Intra-organizational alignment

Organization B

ICT

Inter-organizational alignment within a perspective

Figure 3.1: A conceptual alignment model to define different forms of alignment
in value constellations

Alignment of different perspectives in a single organization. Typically, an intraorganizational alignment activity refers to the ‘traditional’ view on the businessICT alignment research. Taking as an example a simple alignment problem between the value and ICT perspectives, the wireless service provider should explore
and understand the expected value of its service considering the costs and benefits
of the underlying information and communication system.
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Alignment within a perspective among different organizations. Sustainability
of value constellations requires an interorganizational alignment activity among
different, perspective-specific aspects of innovative service provision. As a typical example, designing an interoperable information and communication system
across multiple domains requires an optimal fit among existing technological backbones of stakeholders. This could as well lead to introducing standardized solutions, as it was also described in the STL case (see Chapter 2.3.2).

Alignment of different perspectives among different organizations. As our illustrative example also showed, different forms of partnering might exist to provide
the innovative service in question. It is then the matter of the value-adding collaboration to decide which form of partnering is the most beneficial for all stakeholders
involved. Deciding on possible forms of partnering requires, among others, a solid
understanding on what technological means facilitate the collaboration, thus are
required to realize the expected benefits, hence necessitating their alignment.

3.2.1

Defining the scope of feasibility assessment

Our feasibility assessment is motivated and characterized by different forms of
alignment. Therefore, the developed alignment model helps to narrow down the
focus of feasibility assessment to two distinguished perspectives, which are:
• The commercial, i.e. value perspective, and
• The information and communication technology perspective.
The selected perspectives serve well our feasibility assessment, as they remain on
a high-level of granularity, yet embedding the important aspects for analysis. By
narrowing down the analytical space, we also select the forms of alignment that
we consider for our feasibility assessment. As the research context motivates the
assessment of economic feasibility concerns, we first consider alignment from the
value point of view: Each enterprise in the constellation should be able to make
profit, to gain benefits.
The value perspective supports this aim as it focuses on the benefits, revenues and
expenses caused by the employed technology. It captures what value different
stakeholders expect and offer, and defines it not only within a given organization
but also in relation to different stakeholders.
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As innovative services are the focus of the analysis, the feasibility assessment naturally incorporates the information and communication technology perspective,
further referred to as the technology perspective, into its analytical space.
The technology perspective captures what software and hardware assets are required to operate the innovative service in focus, and by what communication
means they are interrelated. As a consequence, this perspective allows the conceptualization of system requirements, thereby providing input for the operationalized
alignment process.
Excluded perspectives. The developed feasibility assessment approach that is
introduced in this thesis does not consider the goal perspective, as it assumes
well-aligned strategic objectives of participating stakeholders. The process perspective is essential to provide insights into different financial and technological
feasibility concerns during the detailed, in-depth phase of the commercialization
process. However, the aim of our feasibility assessment is to get an initial, highlevel overview of feasibility concerns, thereby excluding the process perspective to
reduce the overall complexity.

OPAL conceptual modeling techniques
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This section briefly introduces the e3 -value and UML modeling techniques. In
addition, we motivate our decision to employ these selected modeling techniques
by showing how they satisfy our requirements on feasibility assessment.

3.3.1

Key principles of conceptual modeling

In order to conceptualize the value requirements on innovative service provision,
the OPAL framework includes a modeling technique that is able to express the
dynamics of value creation and exchange in relation to stakeholders, i.e. in a networked setting. Furthermore, to enable a cross-domain analysis between the business and technology domains, the selected modeling technique should be conceptually flexible for potential extensions. For our feasibility assessment, to provide
an integrated, lightweight yet efficient modeling approach, we employ the e3 -value
methodology (Gordijn & Akkermans 2003) to describe the value constellation from
its value perspective.
To conceptualize the technology aspects of innovative service provision, the OPAL
framework requires a modeling technique that is able to describe the software and
hardware components of the underlying information and communication system.
Similarly, the selected modeling technique should be conceptually flexible for potential extensions to enable the cross-domain analysis. For our feasibility assessment, we select the Unified Modeling Language (UML) (Unified Modeling Language: Superstructure accessed november 2006) to describe the technology perspective.
To remain explicit and clear while exploring different feasibility concerns, we need
to define a high-level, yet effective process for business-ICT alignment. Therefore,
we chose to support the alignment process by conceptual models that are developed to interlink different domain knowledge. They are referred to as mapping
principles.
We understand mapping principles as guidelines that lead the alignment process
and help articulating the feasibility concerns. The definition of these guidelines
is based on the meta-models 1 (MM) of the employed modeling techniques that
are developed in earlier research in software and requirements engineering. As a
consequence, mapping principles lead the alignment process based on the conceptualization of the business and technology domains.
1 Meta-models are explicit descriptions (constructs and rules) of how a domain-specific model is
built to represent knowledge. They comprise a formalized specification of domain-specific notations.
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Organization A
Integrated goal

Goal

Value
using e3value

Integrated value

Value
using e3value

Process

Integrated process

Process

ICT
using UML

Integrated ICT

ICT
using UML

using e3value

using UML

Inter-organizational alignment
between perspectives

Goal

Intra-organizational alignment

Organization B

Inter-organizational alignment within a perspective

Alignment between value and ICT perspectives using mapping principles

Figure 3.2: Positioning the OPAL conceptual modeling techniques in the alignment model
Figure 3.2 assigns the selected conceptual modeling tools and the defined mapping
principles to the alignment forms selected to support our feasibility assessment.
The selected forms of alignment that support our feasibility assessment are highlighted with bold arrows. Labels of these arrows describe the modeling tool or
mapping principle that are assigned to assist the alignment process.

3.3.2

The e3 -value methodology

The e3 -value methodology (Gordijn & Akkermans 2003) provides modeling constructs for representing and analyzing a network of enterprises. These constructs
are interconnected by means of different value exchanges. The methodology is
conceptually well-founded and has been expressed as UML classes, Prolog code,
RDF/S, and as a Java-based graphical e3 -value modeling and analysis tool 2 .
The e3 -value methodology emphasizes the conceptualization, representation and
analysis of the created and exchanged value. It has therefore been chosen as a candidate to conceptualize the business domain and, as a consequence, to support the
2 The e3 -value

modeling tool is available for download: http://www.e3value.com/.
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definition of the mapping principles to guide the alignment process. In the following text, we use an educational example (see Figure 3.3) to explain the ontological
constructs.

Figure 3.3: Educational example to introduce the e3 -value modeling methodology

• An actor is perceived by its environment as an economically independent
entity. The ‘Store’ and ‘Manufacturer’ are examples of actors.
• A market segment composes actors into segments of actors that assign economic value to objects equally. The ‘Customer’ is a market segment, consisting of a number of individual customers.
• Actors perform one or more value activities. These are assumed to yield a
profit. In the example, the value activity of the ‘Store’ is ‘Retailing’.
• Actors exchange value objects. A value object can be a service, goods or
plain money, which is of value to at least one of the actors.
• Actors use a value port to provide or request value objects to/from other
actors. Actors have one or more value interfaces, grouping value ports together.
• A value exchange is used to connect two value ports with each other. It
represents one or more potential trades of value objects. Value exchanges
are defined following the principles of economic reciprocity, i.e. for each
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received value object at least one value object is provided in return. In the
example in Figure 3.3, an exchange of goods or payment are both examples
of value exchanges based on this principle.
• A dependency path is used to reason about the number of value exchanges
as well as their economic value. A path consists of consumer needs, connections, dependency elements and dependency boundaries. A connection
relates a consumer need to a value interface, or relates various value interfaces of the same actor internally. A path can take complex forms, using
AND/OR dependency elements taken from UCM scenarios (Buhr 1998). A
dependency boundary indicates that we do not consider any more value exchanges for the path.

A consumer need is satisfied via value exchanges, which are aggregated into the
dependency path they initiate. By following the path in Figure 3.3, we can see that,
to satisfy the need of the ‘Customer’, the ‘Manufacturer’ has to provide ‘goods’.
The dependency path does not show any time ordering with respect to value exchanges. The dependency path only shows which value exchanges are triggered if
a connected value activity is executed, not the order or the behaviour of the value
exchanges. The number of transfers is determined by the occurrence of the modeled consumer need that triggers the value exchange and by the number of actors
involved in the exchange.
Calculating net cash flow using an e3 -value model
As soon as innovative services are introduced in a commercial setting, the corresponding financial effects play a significant role. Business actors participating in
a constellation are profit-oriented and are sensitive to a financial loss. By representing the value perspective, the e3 -value method is used to explore the financial
impacts on stakeholder benefits to quantify different forms of cash flows and to
reason about economic feasibility.
The e3 -value method enables a quantitative value assessment by calculating the net
cash flows of actors in the constellation. If we assign economic value to the value
objects transfered, and we count the number of value transfers, it is possible to
calculate a profitability sheet for each actor involved using a built-in functionality
of the tool.
Such a sheet helps to assess economic feasibility, since a positive net value flow
is its crucial indicator. Profitability sheets show the net cash flow for each actor
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involved and are a first indication of whether the modeled business scenario at
hand can be commercially successful for each actor.
To illustrate this feature, let us again consider our example. The ‘Store’ has 5∗10 =
50 value exchanges with the ‘Customers’, so the incoming money stream is e50*1
= e50.
The e3 -value technique also allows various kinds of expenses (i.e. variable and
fixed expenses) to be assigned to stakeholders, such as expenses being treated as
cash outflows resulting from different transactions.
In our example, the activity ‘Retailing’ has a fixed expense of e20. Moreover, there
is a variable expense of e0.20 per the exchange of outgoing goods. As such, the
expense for the presented scenario is given as 50∗e0.20 =e10.
Table 3.1 illustrates a profitability sheet of our example calculated on the basis of
the cash flow analysis of the ‘Store’.
Table 3.1: Example of a profitability sheet generated by e3 -value
Value Interface

Value Port

Value
Exchange

out: GOOD
in: MONEY

(EXPENSES)
MONEY

GOOD,MONEY

EXPENSES

MONEY

Net Cash Flow:

Occurrences
50

Valuation

Economic
Value

0.20
1

- 10
50

Total

-20
20

Calculating long-term financial impacts
Technology often creates different financial implications over time. As an example,
there are generally up-front investment costs and long-term, periodic expenses that
occur regularly. In addition, the distribution of these expenses can also differ in
the course of time: there can be monthly expenses such as the cost of labour and
service fees, or annual expenses such as subscription costs that an organization
needs to deal with. Therefore, reasoning about economic feasibility has to take the
time perspective into account as well.
A single e3 -value model is drawn in Figure 3.3 to represent a given, pre-determined
time frame, where the represented stakeholders perform the modeled value exchanges according to the given occurrence. The profitability sheet of our example
shows negative net cash flows, indicating high costs for the ‘Store’. Is there, however, a time period when a break-even point can be achieved and profit can be
realized?
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When a sequence of such e3 -value models is created, it becomes a series of discrete
time events, where each element in such series enables a financial evaluation of
that specific, pre-determined time interval. As a consequence, in one time series it
becomes possible to deal with up-front expenses as well as with regular, periodic
expenses as different financial impacts of the employed technology.
Figure 3.3 indicates an assumed up-front investment of the ‘Retailing’ activity in
e1,000, meaning that the first time frame of the financial effects would contain a
e1,000 cash outflow. Summing up the financial effects of multiple time frames is
done via the standard Discounted Net Present Cash flow (DNPC) analysis (Brealey
et al. 2005). If this DNPC analysis results in a positive figure, representing the
net financial effects for an actor, while accounting properly for the time-value of
money, an actor should undertake such a project.
Table 3.2 illustrates a DNPC analysis sheet of our example that is generated based
on 61 time frames.
Table 3.2: Example of a DNPC analysis sheet generated based on a sequence of
e3 -value models
Timeframe:

period 0
Economic
Value
1,000

Total

Valuation

Economic
Value

Total

0.20
1

-10
50

INVESTMENT
Timeframe:

period 1

Value Interface

Value Port

Value
Exchange

out: GOOD
in: MONEY

(EXPENSES)
MONEY

Occurrences
50

GOOD,MONEY

EXPENSES

MONEY

-20

Net Cash Flow:
Timeframe:

1,000

20
period 60 + 1
...

Discounted Net
Present Cash
Flow:

200

e3 -value benefits for OPAL
Models generated by the e3 -value modeling tool would describe a value constellation from its value perspective and thus provide operational support to analyze the
economic feasibility of innovative service provision. These characteristics make
the e3 -value modeling tool a suitable candidate for the OPAL framework.
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The e3 -value modeling tool articulates who provides what service, what value is
created and exchanged among different stakeholders, using actor or market segment, value activity and value object modeling constructs respectively. The e3 value modeling tool also conceptualizes how these concepts (e.g. providing service and receiving compensation) depend on each other, using dependency path
construct.
Representing linkages among the created and exchanged value through dependency
paths enables us to conceptualize the value requirements of the service provision
that the underlying technology must satisfy, in other words what service(s) needs
to be provided to whom.
Constructs of the e3 -value modeling tool have another advantage. They allow describing case-specific characteristics of innovative service provision. Potential examples include the expected number of service customers and possible scenarios of
partnering. The measures of these characteristics (e.g. the concrete number of service customers) influence the feasibility assessment as they have an impact on the
value of service provision (i.e. on the revenue stream). To quantify these impacts,
the built-in generator of profitability sheets provides sufficient means.

3.3.3

The Unified Modeling Language (UML)

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a graphical language for designing and
visualizing the information and communication system. It provides a standardized way to describe and visually map a software system’s design and structure
from different viewpoints. Using UML it is possible to model either platformindependent aspects of a system, representing among others the business processes
that the system supports, or platform-specific, focusing on the technical aspects of
the employed artifacts and on the target platform.
UML diagrams enable modeling different views of a system. The static or structural view emphasizes the static structure of the system using objects, attributes,
operations and relationships. The structural view includes class diagrams and deployment diagrams. The dynamic or behavioural view focuses on the dynamic
nature of the system by showing collaborations among objects and changes to the
internal states of objects. This view includes activity diagrams and interaction (sequence) diagrams.
For the purposes of our feasibility assessment, the OPAL framework employs UML
structural diagrams in order to describe the system requirements of the information
and communication system. More specifically, OPAL uses component diagrams to
show, statically, components and their interfaces which offer or request services via
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component ports. Connector elements such as assembly connectors of component
diagrams connect interfaces that offer and request the same service. The connector
thus defines the relationship between different components and it identifies the
channel for data interchange amongst them.
Deployment diagrams provide a detailed model of the way components will be
deployed across the system infrastructure. It shows nodes on which different components run and these nodes can be interrelated with communication paths. An execution environment can be assigned to each node to implicitly describe the standard
set of system elements (e.g. database, operating system) that components would
require at execution time.
Figure 3.4 shows an example that illustrates modeling constructs of both UML
deployment and component diagrams. The example emphasizes how modeling
constructs can express different elements of the employed information and communication system as well as different relationships among these elements.

<<component>>

<<component>>

<<component>>

<<component>>

Figure 3.4: Educational example to show the modeling constructs of UML deployment and component diagrams
This specific example shows that the modeled system consists of a ‘Main server’
node deploying a ‘Web server’ component and a ‘Work station’ node deploying
‘web browser’ component. The relationship between these nodes is expressed by
‘TCP/IP’ the communication path, labeling the protocol used for data exchange,
and the cardinality of the nodes specific to the modeled example. The cardinalities
in this case show that one ‘Web server’ node is connected to ten ‘Work stations’ in
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the modeled system.
The relationship among the deployed components is expressed by an assembly connector that relates the interface of the offered ‘request handling’ service, illustrated
by a lollipop notation, to the interface of the ‘web browser’ component requiring
this service, illustrated by a socket notation. To make the notation of offered and
requested services more explicit, we chose to model service ports as interaction
points to request services. Figure 3.4 therefore only models the ‘request’ service
port assigned to the ‘Web browser’ component.

UML benefits for OPAL
UML is a widely accepted standard to support system architecture design. It is
an especially important selection criterion for conceptual modeling, as the feasibility assessment should rely on techniques that are well-known and used by industry. Using UML diagrams it is possible to describe the problem domain and
to model the technology backbone of innovative service provision with formally
defined concepts, avoiding possible misinterpretation.
Modeling constructs of UML diagrams are sufficiently course-grained to be of use
for our lightweight design approach. Not only can these constructs define specific
instances of the system, but they are also capable of aggregating instances that possess equivalent characteristics to classes. Such class-level modeling helps reducing
the complexity and focusing on important concepts rather then refined details. This
feature proved especially useful for our feasibility investigations.
Moreover, it is possible to assign constraints to UML constructs. The openness
of UML allows defining these constraints based on the characteristics that are considered of high importance for the feasibility assessment. This feature of UML
helps to enrich the model-based feasibility assessment and supports exploring both
technological and economic feasibility concerns.

UML assists in exploring economic feasibility concerns. To support the investigation into economic feasibility, financial attributes are assigned to modeling
constructs of UML structural diagrams. Some elements of the employed information and communication system require fixed expenses, such as investments (onetime up-front expenses) and regularly occurring expenses (e.g. maintenance costs).
In addition, both offering and requesting services may result in variable expenses
that can further be assigned to service ports. ‘Variable’ means here that the expense relates to the number of service invocations, while a ‘fixed’ expense would
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always occur, even if there are zero service invocations. Constraints of UML modeling constructs thus can be defined on the basis of the given financial information,
which, due to the precisely defined semantics of these modeling constructs, provide clear information and input to address cost-related concerns of the employed
technology elements.
Figure 3.4 exemplifies the financial consequences of deploying the ‘Work station’
node. It shows that the deployment of the node would result in e500 investment
and a monthly e60 maintenance costs for each work station. The concrete calculation, however, must take the modeled cardinality into account: The model shows
that the designed information and communication system would operate with 10
work stations, multiplying therefore the foreseen costs by 10.
UML assists in exploring technological feasibility concerns. Similar to the
economic feasibility investigations, UML modeling constraints can also be annotated with different constraints that express technical requirements that the desired
system must fulfill. Among other things, such constraints can explain the maximum number of service invocations per time frame that a given component can
handle. Moreover, UML allows assigning important characteristics of the execution environment (e.g. type of operating/database system) to modeling constructs,
where such technical specification provides necessary input to design an interoperable solution for networked service offerings.
UML constraints are used to model complex and/or important information accurately in your UML diagrams. The description of the UML constraints may be in
any format, including predicate calculus. For the feasibility assessment, constraints
are described as notes with English comments instead of formal constraints.
As the discussion on the real-life cases in Chapter 2.4 also illustrated, potential
concerns that result from upscaling the successfully executed pilot receive special
consideration during the feasibility assessment of innovative services. Therefore,
constraints that are inherited from system specifications as well as from user requirements provide essential information for a scalable system design. Ignoring
these constraints would lead to a drop in service performance, which can cause
dissatisfaction among service customers.

3.4

OPAL cross-domain mapping principles

To interrelate different domains for our feasibility assessment, mapping principles
are developed that define coherent, conceptually sound rules to guide the alignment
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process between business and technology domains. As a consequence, mapping
principles enable a cross-perspective, constructive analysis of different feasibility
concerns.

3.4.1

Defining mapping principles of economic feasibility

In the commercial world, economic feasibility assessment often translates to a financial analysis in order to indicate the success of an innovative service. More
commonly known as cost-benefit analysis, this procedure helps to determine the
benefits and savings that are expected after releasing the new service offering and
to compare them with their corresponding costs (see, e.g. (Brealey et al. 2005)).
Therefore, we base our economic feasibility assessment on these principles.
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Figure 3.5: Mapping principles supporting the economic feasibility assessment of
innovative service provision
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Concepts of mapping principles and their interrelations should be defined in such
a way that they support cross-domain financial analysis. To do so, mapping principles have to articulate the cost consequences of innovative services and guide their
assignment to financially responsible business entities.
Figure 3.5 displays the resulting mapping principles between the value and technology perspectives. To define the mapping principles, we make use of pre-defined
classes and concepts taken from the UML and the e3 -value meta-models. These
meta-models were originally defined to conceptualize a specific perspective, i.e.
the technology and the value perspectives, respectively. Therefore, to arrive at the
understanding of cross-domain effects, we use our own defined classes to bridge
the conceptual description of the two different domains.
The relationships among the classes correspond to different relationships known
from the UML meta-model. These relationships provide as well the formalized
guidelines to use the mapping principles.

Description of mapping principles
To explain the mapping principles in Figure 3.5, let us first focus on the bridging concepts that interrelate the UML and e3 -value meta-models. It distinguishes
various kinds of expenses of the technology. A Fixed expense is a predictable,
foreseen expense such as an Investment that occur only once during the analyzed
time interval (typically these are up-front investments in equipment, software, etc.,
to enable future cash flow). A Fixed expense is for precisely one Asset, which in
UML terminology is a Node or a software Artifact, manifested by a Component,
while an Asset has one or more Fixed expenses. An Expense is assigned-to one
Expense carrier that is an e3 -value Actor, Value Activity or Market Segment. This
way, expenses can be assigned to business entities that create revenues to pay these
expenses. This relationship is one of the key elements of the economic feasibility
assessment.
UML defines Ports attached to components that are used to offer and request web
services from their environment. The connection between requested and offered
services via ports is stated as an Assembly connection. Such a connection could be
caused by one or more Value exchanges in an e3 -value model, therefore a dependency exists between these two, perspective-specific concepts.
Conversely, in the UML setting, a Value exchange could cause one or more invocations (as represented by an Assembly connection showing the invoked and invokeed
port).
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Requesting or offering a web service via a Port may result for each invocation in expenses themselves. Therefore, this model-fragment allows for modeling Variable
expenses. The amount of an expense is based on the number of service invocations,
which in turn depends on the number of Value exchanges in the e3 -value business
model.

3.4.2

Defining mapping principles of technical feasibility

The commercialization process of innovative services faces with numerous technical challenges. Services that are operated by network of stakeholders require
and interoperable solution to interlink various technology backbones of stakeholders. In a real-life setting, business characteristics can dynamically change, which
is difficult to simulate and to predict during the development and testing phase
of innovative services. One of the most crucial aspects of service development is
therefore that it should provide the same performance output in an upscaled setting,
compared to the limited design space.
As a consequence, concepts of mapping principles and their interrelations should
be defined in such a way that they address the implications of business characteristics on the performance of the underlying information and communication system,
hence foreseeing potential feasibility concerns. They need to conceptualize important features of the value constellation, such as the number of stakeholders, and link
them to system requirements to explore potential bottlenecks on service provision.
Figure 3.6 displays the resulting mapping principles between value and technology
perspectives. Similar to the mapping principles that is defined to assess economic
feasibility concerns, the mapping principles shown in Figure 3.6 make use of predefined classes and concepts taken from the UML and the e3 -value meta-models.
Again, to arrive at the understanding of cross-domain effects, we use own-defined
classes to bridge the conceptual description of the two different domains.
Description of mapping principles
To explain the mapping principles in Figure 3.6, let us first focus on the Value
exchange concept taken from the e3 -value meta-model.
Figure 3.6 shows that Value exchanges are referred by an Interaction use, or an
interaction occurrence using concepts of the UML meta model. An Interaction
use refers to an Interaction and aggregates multiple interactions into one specific
reference that represents a common portion of their specification. In this case, such
commonality is derived from the fact that they all refer to the same Value exchange.
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An Interaction is a unit of Behavior of the underlying information and communication system elements that models the observable exchange of information between
connected elements. As such, this behaviour feature is developed or, using the
UML meta-level notation, contracted by an Assembly connector that relates two or
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Figure 3.6: Mapping principles that address technological feasibility concerns of
innovative service provision
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more Ports that offer and request the same service. A Port is assigned to a Component, which is manifested by an Artifact for the concrete operation. An Artifact is
deployed by a Node.
UML allows defining Constraints on different modeling constructs. Constraints
are conditions or restrictions that we selected to express in natural language. As
such, we define System constraints and/or Interaction constraints on Components
and/or Nodes. System constraints are inherited from the internal functions of the
system, while interaction constrains express the external limitations of components
that could occur, for instance, during communication.
It is important to address major technological constraints already during the earlyphase of design, as they have a crucial feasibility implications. The analyzed, reallife cases proved that such constraints bound the Value requirements of an Expense
carrier as these constraints directly influence the performance of the proposed information and communication system, thus, of the service provision.
Moreover, such dependency is mutual among Constraints and the conceptualized
Value requirements. The Constraints are bounded by different requirements, since
the consumer expectations on service provision, or profit considerations often influence the design and implementation. This relationship is one of the key elements
to address important implications of technology commercialization.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter we introduced the novel OPerationalized ALignment (OPAL) framework. The OPAL framework formulates the fundaments for exploring and articulating different feasibility concerns that influence the successful commercialization
of innovative services. Feasibility concerns of innovative services translate to different alignment problems that need to be addressed. The key principles of the
OPAL framework have been therefore derived from observations of seminal literature on business-ICT alignment research. As such, OPAL is centered around a
unified, conceptual alignment model, which defines different forms of alignment
in value constellations.
Following the model-driven development principles, we also introduced various
(1) perspective-specific modeling tools and (2) cross-domain mapping principles to
support the desired feasibility assessment. These two modeling pillars are essential
in order to conceptualize and to interrelate the domain knowledge on the analyzed
cases.
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Once the domain knowledge has been conceptualized, the resulting conceptual
model becomes a stable basis for the feasibility analysis, and, thus, for the alignment process.
Mapping principles, as we show, guide the alignment process among the value and
system requirements of the analyzed case at hand, providing the basis for operationalizing the alignment process. In addition, the mapping principles provide
traceability of analytical steps, which relates to the view on the concept of alignment in the requirements engineering literature.
OPAL provides a unique contribution to existing alignment research. The
added value of the OPAL framework is seen from different angles on the existing alignment research stream. Considering the strategic management angle on
alignment research, the OPAL framework enables a systematic, model-based approach to analyze real-life, case-specific business characteristics. As such, the
OPAL framework allows a more comprehensive and sophisticated assessment of
well-aligned businesses, which is supported by empirical data. Considering the engineering angle on alignment research, the OPAL framework provides the means
to develop the required information and communication system through a businessoriented analysis. Furthermore, the OPAL framework defines the fundaments of a
broader, cross-perspective feasibility assessment tool, as the mapping principles
enable that domain-specific conceptual modeling becomes an interrelated process.

Chapter 4

The OPAL method
Note: In this chapter we show how the principles of the OPAL framework support the feasibility assessment in practice. We present the
OPAL method, which is a step-wise, systematic approach to explore
and to analyze different feasibility concerns with regard to innovative
service provision that are provided in value constellations. The OPAL
method manifests the practical benefits of the presented research, which
are justified using our illustrative example.
This chapter introduces the OPAL method. It is developed on the principles of
the OPAL framework to explore different economic and technological feasibility
concerns that would violate the success of innovative service provision. We argue
that to achieve such aim, a constructive support is required that aligns the business
and technology aspects of service provision.
The OPAL method defines the feasibility assessment track through different phases.
These phases are incrementally built on each other, thus providing a systematic approach to articulate different feasibility concerns and to facilitate the alignment
process. By doing so, OPAL aids the emerge of feasible value constellations that
are formed to provide innovative services, since it motivates an economically and
technologically feasible value constellation design (Tapscott, Ticoll & Lowy 2000).
In order to execute the OPAL method in practice, we now use our illustrative example introduced in Chapter 1.1.
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4.1

Introducing the OPAL method

Innovative services are developed for the commercial market, but their early-phase
design often allows only a limited, pre-designed setting for testing and validation,
lacking (or omitting) the possibility to investigate their feasibility in a real-life
environment.
To facilitate such testing is a cost-intensive task, which requires careful planning
and operation. Therefore, it often takes place only during the detailed development
process. It is desirable to explore whether an innovative service would in principle
prove economically and technologically feasible in a commercial market before
investing serious amounts of money in its development.
The feasibility assessment therefore should enable a coherent analysis of the value
constellation by articulating and evaluating case-specific characteristics that would
potentially occur in a real-life setting.
Chapter 3 introduced the OPAL framework that defines the fundament of such
feasibility assessment support. This section manifests the key elements of the
OPAL framework through a pre-defined, step-wise method, further referred to as
the OPAL method, which has the following characteristics:
• it supports the feasibility assessment of innovative services across multiple
domains (i.e. business and technology);
• it provides a flexible environment to explore different feasibility concerns of
innovative services;
• it operationalizes the alignment process by introducing conceptually sound,
model-based support for the alignment process between the business and
technology domains; and
• it addresses the commercial implications of the technology implementation,
focusing on addressing the negative impacts of the addressed feasibility concerns on the expected benefits of stakeholders.
The feasibility assessment track of the OPAL method focuses on two distinct aspects. The economic feasibility assessment track addresses how the financial consequences of service provision are allocated in a multi-stakeholder setting, and
whether and how such allocation would violate the expected benefits of service
providers and customers in the value constellation.
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The technology feasibility assessment track then analyzes whether value requirements with regard to providing innovative services are well-aligned with the capabilities of the underlying information technology. As such, it guides the development of a feasible information and communication system that would put the value
constellation into operation.
The uniqueness of the OPAL method. The OPAL method contrasts to different
strategic frameworks known from seminal literature on alignment research (see e.g.
Henderson and Venkatraman (1993), Maes (1999)), which are primarily useful on
the strategic level to explain the necessity of business-ICT alignment. The adaption
of conceptual modeling attempts to bridge the strategic and engineering sides of
the alignment research spectrum to analyze various alignment problems known
from management literature. It is therefore the combination and the relationship
of the conceptual modeling techniques that makes the OPAL method unique, and
provides a substantial research contribution.
OPAL method phases
The OPAL method consists of four phases:
1. Understanding the value constellation. The first phase focuses on articulating the main building elements of the value constellation by taking both
business and technology aspects of service provision into account.
2. Conceptualization of the value constellation. Based on the articulated building elements, the second phase conceptualizes the value and system requirements of service provision from both business and technology perspectives.
3. Analysis of the value constellation. The third phase focuses on analyzing the
value constellation using the mapping principles. These principles help to
define conceptual relations between the business and technology aspects of
service provision, based on the developed conceptual models.
4. Evaluation and implication of analysis. The fourth phase summarizes and
evaluates the findings. The outcome of the analysis results in different implications for the service provision, which could as well lead to feasibility
concerns. Resolving a feasibility concern calls for reconsidering the analysis, which is offered on different levels of granularity, resulting in an iterative
analytical process. Iteration stops if the analyzed value constellation is considered suitable for further in-depth analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Activity diagram of the four different phases of the OPAL method
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Figure 4.1 displays an activity diagram that guides through the different phases of
the OPAL method. Parallel to that, Figure 4.2 shows the input and output components of the different phases to facilitate their execution. In the following, we
explain the four phases of the OPAL method in detail.

4.2

Feasibility assessment using the OPAL method

In order to introduce the OPAL method in detail, and to show how it would support the feasibility assessment in practice, we consider in the following again our
illustrative example of Sunshine Village.
In short, Sunshine Village would like to offer wireless connectivity to its guests.
Such a service can be provided as a joint service offering of the resort and of a
telecommunication company (Telco). The hotel allows the Telco to place WiFi
access points and to place a router that connects the access points to the Internet.
Alternatively, the resort itself could buy and place WiFi access points itself and
obtain commodity Internet access from an Internet Service Provider (ISP).

4.2.1

Phase I: Understanding the value constellation

A business case is a reflection of the technology-driven business thinking. It describes the building elements of a value constellation by stating
(1) what value is created and exchanged among (2) which stakeholders
that consume/provide innovative services, and (3) what technology is
required to realize these innovative services.
The ultimate goal of the feasibility assessment is to articulate major feasibility
concerns that would block the successful commercialization of innovative services.
The first phase of the OPAL method therefore prepares the basis for the desired,
conceptually sound analysis by describing the value constellation in focus, using:
• a technology plan, describing the value constellation from the technology
perspective using ICT assets and innovative services, being the building elements of the required technology backbone for the innovative service provision, and
• a business plan, describing the value constellation from the business perspective. Motivated by seminal research on technology-driven business redesign (Venkatraman & Henderson 1998, Porter 2001, Kambil & Short 1993),
a suitable business planning relies on the following three tasks:
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1. expressing the value that is created and exchanged by the innovative
services;
2. expressing the emerging commercial roles that innovative services motivate; and
3. expressing the stakeholders of the innovative services, such as service
providers and service customers.
These two plans collect the superset of the main technological and business concepts of innovative services. They help to articulate a business case, describing
the elements of a value constellation that are required to implement the innovative
service.
Figure 4.3 represents the conceptual backbone of this phase, where the concepts
used and their interrelations are extracted from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.1, respectively.
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Step 1: Technology plan of the illustrative example
Following the recommendations of Figure 4.3, it shows that to construct a technology plan, there should be a clear understanding on the required ICT assets and
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on the innovative services that they support. The commercialization process of
innovative services involves an already existing knowledge on these technology
elements. This domain knowledge provides the basis of technology planning.
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Figure 4.4: Overview of system requirements to implement wireless Internet access in Sunshine Village
Let us again consider the graphical representation of the system requirements for
the wireless access service provision shown earlier in Figure 2.1. This time, Figure 4.4 also includes what innovative services are offered by means of the information and communication system in place.
Based on the high-level overview given, the required ICT assets are as follows:
‘wireless access points’, ‘switch’, a ‘network backbone router’ and a ‘network
cable’. The represented technology infrastructure then supports the provision of
the ‘wireless Internet access service’ and the ‘broadband Internet access service’
respectively.
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Step 2: Business plan of the illustrative example

To arrive at a business plan of a value constellation in focus, the guidelines represented in Figure 4.3 help to structure the important business concepts of service
provision that the OPAL method considers.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the results of this exercise. It shows that the innovative services that are maintained by different ICT assets motivate the emergence of different commercial roles that potentially provide value to stakeholders.
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Figure 4.5: Business plan concepts of wireless Internet access service
Looking at the technology plan of our illustrative example as shown in Figure 4.4,
Figure 4.5 thus explains that by providing the wireless Internet access service,
customers obtain wireless Internet access, for which they pay a service fee.
The emerging commercial roles are then assigned to the stakeholders of the value
constellation that is being formed. Figure 4.6 represents the value constellation and
the results of such assignment exercise. Figure 4.6 explains that Sunshine Village is
responsible for the provision of the ‘wireless Internet service’, basing the provision
of this service on its existing broadband access that the resort receives from an ISP.
The question is then whether there are any major feasibility concerns that would
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violate the commercial success of the wireless Internet access service.
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Figure 4.6: Overview of a value constellation providing wireless Internet access
in Sunshine Village

Alternatives exist for a value constellation. Depending on the assignment of
the emerging commercial roles, different alternatives exist for a potential business
plan and, therefore, for a potential value constellation. Different value constellations would imply different value and technology requirements on the innovative
service provision (e.g. different financial implications for Sunshine Village, different technological solutions), thereby implying different feasibility considerations.

4.2.2

Phase II: Conceptualization of the value constellation

The second phase of the OPAL method uses the domain knowledge that is described via the technology and business plans, and generates a conceptual representation of both the business and the technology perspectives on the value constellation. The generated conceptual models accommodate case-specific characteristics
of the service provision.
Figure 4.7 represents the conceptual backbone of this phase, where the concepts
used and their interrelations are extracted from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.1 respectively.
Motivated by the OPAL framework, the OPAL method employs the e3 -value and
the UML modeling techniques for conceptualization. It results in the following
two conceptual models:
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Figure 4.7: Phase II: Conceptualization of the value constellation
• a value model of the value constellation, representing the created and exchanged value of innovative services, and
• a system architecture model of the value constellation, representing the required technology backbone that operates the innovative service in question.
The benefit of the second OPAL phase is twofold. First, it creates a conceptually
sound value model of the value constellation to represent the value requirements
on innovative service provision. These requirements are then used to guide the
business-ICT alignment process, hence the feasibility assessment. Second, the
flexibility of the conceptual modeling tools allows assigning case-specific characteristics of the value constellation in question, enabling further the analysis of
real-life scenarios during the feasibility assessment.
Step 1: Developing a value model
The e3 -value modeling technique possesses the necessary modeling constructs to
express the concepts required to draw a value model. The concepts of the e3 -value
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meta-model are inherited from the need to support the value-driven representation
of an innovative e-commerce idea (Gordijn 2002) of businesses.
Following the seminal work of Timmers (1998) and Riemer and Klein
(2006), a value model in a multi-stakeholder setting should describe the
value creation and its structure, and the roles of the players involved
in network value creation. In addition, the balancing of stakeholderspecific requirements for value and revenue streams among businesses
is a crucial aspect on which a value model in networks should focus.
In the following, we explain the generated value model, which is shown in Figure 4.8. For the definition and explanation of the employed modeling constructs
we refer to Chapter 3.3.2. We use the dependency path modeling construct to explain the model in more detail.
The e3 -value model conceptualizes value requirements for service provision.
The e3 -value model helps understanding the dynamics of value creation in a multistakeholder setting. Dependency paths connect modeling constructs that describe
what objects of value innovative services provide (i.e. service output and its compensation), and who provides and receives these objects.
The construction of dependency paths necessitates declaring the boundaries of
conceptualization. There needs to be a concept to express the root of dependencies, and a concept to express when the root concept no longer causes value-driven
dependency relationships among modeling constructs.
Translating this conceptualization requirement into the language of value modeling, the root concept for a dependency path is an articulated consumer need, which
calls for different value activities and value exchanges to satisfy it. As soon as the
initiated need is satisfied, a boundary element is used to close the dependency path.

Figure 4.8: A value model of wireless Internet access services in-house
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Inspired by the business plan, and by the case characteristics, the Sunshine Village
actually provides and maintains the WiFi Internet access service. It is conceptualized using the value activity modeling construct. The ‘A’ start stimulus assigned to
the Guest market segment represents the consumer need for wireless Internet access. Following the initiated dependency path, the e3 -value model conceptualizes
the means to satisfy this need.
As the AND modeling construct represents, one Guest of the market segment consumes hotel room and wireless access services from ‘Sunshine Village’, and pays
a ‘fee’ for both requested services in return. Moreover, as the explosion element
(see fork #1) indicates, one Guest consumes wireless access service multiple times
per day.
To maintain the wireless access provision, Sunshine Village also needs as well
to acquire broadband access from an ISP, and pays a fee for the service. The
dependency path in Figure 4.8 expresses this linkage by relating the relevant value
exchanges.

Step 2: Developing a system architecture model
UML modeling constructs are suitable means to generate a system architecture
model, and provide a solid basis for model-based analysis. More specifically, Figure 4.9 presents a UML deployment diagram that describes the system requirements
of the employed ICT architecture (i.e. routers and wireless access points) and how
these elements are interrelated using node, component and communication link
modeling constructs.
Inspired by different architecture development frameworks such as TOGAF, a system architecture model is a formal description of a system,
organized in a way that supports reasoning about its structural properties. It defines the system components or building blocks and provides
a plan from which the required information and communication system
can be further developed.
Figure 4.9 explains that a ‘Wireless access device’ node hosting the ‘Device access
management’ component is connected to ‘Wireless access point’ node offering the
‘WiFi Internet access service’ of the ‘Wireless access management’ component.
As it was motivated by the technology plan, a ‘Wireless access point’ node then
relates to a ‘Switch’ node which handles the connectivity to the ‘Network backbone
router’.
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<<component>>

<<component>>

<<component>>

Figure 4.9: A UML deployment diagram to describe the technology architecture
of wireless Internet access provision
The UML deployment diagram already indicates the necessity of further analysis.
There must be a stakeholder that invests in and maintains the modeled hardware
components. In addition, the employed technology has to fit into a given business
environment and has to accommodate its business characteristics (e.g. number
of customers). These concerns are, however, not yet visible from this specific
perspective. Resolving these issues call for aligning the business and technology
perspectives of the constellation.

4.2.3

Phase III: Analysis of the value constellation

The third phase of the OPAL method applies the mapping principles of the OPAL
framework (see also in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 in Chapter 3.4) to prepare the fundaments of the feasibility assessment. Figure 4.10 represents the conceptual backbone of this phase, where the concepts used and their interrelations are extracted
from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.1 respectively.
MagicDraw UML, 1-1 C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\PhD thesis\approach\MagicDraw

The employed mapping principles help to relate the business and technology domains in order (1) to articulate what financial impacts the employed technology
cause for stakeholders and (2) to explore whether business aspects of service provision (e.g. expected number of customers) could be accommodated by the capabilities of the underlying information and communication system. The generated
conceptual models of the value constellation are used as input for the analysis.
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Figure 4.10: Phase III: Analysis of the value constellation
Different attributes (e.g. system constraints, number of customers, fixed expenses)
are assigned to modeling constructs to support the feasibility analysis. The assignment of some attributes, such as the number of customers, requires a pre-defined
time frame for reference. In the following we assume a one-month time frame
and determine the time-dependent attributes accordingly. The defined relations between these two domain-specific representations then help to articulate feasibility
concerns based on these attributes.
Mapping principles linking the business and technology domains serve
two essential purposes. First, they help to articulate what financial consequences the employed technology has for stakeholders. Second, they
help to explore whether stakeholder expectations on service provision
could be accommodated by the capabilities of the underlying information and communication system.
The conceptual models of the business and technology domains accommodate different, domain-specific characteristics and constraints of the value constellation,
but the feasibility assessment requires that both the business and technology aspects are equally taken into account. The purpose of the mapping principles employed is precisely to enable a broad, cross-perspective analysis, as feasibility con-
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cerns often occur as a result of misalignment among the business and technology
aspects of service provision.
Step 1: Exploring the financial concerns of the wireless Internet access service
To find an economically feasible value constellation, there should be a shared understanding among participating stakeholders regarding the allocation of expenses
and revenues resulting from the innovative service provision. It typically depends
on the assigned ownership of these financials.
The usual practice, however, shows that determining such ownership is becoming
a complex task as the service in focus is jointly offered by different stakeholders,
or when a value constellation is formed by a network of different services that
are operated by a highly distributed information and communication system. The
mapping principles then assist in exploring the ownership of different financials
and enable aligning financial aspects of service provision in a multi-stakeholder
setting.
Using our illustrative example, the ownership of different financials is addressed
using different concepts taken from the mapping principles. Figure 4.11 again represents the mapping principles, where bold boxes highlight the important concepts
used during the analysis. The result of the analysis is represented in Figure 4.12.
The bottom of Figure 4.12 shows the UML deployment diagram from Figure 4.9.
This time, various Fixed expenses (i.e. cost of the hardware, installation costs) are
assigned to different nodes 1 , which are, following the recommendations of the
mapping principles in Figure 4.11, considered as Assets. Their ownership determines who is charged for these expenses.
The top part of Figure 4.12 shows the value model, this time attributed with financials and other business characteristics that are required for financial evaluation. It
explains the following scenario. The Guest market segment aggregates 600 actors,
and one Guest actor consumes an average of one hour of wireless access service
20 times a month (see FORK #1). The assigned valuation function shows the fee
that a Guest would pay for the consumed service, and the fee that the Sunshine
Village would pay for the broadband access. As this latter payment takes place
only once per month, the cardinality of the corresponding value exchange needs to
be set accordingly (see FORK #2).
The mapping principle concepts in the middle of Figure 4.11 explain that Fixed expenses taken from UML representation are assigned to a selected Expense carrier
1 The

presented financial data is only for illustration purposes.
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Figure 4.11: Mapping principles to guide the cross-domain analysis of financial
concerns
in the e3 -value model. Figure 4.12 exemplifies that it is the WiFi Internet access
service value activity. As the e3 -value model explains, the WiFi Internet access
service value activity is assigned to the Sunshine Village, it needs to cover the expenses (i.e. investment costs and reoccurring expenses such as maintenance costs).
Step 2: Exploring the technological concerns of the wireless Internet access
service
To find a technologically feasible value constellation, it is important to develop an
information and communication system that accommodates different characteristics of the constellation, such as the number of service customers. The dimension
of these characteristics (i.e. the actual number of service customers), however,
can dynamically change, so finding a technologically feasible solution is not that
straightforward.
The expected number of service customers only provides an approximate figure to
calculate profit, assuming that an information and communication system, that operates the innovative service with a satisfactory performance, exists. It is, however,
not a valid assumption without exploring the system constraints of the employed
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Figure 4.12: Employing the OPAL mapping principles to relate cross-domain financial effects of the wireless access service
technology. It is the role of the defined mapping principles to link the business
characteristics with system constraints in order to address the technological feasibility concerns of the value constellation.
Using our illustrative example, the analysis is led by different concepts taken from
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Figure 4.13: Mapping principles to guide the cross-domain analysis of technological concerns
the mapping principles. Figure 4.13 again represents the mapping principles, where
bold boxes highlight the important concepts used during the analysis. The result of
the analysis is represented in Figure 4.14.
The top of Figure 4.14 shows again the value model from Figure 4.8. This time,
the analysis focuses on whether and how Value requirements are bounded by the
technological constraints of the underlying information and communication system
in place. Value requirements, as Figure 4.13 also illustrates, can be assigned to an
Expense carrier, which is a Market segment, a Value activity or an Actor. This
example illustrates that the Guest market segment requires access to e-mailing and
video streaming.
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Figure 4.14: Employing the OPAL mapping principles to explore cross-domain
effects of value requirements on wireless access service
The dependency path concatenates value exchanges that occur between service
providers and consumers. These value exchanges are then translated into Interactions that occur through Assembly connections, relating different Assets, such as
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Components and Nodes of the underlying information and communication system.
As a result, it is possible to link value exchanges with the software and hardware
assets that realize them.
UML modeling constructs are attributed with system constraints. As discussed in Chapter 3.3.3, Constraints can be assigned to modeling constructs to
specify important characteristics of the information and communication system in
place. Figure 4.9 exemplifies the scenario that the ‘Wireless access router’ can
only handle a maximum number of 10 users, with a maximum bandwidth of 1
Mbps. The design of the concrete implementation must take into account these
limitations.

4.2.4

Phase IV: Evaluation and implication of analysis

The fourth and final phase of the OPAL method evaluates the outcome of the analysis and addresses important implications of the commercial implementation of
the innovative technology. Figure 4.15 represents the conceptual backbone of this
phase, where the concepts used and their interrelations are extracted from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.1 respectively.
The evaluation of the value constellation is based on the defined conceptual relations between the business and the technology domains. These
relations help practitioners to explore the commercial implications of
the service provision as well as to address potential feasibility concerns.
The evaluation process is based on two pillars: (1) Performing the cash flow analysis for stakeholders to address the financial attractiveness of the innovative technology, and (2) generating dependency graphs to represent what impact the different
aspects of the technology commercialization has on stakeholder value.
The presented results on the analyzed value constellation provide a cross-domain
overview on both the benefits and weaknesses in relation. As such, the last phase of
the OPAL method aims to address further implications that could help to forecast
the commercial potentials of the innovative service in focus.
The employed conceptual modeling tools provide a flexible, convenient platform
to easily modify different characteristics of the value constellation, such as the
actual number of service customers, the number of employed ICT assets, or even
to modify the value constellation by re-assigning the emerging commercial roles
or by introducing new stakeholders.
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Figure 4.15: Phase IV: Evaluation of the value constellation

This conceptual flexibility therefore makes it possible to simulate different whatif scenarios of innovative service provision. Using the defined relations between
the conceptual models, this flexibility also enables to address what commercial
implications different scenarios have on the service provision. As such, conceptual
modeling provides a qualitative assessment tool to address the impacts of different
business and/or system design decisions.
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Step 1: Cash-flow analysis to address the financial attractiveness of innovative
technology
Using the built-in calculator engine of the e3 -value modeling tool, it is possible to
generate profitability sheets of individual stakeholders based on their articulated
cash flows. The cash flow is calculated as a function of incoming and outgoing
money flow. It is determined by the financial formulas or exact financial numbers
assigned to modeling constructs for the selected time frame.

Mapping principles extend the scope of financial analysis. Mapping principles
link financial attributes of the employed technology in a conceptually sound, and
constructive way. Not only the represented assets and their financial attributes,
but also their assigned cardinalities are taken into account during the assignment,
resulting in multiplying the corresponding financial attribute.
As soon as the sequence of incremental time frames are considered, it can support
the financial evaluation on a longer time scale. Using the Discounted Net Present
Cash Flow (DNPF) analysis (Brealey et al. 2005), one can derive a high-level estimate of the long-term potential financial impact of technology, in order to assess
whether the analyzed value constellation would in principle prove economically
feasible. Since many sequential time frames can be considered as equal, the number of time frames with different financials is often much less. To calculate a rough
estimate, the OPAL method considers all time frames to be equal.
Considering our illustrative case, Table 4.1 provides an exemplified sheet of such
financial interpretation of the conducted analysis 2 . The analysis shows the DNPF
sheet of Sunshine Village, aggregating all the financial consequences of implementing the wireless Internet access service in-house. The DNPF analysis is supported by the conceptual mapping of cross-domain financial effects, following the
defined relations in Figure 4.12.
The analysis shows a relatively high, up-front investment due to the high number
of devices that are required to cover the resort area to enable wireless Internet
access. A time frame of two years is considered as the break-even point. As the
original value model was constructed to represent the characteristics of the value
constellation for a one-month time interval, the DNPF analysis concatenates 24
such one-month time intervals to estimate the financial attractiveness of the service
provision for Sunshine Village.
2 The used financial data is only for illustration purposes; nevertheless, the main objective of the
example is to show how the method would be applied in practice.
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Table 4.1: Profitability sheet generated by DNPC analysis to assess financial attractiveness of wireless Internet access provision
Timeframe:

period 0
Economic
Value
81,000

Total

Valuation

Economic
Value

Total

5

5,000

500

-500

INVESTMENT
Timeframe:

period 1

Value Interface

Value Port

Value
Exchange

Occurrences
1000

SERVICE,MONEY
out: Wireless
access
in: MONEY

MONEY

81,000

1
MONEY,SERVICE
out:
MONEY
in:
Broadband
access
EXPENSES

MONEY

MONEY

-150

Net Cash Flow:
Timeframe:

4,350
period 24 + 1
...

Discounted Net
Present Cash
Flow:

200

Step 2: Developing dependency graphs to address commercial implications of
innovative technology
The OPAL method employs dependency graphs to structure the findings of the feasibility analysis of innovative services, and to address further implications of the
commercial implementation of the employed technology. Dependency graphs interlink different concepts that have an impact on the provision of innovative service
in question, and weight them based on the quality (i.e. supportive or violating) of
the impact.
To construct a dependency graph, a case-specific root cause is selected, which has
an effect on both business and technology characteristics of the service provision.
To construct further the graph, i.e. to conceptualize what effect the root cause has
on the innovative service, and to qualify this effect, the input of investigation is
based on the previously performed model-based analysis.
In practice, a root cause labels a business and/or system design decision taken dur-
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ing the commercialization process of the innovative technology in focus. Negative
implications of the design decision in focus would potentially point at a feasibility
concern of the analyzed value constellation. On the other side of the spectrum, positive implications could potentially address non-quantifiable benefits with regard to
the innovative service provision in question.
With regard to the financial attractiveness of the wireless Internet service provision,
Figure 4.16 summarizes the effects of different aspects of service provision that are
concluded from the analysis. The analysis suggests that the additional service fee
and the ownership of infrastructure aspects resulting from offering the service inhouse have a supportive effect on the expected benefits of Sunshine Village.

Figure 4.16: Commercial implications of providing the wireless Internet service,
resulting from the cross-domain analysis
However, based on the high cost of infrastructure, DNPF calculations suggest that
the selected two-year time frame would not be sufficient to reach the break-even
point. This results in a negative effect on the expected benefits of Sunshine Village,
and thus leads to a feasibility concern on the value constellation.
Figure 4.17 represents a dependency graph that was constructed based on a possible
real-life scenario. Regarding the number of service customers, Figure 4.14 explains
that the developed information and communication system has to accommodate up
to 200 guests, requesting wireless Internet access on average five times per day.
Based on the number of wireless access routers designed to cover the area, and on
the system constraints of portal and wireless access routers, this value requirement
can be satisfied with the designed technical solution, assuming as well an equal
distribution of Internet users among the available wireless access routers on the
resort area.
However, above a certain increase of service customers, expectations on service
value requirement such as the e-mailing or video streaming (see Figure 4.17) can
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Figure 4.17: Commercial implications of the increase of service customers, resulting from the cross-domain analysis
interfere with the maximum bandwidth per users that a ‘Wireless access point’
can handle. This causes a drop in performance, leading to a violating effect the
expected benefits of Sunshine Village.
The above presented implications lead to the following options for business and/or
technology developers:
• If the decision is to redesign the information and communication system
in place, the UML modeling tool provides flexible means to describe the
required modifications. This decision brings the analysis back to the second
phase of the OPAL method, as Figure 4.15 shows.
• If the decision is to articulate an alternative value constellation, it brings the
analysis back to the first phase of the OPAL method, as Figure 4.15 suggests.
• In case there are no further modifications needed, the feasibility assessment
is stopped.
By reconsidering the value constellation or its model-based conceptualization, the
OPAL method becomes an iterative process to explore a value constellation, where
potential feasibility concerns are balanced out.

4.3

Summary

This chapter introduced the OPAL method. Its unique contribution is to conceptualize and to relate domain-specific knowledge to support the feasibility assessment
of value constellations. The OPAL method uses the business-ICT alignment process as the instrument of the assessment track. By defining a systematic approach
and by relating different domains using conceptual mapping, OPAL method operationalizes the alignment process.
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The OPAL method offers numerous substantial benefits. First, it supports the construction of a value model for value constellations that represents what objects
of value are created and exchanged in a multi-stakeholder setting. Such a value
model helps addressing important commercial implications of innovative service
provision, such as the expected profit.
Second, it employs conceptual modeling to explore and to analyze different economic and technological feasibility concerns that would violate the commercial
potentials of innovative services. Employing such modeling techniques helps to
analyze case-specific concerns of commercialization, as opposed to existing strategic alignment frameworks.
Third, by employing conceptually sound mapping principles, the OPAL method
assists the business-ICT alignment process and helps to explore cross-perspective
feasibility concerns, hence mutually facilitating both the economic and the technological feasibility assessment track. Therefore, the OPAL method enables a broad,
cross-domain analysis of value constellations.
Fourth, by addressing potential implications of the technology commercialization
on the expected stakeholder benefits, the OPAL method offers a value-driven feasibility assessment support. Such implications help to articulate a desirable value
constellation, where the main focus is on preserving the stakeholder value.
Finally, by linking different aspects of innovative technology into a business context to support the feasibility assessment, the OPAL method draws attention to the
importance of business-driven analysis of innovative technology already during the
early stage of service development.
Using the OPAL method, practitioners would explore potential feasibility obstacles, and can better judge the success of innovative services. Furthermore, in such a way practitioners can also assist the
validation of the usefulness of the developed feasibility assessment
approach.
The application of the OPAL method was exemplified using our illustrative study.
In the following part of the thesis, we take a broader, more complex scenario for
feasibility assessment. We use the earlier introduced case studies to validate the
goodness of the OPAL method, as well as of the underlying principles of the modelbased, systematic analysis.

Part III

OPAL in practice: Two
real-world case studies

Chapter 5

Feasibility assessment in the
energy sector:
The Distributed Balancing
Services
Note: This chapter demonstrates the use of the OPAL method through a
study in the energy sector. The case introduces different innovative services that are designed to support imbalance reduction between electricity consumption and production. The OPAL method helps exploring the
commercial potentials of these services, by assessing their financial and
technological feasibility. The results of the case study were presented
in different conferences, and appeared as papers of different conference
proceedings (Derzsi et al. 2007, Derzsi et al. 2008, Kok, Derzsi, Gordijn,
Hommelberg, Warmer, Kamphuis & Akkermans 2008).
This chapter analyzes in detail the earlier introduced DBS case that deals with
reducing imbalance between electricity consumption and supply in commercial
portfolios with a large share of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs). Secure
electricity supply requires careful planning of electricity production as the function
of predicted electricity consumption ex ante of the actual operation. Due to the
unpredictable nature of both DER units and consumer behavior, however, proper
planning is hard to realize.
Innovative technology, and leveraging services can support the imbalance reduc-
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tion. Our case focuses on the Distributed Balancing Service (DBS), which enables
the secure and controlled integration of DERs into the electricity system in order to
support the balancing between electricity demand and supply. This technological
solution was developed by the Energy Research Centre (ERC) of the Netherlands,
and tested within an EU-founded project called FENIX1 . We are going to apply
the OPAL method in order to guide the design of a feasible value constellation that
exploits the business potentials of DBS.
The FENIX field test proved that by employing DBS, DER units can be clustered
into so-called virtual power plants so that their impact can be monitored and controlled in order to mitigate concerns of secure electricity supply (Hommelberg
et al. 2007). The DBS case we analyze here, is built on this successfully executed field test (Kok et al. 2006), describing a specific setting of DER generators
and consumption sides in the Netherlands that are virtually integrated into a portfolio.The question is, whether and how DBS could be successfully implemented in
a commercial setting.
The OPAL method provides a systematic, conceptually sound approach for the
required feasibility assessment track. The expected results of the feasibility assessment should provide a solid understanding on the business and technology domain
of the case at hand, i.e. it should explore both financial and technical feasibility
concerns that would influence the commercial potentials of DBS. Furthermore, the
performed analysis should provide feedback on the benefits and/or weaknesses of
the developed feasibility assessment framework and method, validating its usefulness.

5.1

Innovative services in the energy sector

DBS supports the demand- and supply-side management of electricity systems. It
shifts demand, increases supply, or switches off partially or simultaneously the load
using a market-driven control mechanism. DBS thus provides extra controlling
and scheduling support over production and consumption of electricity. DBS can
especially be an important tool for portfolio managers, or Balance Responsible
Parties (BRPs), where a large share of DERs, such as wind turbines, are included
in their portfolio.
Nowadays, innovative services play a significant role in energy management. The
efficient integration of DER units opens up the commercial possibility for new,
1 FENIX is an integrated R&D project (Nr. 027829) funded by the 6th Framework Programme of
the European Commission (see www.fenix-project.org)
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innovative services which, besides their technological benefits, offer competitive
advantage for BRPs.
The operation and maintenance of DBS, however, pursues new models of value
creation. The motivation for cooperation of different stakeholders lays in the offered and received value that is created by providing the innovative service. Investigations on the commercial potentials of DBS should start by exploring a feasible
value constellation, i.e. an networked organizational frame for operating DBS.
Therefore we need a clear view on what value the innovative service provides to
stakeholders, how this value is perceived, and what factors influence this value (in
terms of economic and technology feasibility concerns). However, reasoning over
the value of services in a multi-stakeholder setting adds another complexity, as it
might require a trade-off among the expected costs and benefits.

5.1.1

Domain background: Electricity management

To better understand why and how the integration of DER units is implemented,
we first describe the business characteristics of the electricity domain, and discuss
the importance of balanced electricity generation and consumption.
The term electricity system is the combination of systems that produce, transport
and deliver power and provide related services. The electricity system is divided
into a physical subsystem, which focuses on the production, transmission, and distribution of electricity, and a commodity subsystem, centered on the trade of the
electricity as a commodity. The goal of the physical subsystem is the continuous
and secure electricity supply, transmission and distribution in order to satisfy the
electricity demand. The goal of the commodity subsystem is the efficient allocation
of costs and benefits within the constraints of the physical subsystem.
As a result of the liberalization of the electricity system in the Netherlands, functions of network management and electricity supply activities are unbundled and
placed under separate legal entities. The transmission and the distribution of electricity are separated from the generation and supply activities. Electricity is sold
and consumed either by long-term bilateral contracts or in open electricity markets,
where the market participants (e.g. electricity suppliers, power plants, industryscale electricity consumers) are free to buy from (or sell to) participants of their
choice. Market players in the commodity subsystem use the physical subsystem to
produce or to consume electricity.
The electricity supply (output from all generators including import) has to be controlled as such that it should be very close to demand. Due to the physical constraints of the physical subsystem (e.g. safety limits, emission permits, concerns
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of capacity and storage), the balance between supply and consumption has to be
maintained, and must be equal on a time-scale of seconds. In case of a serious
shortage or surplus, the supply of electricity is damaged, which leads to power
outages, or, even to blackouts, which can have critical consequences where public
safety (e.g. in hospitals) is at risk.
The operation of the physical subsystem falls under the responsibility of the Transmission System Operator (TSO), including the task of keeping the electricity demand and supply in balance in real time. The TSO is responsible for operating,
ensuring the maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the transmission system
in a given area and its interconnections with other systems, and ensuring the ability
of the system to meet reasonable demands for the transmission of electricity. In
addition to that, to maintain the balance, TSO also provides system services such
as balancing services, as well as reserve and emergency generation capacity in
case the deviation between actual demand and supply of electricity calls for extra
balancing measures.

Balancing responsibility in the electricity system
For the purpose of managing and controlling balance in a deregulated environment,
the term balance responsibility has been introduced. It caused the distribution of
electricity suppliers (e.g. traditional power plants, renewable energy resources) and
consumers (i.e. both industrial and domestic) within the commodity subsystem into
so-called portfolios that are managed by BRPs2 .
Two levels of balancing activities can be distinguished. The local balancing activity
is performed by the BRPs and affects their given (local) portfolio, whereas the
global balancing activity is performed by the TSO and affects the power grid that
is within the authority of the TSO3 . These two activities are performed separately,
however, they influence and depend on each other.

Global maintenance of balance between supply and demand of electricity.
On the global level, the system of balancing responsibility relies on the reserve
and emergency generation capacity of the TSO, maintaining the short (timescale of
2 Depending on the nationality of the TSO either the terms ‘program responsibility’ and ‘Program

Responsible Party’ are used instead of ‘balance responsibility’ and ‘Balance Responsible Party’. In
this thesis, the latter terms are used.
3 As an example, in the Netherlands and in England it is equal to the national grid, which integrates
portfolios of different BRPs.
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seconds and minutes) and medium (hours) term balance. Therefore, the TSO contracts generation capacity, i.e. capacity of fast-regulating generators that maintain
real-time system balance for primary (i.e. first-used), secondary (i.e. second-used)
and emergency reserve. Production sites of a certain capacity are obliged to offer a
pre-defined portion of their capacity to the TSO. This offer is made in the form of
a bid. To maintain the instantaneous system balance, the TSO calls off the reserve
capacity in the order of the bid price.
Local maintenance of balance between supply and demand of electricity. On
the local level, the system of balancing responsibility consists of two instruments:
(1) planning ex ante, and (2) compensating ex post. Each BRP is obliged to plan
the production and consumption of electricity of its portfolio ex-ante to real-time
operation. These plans are referred to as ‘energy programs’ that contains what volume of energy BRPs are going to feed into or extract from the physical subsystem.
Thus, in the energy program the BRPs are obliged to make daily plans regarding
their portfolios for what volume of energy they are going to feed into or extract
from the network.
The national-wide regulatory framework stipulates the time span that must be covered by the program, the length of the program time units (PTUs) or settlement
periods, as well as the gate-closing time for sending the bids to the TSO. In the
Netherlands, the PTU equals 15 minutes, while the energy program spans a full
day. The program has to be created on the day-before and sent to the local TSO
before the gate-closing time of 12:00 hours.
Balancing during real-time operation. On the actual moment of execution, deviations between electricity demand and production become visible to the TSO by
continuously monitoring the 50 Hz frequency at a global, system-wide level. In
real time, for the sake of the stability of the physical subsystem, it is important that
every BRP sticks to his own plan. To avoid serious problems, the TSO maintains
the real-time system balance by adjusting reserve generating capacity. In this way,
the TSO compensates for those activities of BRPs that deviate from their forecasted
energy program.
Balancing causes financial consequences. On the day-after the TSO compares
the real (measured) energy profile of the full portfolio of the BRP with the forecasted energy program. The TSO charges the actual costs for the used reserve and
emergency capacity that BRPs, which had deviations from their energy programs,
must compensate. These charges are referred to as imbalance costs. The costs of
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deploying reserve capacity are thus compensated by BRPs, which fail to produce
or consume electricity real-time according to what they had planned in their energy
programs. These costs can increase to extremely high values in case of a dangerous
shortage in electricity supply.

5.1.2

Distributed electricity management

Distributed generation (DG) of electricity is providing an increasing part of the
worldwide electricity system. DG consists of different sources of electric power
connected to the distribution network or directly to a customer site. These sources
are the DERs, and are non predictable, non-dispatchable small generation units
(nominal power below 50 MW), including most renewable energy sources (except
large hydro-plants over 50 MW). Examples of DER units are photovoltaic solar
systems, small and medium-scale wind turbine farms, and the combined generation
of heat and power (CHP).

Distributed electricity networks to coop with capacity problems. Stagnation
of reserve capacity and the increasing power demand leads to the danger of capacity
problems of the electricity supply, meaning that the continuous balance between
actual electricity demand and supply is violated. In order to avoid these problems
and dangers, the integration of DERs is supported by, and is of high priority of
the conventional centralized electricity generation. As a consequence, there is a
clearly articulated need by the European countries to develop a solution that would
support the successful integration of DERs into the open electricity market.

Integration of DERs requires sophisticated control. Due to the low capacity of
DER resources, they are neither visible nor manageable on the national or regional
level of energy management. Also, DERs currently cannot provide ancillary or
system security services, mandatory for the safety of the power systems, which
are provided today by conventional generation. Moreover, the system constraints
of DER connections to the electricity grid, the costs of renewable energy (most
European countries have agreed on special tariff and conditions for renewables),
and the individual stochastic behavior of most DERs (e.g. of wind turbines) raise
challenges for the complete integration of DERs.
Controllable DER resources can provide a good alternative to reduce real-time imbalance. Due to the low capacity of DER resources, they are also not visible or
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manageable by the TSO. Therefore, DERs become supportive for the local balancing activity, meaning that DERs enable creating diverse portfolios for BRPs to
resolve occurring deviations between the planned and actual operation profiles.
Innovative technology smooths operation profiles. When the share of DERs
increases in a portfolio, information technology can provide an intelligent mean to
cluster and to control DERs in order to create added value to the electricity supply.
Clustered control of DERs would create an active network management to increase
efficiency in capacity. Innovative technology would partially smooth the individual
stochastic behavior by actively utilizing the flexibility in the electricity production
of DER clusters. As a result, this would allow for profile shaping of the aggregated
power output, and provide an efficient support to decrease real-time imbalance that
often appears between actual consumption and production of electricity.
By means of innovative information technology, such clustering of DERs can be
operated as a virtual power plant (VPP), i.e. as a system that is operated similar to a ‘common’ electrical power plant, but consists of a high number of small
and medium-sized DER units interconnected by an ICT-system. Then, the controlled management of DER units can be implemented by an underlying multiagent system offering a distributed balancing service. It provides an electronic
market among participating DER units, i.e. among device agents in order to balance the actual supply-demand of electricity based on pre-defined market mechanisms.
Virtual Power Plant to cluster DERs. VPP is a new actor within the electricity
value chain that is integrating different DER units into a controllable set of diverse
elements of a portfolio. A single small DER unit connected to a distribution network does not reach mandatory volumes of power to be economically viable on
electricity markets. In addition, it cannot offer cost effective capacity, reliability,
flexibility, and controllability in an open electricity market. Therefore, the goal
of VPP is to optimize the economic value of the energy produced, and to offer
reliability and capacity for ancillary services.
Individual and isolated wind turbines, combined heat and power engines, or controllable loads (e.g. industrial cold stores) are not 100 percent reliable (e.g. due
to wind forecasting errors or the price of fuel) and would not wish to participate
individually in open electricity markets. However, they could be used in a coordinated way to overcome the variations of wind. In combination with each other and
with other generators/loads they would be able to meet the necessary reliability.
Therefore, a VPP would consist of many diverse types of DERs. Their aggregation
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would simplify the technical and economical parameters of each unit in order to
reach the controllability and efficiency of an equivalent, conventional centralized
power plant.

5.1.3

Distributed Balancing Service

The aggregated integration of DER units into existing portfolios requires an approach that is distinct from the traditional central-plant model for electricity generation and delivery. Most types of DERs have individual stochastic behavior, which
is often the function of external, unpredictable factors such as weather conditions.
To resolve the problem of coordination and control in VPPs, DBS offers an attractive solution.
Electronic markets to perform portfolio balancing. To understand what technological solutions realize the DBS, it is important to see that the balanced production, consumption of energy and its allocation can be viewed as a continuous
and dynamic optimization process. Electronic markets provide a framework for
distributed decision-making among different actors in a computational manner to
support such an optimization process.
As a result, DERs offer additional control support in order to minimize imbalance
between the day-ahead contracted amount of electricity and the real-time realization. Such support could be essential for a commercial portfolio having especially
a large share of wind power, which often encounters with unexpected imbalance.
Studies in the field of microeconomics theoretically well-underline how economic
agents (i.e. individuals, households, and firms) make (optimal) decisions to allocate limited resources. Such allocations typically happen in markets where goods
or services are being bought and sold. One of the goals of microeconomics is to
analyze the underlying market mechanisms that establish relative prices amongst
goods and services, and the allocation of limited resources amongst many alternative usages (Mas-Colell et al. 1995).
Whereas economists use microeconomic theory to model phenomena observed in
the real world, computer scientists use the theory to let distributed software systems
behave in a desired way. Market mechanisms provide a way to give incentives
to market participants (in this case, software agents) to behave in a certain, predetermined way.
In general equilibrium markets, all agents respond to the same price that is determined by searching for the price that balances demand and supply. From a compu-
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tational point of view, electronic equilibrium markets are distributed search algorithms aimed at finding the best trade-offs in a multi-dimensional search space defined by the preferences of all agents participating in the market (Ygge & Akkermans
2000).
Multi-agent systems to implement electronic markets. An agent can be defined as a software entity that is capable of flexible and independent (autonomous)
action in a dynamic, unpredictable environment. Agents can help to build complex
computational and communicational systems that links different systems through
a heterogeneous setting. They encapsulate specific techniques or algorithms for
representing a specific system in dynamic environments. Focusing on the DBS
case, these techniques can include balancing reaction and decision-making regarding actual production or consumption of electricity at the device level, learning
about the behavior of other agent entities in the environment, or negotiating with
agents regarding resource allocation. Agent-based technology is therefore a suitable candidate to implement the desired electronic market to support the imbalance
reduction.
Agents represent different entities of the portfolio. In the electronic market,
agents represent a DER device, who trade their actual electricity demand and supply in order to optimize their aggregated performance. The information required
for trade is represented by utility functions of DER device agents, providing data
over the actual operational profile (consumption/generation profile) as a function
of the device-specific operational costs. The market operator is an agent, who aggregates these utility functions, and determines the market clearing price. This
price information allows exercising the extra control support of the local balancing
market.
Implemented market mechanisms define the characteristics of the local balancing
market such as the time horizon and a definition of the execution event (e.g. every
PTU). When an execution event occurs, the market operator agent collects actual
utility functions from all DER device agents on the market regarding their actual
consumption and production.
The control support is thus implemented as a real-time price-forming mechanism
per each trade. By determining the actual price of the electricity for that given
PTU, the BRP has the opportunity to control the actual electricity production and
consumption, since the real-time performance of devices depends on the determined price. This mechanism is allowed by the underlying multi-agent technology
of DBS.
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Figure 5.1 exemplifies a commercial portfolio, and illustrates a potential business
setting that employs DBS. It shows that suppliers (i.e. DER units: wind turbines,
Controlled Heat and Power (CHP) units and emergency generator) and consumers
(i.e. cold store and heat pump) of electricity employ ‘device agents’, and use a
‘data communication channel’ in order to exchange market information. Figure 5.1
illustrates that the market operator agent is assigned to the BRP of the portfolio to
exercise the additional control power over the integrated DER units.

Figure 5.1: Portfolio of consumers and producers of the DBS case

The new procedure: Portfolio balancing using DBS
By implementing an electronic market, and employing DBS, the process of portfolio balancing is redesigned as follows. In the new procedure, besides the ‘traditional’ balancing activities that are enforced by legal obligations, there is a continuous, near real-time balancing based on the short-time, i.e. predicted operational
forecasts for every 15 minutes.
Thus, the day before the actual operation, BRP aggregates the different operational
plans of the generators and loads of the portfolio into an energy program and sends
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it to the TSO. The TSO then does the load-flow analysis and sends the acknowledgment back to the BRP over its planned operation. In case there is a predicted
violation of system security, BRPs are obliged to modify their programs ex ante of
the actual operation.
Portfolio balancing happens at every settlement period. A similar process
would happen in real time, during the actual operation, except that the balancing
process is repeated over time before each of the 15 minute settlement period over
the next 24 hours. The market agent requests the actual bids in terms of demand
functions from device agents describing their operational profiles for the upcoming
15 minutes. The demand functions plot the actual demand as a price function and
reflect on all the device-specific operational costs. Thus, during such a real-time
control, demand functions, and the resulting actual bids, are reported in each PTU.
Each DER unit may modify its operation at every settlement period. As soon
as each agent sends the bid, the market agent aggregates the received demand functions and determines the equilibrium price. This controlling price signal is then
communicated back as a ‘control bid’ to the device agents. The price signal can
be treated as a market clearing price since it generates equilibrium between actual
supply and demand. By using the given equilibrium price and the actual demand
function, each device unit of the portfolio determines the power allocation and adjusts the performance as needed. The day after operation, TSO calculates the deviances between the forecasted and actual operation, and charges imbalance costs
to BRP.
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5.2

Feasibility assessment using OPAL

In this section we employ the OPAL method to assess potential feasibility concerns of a value constellation that is formed to operate the DBS in a commercial
setting. The feasibility assessment is guided through four distinguished phases. It
employs the principles of the conceptual modeling introduced by the OPAL framework, which are responsible for conceptualizing and analyzing the gathered, multidomain knowledge.
The DBS was designed, implemented and validated for a local, artificially created
portfolio in the Netherlands, with limited access to real-life business characteristics (Kok, Derzsi, Gordijn, Hommelberg, Warmer, Kamphuis & Akkermans 2008).
However, it is far not obvious whether the local success would translate into an
upscaled, commercial success. The DBS should support imbalance reduction in
complex, commercial portfolios, and should remain financially sustainable on a
long run.

Real-life scenarios require feasibility analysis on upscaling. In a real-life setting, commercial portfolios deal with an increased number of DER units to reach
the required economies of scale. The question that the feasibility assessment track
should investigate is what might be the major financial and technological concerns
of upscaling, compared to the successfully executed field test. Moreover, a thorough analysis should not only focus on exploring cross-perspective feasibility concerns of individual stakeholders, but must also be able to explore these concerns in
relation to all participants.
The feasibility assessment therefore explores the major concerns of the commercial implementation of the DBS. It addresses the financial consequences of the employed technology, and analyzes whether value requirements on service provision
are supported by the capabilities of the underlying information and communication system. As such, it guides the development of a value constellation where the
financial and technological aspects of service provision are well-aligned4 .
4 DBS

supports BRPs with a high share of DERs in their portfolios. Therefore, the case study is
centered around a specific business setting. The analysis only focuses on the supply and consumption of electricity internally, i.e. within the analyzed portfolio so that it does not consider external
trading activities with other portfolios on the liberalized electricity market. In addition, the feasibility analysis focuses on the commodity allocation and not on the physical distribution of electricity
while taking the financial consequences of the generated and consumed electricity into account while
employing the DBS.
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Phase I: Understanding the value constellation

Following the guidelines of the OPAL method (see Figure 4.3 in Chapter 4.2), the
first phase focuses on articulating the main building elements of the value constellation. It does so by summarizing and structuring the knowledge regarding the
business and technology aspects of the DBS.
The input for the development of the business and technology plans is based on
existing technology reports of the DBS, and on interviews with participating stakeholders and experts from both business and technology domains.

Step 1: Technology plan of DBS
We start our investigation by assembling a technology plan for the DBS, which is
built on the information and communication system that was implemented for the
field test. To perform the planning, data on the elements of the information and
communication system as well as on their characteristics was collected through
interviews with technology experts of the DBS concept. These interviews helped
to explore what innovative services would emerge on the basis of the introduced
technology.
Figure 5.2 presents the resulting, high-level overview of the information and communication system architecture. DBS operates an electronic market, which provides the mean to interlink different DER units of portfolios (see Chapter 5.1.2).
Each DER unit is represented by a control box. Each control box hosts an agent
software representing the DER device on the electronic market. Each agent software offers a device balancing service to the BRPs to coordinate (to control and/or
to re-schedule) the actual operation of each DER locally, i.e. on the device-level
near real-time.
The market operator is represented by the aggregator server, which hosts the market operator agent. The agent software here is responsible for matching the actual
operational profiles of all DER units during each trade activity and thereby balancing the actual operational profile of the portfolio. Based on the information
provided by the device agents on the historical operational data and on the submitted energy program, which are stored on the operational database, the market
operator agent offers a portfolio balancing service to BRPs in order to reduce the
imbalance among different operational profiles of DERs.
As Figure 5.2 illustrates, to realize the DBS, different services collaborate that
are located in different hardware and thus can be geographically distributed, too.
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...
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Figure 5.2: Technology plan of DBS in commercial portfolios
As a result, a suitable communication backbone and protocol become an essential
system requirement.

Challenges of technology planning. Due to its distributed nature, the design
and implementation of an information system that supports the DBS faces with
different challenges, as follows:

• The information and communication system in place must be scalable. The
number of DER devices actively involved in the coordination can easily expand (e.g. domestic consumers) and they may well be spread over a vast
geographic area.
• The information and communication system in place must operate in a heterogeneous setting so that individual DER units can connect and disconnect
at will. In addition, future types of DER units, with their own specific operational characteristics, need to be able to connect without changing the
implementation of the system as a whole. Therefore, the communication
between system parts must be uniform.
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Step 2: Business plan of DBS
A business plan describes the high-level business concepts and commercial implications of the DBS. It uses the knowledge gathered by the field test and provides
the basis for a multi-domain feasibility assessment.
Using the OPAL method, the business planning requires the following three tasks:
1. expressing the value that is created and exchanged by the innovative services;
2. expressing the emerging commercial roles that innovative services motivate;
and
3. expressing the stakeholders of the innovative services, such as service providers
and service customers.
For business planning, we first have to understand the added value of the innovative
technology and its services. From the perspective of business, the question is then:
What commercial roles these services motivate to leverage the commercial benefits
of such added value.
Data collected through interviews with domain experts helped to articulate the answers. The conceptual guidelines of the OPAL method helps structuring this data
(see Figure 4.3). The results are shown in Figure 5.3.
As Figure 5.3 explains, the different ICT assets and services that were addressed in
the technology plan (see also Figure 5.2) motivate the emerge of different commercial roles. First, the Portfolio balancing service motivates the emerge of a Portfolio
balancing service provider. As the main purpose of this service is to support the
imbalance reduction of portfolios integrating numerous DER devices, Reduced imbalance is seen as a key commercial benefit of the service. The provision of this
service implies a Service fee for compensation.
Furthermore, the Device balancing service motivates the emerge of a Device balancing service provider. As the main purpose of this service is to shift and control
the operation profile of DER units as required, providing Device flexibility is seen
as a key commercial benefit of the service. The maintenance and provision of this
service implies additional Service fee in return.
To arrive at a value constellation that would implement the DBS, the final task is
to assign the defined commercial roles to stakeholders. The motor of cooperation
between the newly introduced service providers and service customers is the added
value of these innovative services.
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Figure 5.3: Concepts to structure the business plan of the Distributed Balancing
Service
Figure 5.4 shows the result of such assignment exercise. To represent the value
constellation, we make use of the modeling constructs of the e3 -value modeling
technique. The upper part of Figure 5.4 shows the stakeholders of a typical commercial portfolio. The model is constructed based on the characteristics of the
executed field, and on the collected information on the liberalized electricity market.
Compared to the setting of the field test, the model in Figure 5.4 explains that portfolios in a commercial setting integrate both Traditional power plants and Virtual
Power Plants in order to satisfy the upscaled domestic requirements in electricity
supply.
Virtual Power Plants (VPP) integrate different DER units by aggregating the low
capacity and mitigating their stochastic behavior. Since a VPP consists of more
than one DER unit, a VPP is represented as a market segment, indicating the multiplicity of DER units of a given portfolio. Furthermore, for the feasibility analysis
we consider the scenario when all DER units are employed to support electricity
production.
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Figure 5.4: A value constellation employing DBS, and the assignment of emerging
commercial roles to stakeholders
The portfolio is managed by a Balance Responsible Party (BRP), which buys electricity for a fee from producers and sells it to Consumers of its portfolio, who pay
a retail fee as compensation. In case there is a deviance between the actual and
the planned operation, the TSO (Transmission System Operator) offers imbalance
capacity to the BRP who pays an imbalance cost for the caused deviance.
The assignment exercise, illustrated in the bottom part of Figure 5.4, is based on
the assumption that it is the BRP who performs the portfolio balancing service,
while the device balancing service is operated locally by the Virtual Power Plant,
i.e. on the side of each DER unit.
The question is now, whether the value constellation, which is described via its
business and technology plans, would prove to be feasible to realize DBS in a
commercial setting. In the following we employ the OPAL method to assess what
economic and technological feasibility concerns would violate the commercial success.

5.2.2

Phase II: Conceptualization of the value constellation

To support the feasibility analysis, the second phase of the OPAL method (see Figure 4.7 in Chapter 4.2.2) employs conceptual modeling to describe the important
business and technology characteristics of the value constellation in a conceptually
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sound manner. Such conceptualization results in a value model and in a system
architecture model of the constellation.

Step 1: Developing a value model for the DBS case
To generate a value model, the OPAL method employs the e3 -value modeling technique. The constructed model conceptualizes the value that is created and exchanged by operating innovative services. The modeling constructs also enable
representing dependencies among different services. These dependencies are structured in dependency paths, which conceptualize the requirements on value realization.
In order to reduce the complexity in representation, we incrementally develop the
value model. The first model, which is shown in Figure 5.5, extends the representation of Figure 5.4 with additional e3 -value modeling constructs to conceptualize
the provision of the articulated innovative services.

Figure 5.5: An e3 -value model representing the stakeholders, the value exchanges
and activities of the value constellation
This extension is motivated by the findings of Figure 5.3, and follows the assignment of commercial roles in Figure 5.4. The recognized value of innovative
services manifests in provided and consumed value objects that stakeholders exchange in value exchanges. The commercial role, that is supported by an innovative service, is assigned to actors or market segments using the value activity in
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Figure 5.5.5
Focusing on the Device balancing service, it is assigned to the Virtual Power Plant
market segment as it aggregates the DER units. The operated service appears as a
value activity assigned to this market segment. The offered device flexibility and the
provided service fee form a value exchange in the resulting value model between
the Virtual Power Plant and the ‘Balance responsible party’.
The second model extends the conceptualization process. It does so by linking the
related value activities and value exchanges into dependency paths. The resulting
dependency paths are presented in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: An e3 -value model representing the dependencies among different
value activities and value exchanges
The construction of dependency paths requires declaring the boundaries of conceptualization. The root concept of a dependency path is a well-articulated consumer
need, which calls for different value activities and value exchanges to satisfy it. In
this case, there are two distinguished aspects that are considered as root concepts:
(A) consuming electricity, and (B) reducing the imbalance.
Value requirements on electricity consumption. Let us consider first the ‘A’
dependency path in Figure 5.6 that concatenates value exchanges and activities
5 To

reduce modeling complexity, the generated value model does not include the provision of
communication services. The basic assumption is that each stakeholder possesses and maintains the
necessary means for communication. The analysis, however, will elaborate on certain financial and
technical concerns that are caused by the extensive dependency on communication.
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with respect to consuming electricity. It shows that a Consumer has a certain electricity demand and therefore buys electricity from the Balance Responsible Party
and pays a retail fee in return. Then, to satisfy the consumer need, the Balance
Responsible Party, who supplies electricity to its consumers (represented as Electricity supply value activity), buys electricity either from the Traditional Power
Plant or from the Virtual Power Plant. These two alternatives are concatenated
using the OR modeling construct.

Value requirements on imbalance reduction. The ‘B’ dependency path in Figure 5.6 concatenates value exchanges and activities with respect to the imbalance
reduction. It starts with a consumer need, expressing that the Balance Responsible Party wants to reduce its imbalance. Generally, the TSO provides imbalance
capacity to reduce the real-time imbalance of the Balance Responsible Party and
receives an imbalance fee as compensation. By employing the DBS, however, the
Balance Responsible Party receives an additional support (expressed by the AND
modeling construct in Figure 5.6). The Portfolio balancing service (represented as
value activity) provides as value the reduced imbalance to support the Electricity
supply. This Reduced imbalance is compensated with a certain ‘fee’ that results
from the decreased imbalance fee.
The prerequisite for Portfolio balancing is that the control and the re-scheduling
of operation happens on-side of the DER units. As a result, the Virtual Power
Plant provides the Device balancing service, which controls and re-schedules the
operation of the DER units. This service provides as value certain device flexibility
for the Balance Responsible Party that is compensated with a service fee.

Step 2: Developing a system architecture model for the DBS case
To explore major technological and economic feasibility concerns and to prove the
feasibility of the value constellation, the OPAL method also relies on sound conceptualization of the underlying information and communication system. Therefore, in the following we make use of the UML structure diagrams to perform such
task.
Inspired by the technology plan (see Figure 5.2), Figure 5.7 represents a UML deployment diagram, including modeling constructs of UML component diagrams.
Figure 5.7 describes a high-level overview of the underlying information and communication system using the required software and hardware components and their
interdependencies.
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Figure 5.7: A UML deployment diagram of Distributed Balancing Services
The depicted UML deployment diagram shows soft- and hardware components
allocated to nodes. These nodes in Figure 5.7 aggregate instances of physical nodes
into classes that host the same soft- and hardware structure.
Following the technology plan of the analyzed case, the node representing the ‘Aggregator server’ hosts the ‘Market operator agent software’. This software enables
the portfolio balancing using the data located in the ‘Portfolio database’, and, as a
result, provides the ‘Portfolio balancing service’.
Using the assembly connector, service interface and port UML notations, it is possible to express dependencies among different components and among services
they provide. As such, Figure 5.7 explains that to realize the ‘Portfolio balancing
service’, the ‘Market operator agent software’ operates together with the ‘Device
agent software’ that is hosted by another node, called the ‘Control box’. The ‘Market operator agent software’ provides a ‘Control bid’ that is used by the ‘Device
agent software’ to adjust and re-schedule the actual operation profile of the controlled DER units.
To perform the actual adjustment of operation profiles, the ‘Device agent software’
relies on the operational data stored in an ‘Operational database’. The real-time
adjustment and control of the DER units is executed on-site, which is represented
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by the ‘DER unit’ node, performing ‘Metering and control’. The effective adjustment is then supported by the ‘Demand function’ that is compiled and provided
before each adjustment period by the ‘DER unit’. All nodes are interlinked via
TCP/IP-based ‘communication path’.

5.2.3

Phase III: Analysis of the value constellation

The third phase of the OPAL method (see in Figure 4.10 in Chapter 4.2.3) applies
the mapping principles of the OPAL framework to prepare the fundaments of the
feasibility assessment. We use these principles to relate the conceptualized business and technology perspectives on the value constellation:
1. To address the financial consequences of the system requirements for different stakeholders, and
2. to explore whether value requirements could be accommodated by the capabilities of the underlying information and communication system.
As input, we use the developed conceptual models. The UML deployment diagram (see Figure 5.7) describes the information and communication system that is
required to operate DBS. The e3 -value model (see Figure 5.6) provides the value
model of the value constellation, with the emphasis on exploring the value requirements on the innovative service provision.
For feasibility analysis different financial and technological attributes are assigned
to modeling constructs. The assignment of some attributes, such as the number of
customers, requires a pre-defined time frame for reference. In the followings we
assume a selected one-hour time frame, and determine different characteristics of
the scenario, such as the number of value exchanges, accordingly.
Step 1: Exploring financial concerns of the DBS
To explore the financial consequences of implementation, the analysis should address the allocation of expenses and revenues of the service provision. Furthermore, it is crucial to show who is responsible to cover these costs in the constellation. Common practice shows that determining such ownership in a networked
setting is a difficult task.
The value model in Figure 5.6 provides a good starting point as the modeling constructs of the presented model help articulating, among others, the ownership of
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various financials. The modeled ‘Portfolio balancing service’ and ‘Device balancing service’ value activities indicate investment and maintenance costs that should
be articulated but cannot be done without exploring which ICT assets are responsible for their operation. By relating the developed conceptual models using the
mapping principles, it becomes possible to explore cross-perspective financial effects of the DBS (see also Figure 3.5 in Chapter 3.4).
Mapping the financial effects of the Portfolio balancing service. Following the
guidelines of the mapping principles, Figure 5.8 provides a graphical illustration on
the financial feasibility assessment of the Portfolio balancing service. The top part
of Figure 5.8 shows the value model, this time attributed with financials and other
characteristics that are required for financial evaluation. The bottom-right part of
this Figure shows a segment of the UML deployment diagram shown earlier in
Figure 5.7.
The value model in Figure 5.8 explains the following scenario. The assigned financial attributes of the UML modeling constructs, i.e. the assigned Fixed expense
attributes assist the cross-perspective evaluation of the financial effects. These attributes tells what costs consequences - investment and maintenance costs - the
implementation of an ‘Aggregator server’ has.
The mapping principles then tells that these financial attributes shall have an Expense carrier. In this example, the role of the Expense carrier is assigned to the
Portfolio balancing service value activity. As this value activity is executed by the
Balance responsible party, the value model explains that it is the Balance responsible party who handles the financial consequences of the service provision.
Mapping the financial effects of the Device balancing service. Similar to the
previous investigation, Figure 5.9 illustrates the mapping principles that define a
relationship between different conceptual representations on the value constellation. This relationship is used to address the financial implications of the Device
balancing service.
The financial attribute of the UML modeling constructs in Figure 5.9 adds another
perspective on the financial evaluation. As it is illustrated by the assigned Variable
expense, requesting the ‘Demand function’ that is offered by each ‘Control box’
has financial consequences, as each service invocation has communication costs.
This example calculates with an average cost that is caused by the data transfer.
The mapping principles in Figure 5.9 explain that the Expense carrier of the Variable expense is the Device balancing service value activity. As the value model
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Figure 5.8: Employing the OPAL mapping principles to interrelate cross-domain
financial effects of Portfolio balancing service
shows, the Device balancing service activity is assigned to the Virtual Power Plant,
therefore it is the Virtual Power Plant who pays for the appearing costs.
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Figure 5.9: Employing the OPAL mapping principles to interrelate cross-domain
financial effects of the Device balancing service

There is another important relation that is exemplified by the mapping principles.
As the guidelines of the mapping principles in Figure 3.5 explained, Variable ex-
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pense is generated via component Ports that are related by Assembly connections.
These connections among different components maintain value exchanges, which
exist as a result of offering and receiving innovative, technology-intensive services.
Then, it is the matter of the cardinality of these exchanges that tells what multiplier
this variable expense has.
The attributes of the e3 -value modeling constructs help calculating this cardinality
as follows. The Virtual power plant aggregates 50,000 DER units, implying that
the Device balancing service is executed by 50,000 different DER units in the commercial portfolio. As the count of the ”B” consumer need shows, such balancing
service is invoked 4 times per each hour.
This count implies that every 15 minutes there is a value exchange between the
Virtual Power Plant and the Balance Responsible Party. The explosion element
(see fork #1) modeling construct conceptualizes the required cardinality of value
exchanges (i.e. 50,000 at every invocation). As a consequence, the multiplier of
the Variable expense equals to 50,000 for each service invocation.
Furthermore, the value model includes important valuation functions, such as the
fee of 0.02 ethat is paid to the Virtual Power Plant after each shifted kW electricity.
These functions support the financial evaluation of the case at hand6 .
Step 2: Exploring technological concerns of the DBS
For technological feasibility considerations it is important to design an information
and communication system that both accommodates the business characteristics
(e.g. number of service customers) of the value constellation, and operates with
a satisfying performance. The dimensions of these characteristics (i.e. the actual
number of active service customers), however, can dynamically change. The effects of such changes are often considered only from the business point of view,
such as whether they help to reach certain profit. Less attention is paid on the capabilities of the underlying information and communication system in place that
would realize the service.
Using the OPAL method, assessing a technologically feasible solution is a result
of a cross-domain analysis. Both the business and technological considerations
of service provision are equally taken into account. In the followings, we apply
the mapping principles (see also in Figure 3.6) to link the developed conceptual
models so it becomes possible to address whether the value requirements on service
provision could be accommodated under the given technological constraints.
6 All

the financial figures are only for illustrative purposes.
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Mapping value requirements on the Device balancing service. The result of
such cross-domain analysis is represented in Figure 5.10. It includes some concepts taken from the mapping principles that helped interrelating the business and
technology domains. The bottom part of Figure 5.10 shows the UML deployment
diagram. To exemplify the assessment, the UML modeling constructs are now attributed with interaction constraints. The top part of Figure 5.10 includes the value
model. Here, the value model exemplifies the value requirements of the Portfolio
balancing service.
As the execution and maintenance of the DBS happens in a distributed manner,
the existence of a continuous communication channel between the DER units and
the Balance responsible party is of a high importance. The assigned value requirements in Figure 5.10, such as the immediate service delivery and the adjustment in
5 seconds highlight exactly this matter.
These requirements are bounded by the constraints of different elements of the information and communication system. The interaction constraint of the ‘Demand
function’ service interface tells that a ‘DER unit’ use only wireless communication protocols due to their remote and often isolated locations. By mapping this
constraint to the value requirement on intermediate service delivery, the design
of the concrete implementation must take into account the vulnerability of such
communication solution, and the potentially additional financial consequences.
Another part of the analysis focuses on the expected number of invocations. The
value model in Figure 5.10 exemplifies 50,000 invocations (see FORK #1), where
the resulting operation adjustment of DER devices should be done in a short, i.e.
5 second time interval. The invocation constraint assigned to the ‘Control bid’
component in the UML diagram shows that the maximum number of parallel invocations that the implemented service port can handle equals to 10,000.As the
mapping principles explain, for further evaluation, this constraint is in turn related
to the value exchange that represent the invocation and execution of the Device
balancing service.

5.2.4

Phase IV: Evaluation and implication of analysis

The fourth and final phase of the OPAL method evaluates the results of the crossdomain analysis, and helps practitioners assessing the potential feasibility concerns
of the DBS. This last phase of the feasibility assessment actively involved practitioners in order to better understand the implications of the analysis.
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Figure 5.10: Employing the OPAL mapping principles to relate value requirements on the Device balancing service to technology constraints
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Step 1: Cash-flow analysis to address the financial attractiveness of DBS

The e3 -value modeling tool allows generating profitability sheets for each stakeholder involved and provides a high-level analysis of cash flows. These calculations are based on the valuation functions assigned to different modeling constructs: The volume of electricity power sold and bought, the provided device
flexibility in terms of the volume of non-generated electricity, the volume of the
reduced imbalance and the received imbalance capacity, and the amount of service
fees provided.
From the perspective of technology, introducing DBS on the market results in
(fixed or variable) expenses and investments. Using the mapping principles, expenses and investments of technology are directly assigned to expense carriers.
Based on the number of value exchanges, occurring per time frame and per actor,
the amount of variable expenses can be calculated that stem from service invocations presented in Figure 5.9.
Table 5.1: Net value flow sheet for Portfolio balancing service activity of the Balance responsible party, for the period of one year
Actor/Activity:

Balance responsible party - Portfolio balancing service

Timeframe:

period 0

INVESTMENT
Timeframe:
Value Interface

period 1
Value Port

Value
Exchange

Occurrence

device flexibility,MONEY

50,000
in: device
flexibility
out:
MONEY

reduced imbalance,MONEY

Valuation

Total

50,000

XXX

XXX

50,000

XXX

XXX

1
1

Net Cash Flow:

Total
XXX

XXX

1
in: MONEY
out: reduced
imbalance

Timeframe:

Assigned
value

Economic
Value
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX

XXX
period 103,680 + 1
...

Discounted Net
Cash Flow:

XXXXX

If we further concatenate a series of e3 -value model snapshots (Derzsi et al. 2007),
it is possible to capture the cash flows for many sequential time frames. Then, a
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Discounted Net Present Cash Flow (DNPF) (Brealey et al. 2005) sheet per actor
can be derived to judge the financial attractiveness of the DBS in the long run. Table 5.1 exemplifies such a sheet for the Balance responsible party providing Portfolio balancing service. Table 5.1 would normally list all considered time frames.
For brevity reasons, only ‘period 0’, including the initial investments, and ‘period
1’, in which the first value exchanges are performed, are shown7 8 .

Step 2: Developing dependency graphs to address commercial implications of
DBS
We construct dependency graphs to structure the findings of the feasibility analysis, and to explore what commercial implication the implementation of DBS might
have. The dependency graphs that are presented in the followings aggregate different concepts that have either a negative (i.e. violating) or a positive (i.e. supporting)
impact on the provision of the innovative service in question.
To determine these concepts, the evaluation process required input from practitioners, whereas the defined relations between the value and technology models (see
e.g. Figure 5.10) were employed to qualify their impact. For the feasibility assessment of the DBS case, these relations helped to explore what effects the increase of
DER units might have on the underlying information and communication system.
Such design decision is motivated by business considerations at the first place in
oder to achieve a certain economies of scale while employing DER devices. The
question is then, how the technology in place would coop with such upscale.
Dependency graphs are initiated by a root cause, which labels a business and/or
system design decision taken during the commercialization process of the DBS in this case, the increase of DER units. Figure 5.11 shows the dependency graph
that is developed while investigating the cross-domain effects of the taken design
decision.
The dependency graph explains that such design decision has a positive effect to
increase balancing capacity. As the mapping principles in Figure 5.10 point out,
the increase of DER units would result in an increased number of service invocations, however, above a certain economies of scale it would lead to exceeding the
number of invocations that the current information and communication system can
7 The

purpose of the case study is to demonstrate the usability of the OPAL method, not its concrete financial evaluation.
8 For economic feasibility considerations, the financial evaluation should focus on all participating
stakeholders, including all innovative services of the constellation. Here we only show an example
in order to keep the analysis under reasonable dimensions.
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Figure 5.11: Commercial implications of the increase of DER units, resulting from
the cross-domain analysis
handle. As such, it causes drop in service delivery, and, as a result, the decrease of
balancing capacity.
These implications are drawn based on the defined conceptual relationships between the e3 -value model and the UML deployment diagram in Figure 5.10. In the
value model, the increase of DER units would be represented in the increase of the
number of value exchanges. This effect then translates into an increased number
of service invocations that the underlying information system should be able to
handle, and can indicate concerns of system scale.
As an example for the economies of scale, Figure 5.10 includes 50,000 DER units
in the analysis, implying that the value exchange between the Virtual power plant
and the Balance responsible party occurs 50,000 times. Thus, the corresponding
interaction between service components labels not one, but a series of parallel
interactions.
There exists, however, a maximum capacity of interactions that the corresponding
service ports can handle, which equals to 10,000 invocations under the current
system settings. The increase of DER units can eventually cause the decrease of
balancing capacity, leading to a negative effect on the expected benefits of DBS.

Result of evaluation: Reconsidering the technology model of the value constellation
As the output of the evaluation process indicates, there is a potential performance
shortcoming of the information and communication system in place. To resolve
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potential feasibility concerns, the OPAL method suggests different alternatives (see
also in Figure 4.1). Here, we first consider to revisit the conceptualization phase
and modify the system architecture model.
To balance the foreseen performance shortcoming, suggestions are given to shift
the system architecture toward a hybrid, hierarchical solution. Figure 5.12 shows
one possible solution to reduce the overload by introducing an intermediate level,
represented as the Intermediary node, to cluster the DER devices while executing
the device balancing activity.

<<component>>

<<component>>

<<component>>

<<component>>

<<component>>

<<component>>

<<component>>

Figure 5.12: Introducing intermediary nodes to accommodate requirements on
scale
Figure 5.12 suggests that these nodes would act as an intermediate market facilitator between the ‘Balance responsible party’ node and each ‘DER device’. Based on
the cardinalities, one ‘Intermediate’ node could cluster 1,000 ‘DER units’. Each
MagicDraw UML, 1-1
C:\Documents
Settings\Administrator\Desktop\PhD
thesis\validation\electricity\U
‘Intermediary’
node
would and
host
a ‘Market operator agent
software’ component,
similar to the ‘Balancing responsible party’, to perform the intermediate role as
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market provider and to balance its own cluster of DER units. These intermediary
nodes would then participate in the electronic market that is responsible for the
portfolio-level balancing. As such, the operation of the electronic market would
happen in a hierarchical manner, distributing the role of balancing into smaller
clusters.
Such redesign of the architecture, however, has cost consequences, which should
be allocated to the responsible stakeholders. For the sake of keeping the analysis in
reasonable dimensions, we do not elaborate on the details of the cost allocation, nor
on the corresponding cash flow analysis. We illustrate, however, the implications
of the taken design decision by a dependency graph that is shown in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: Financial implications of the upscaled infrastructure of the DBS
As the dependency graph in Figure 5.13 explains, introducing intermediary node
helps resolving performance bottleneck, therefore supports the increase of balancing capacity. As such, there exists a positive implication of the redesign. On the
other hand, the increased cost of infrastructure is considered as a negative impact
on the financial attractiveness of the DBS, therefore on the expected benefits of
DBS.

Result of evaluation: Reconsidering the value constellation
To resolve potential financial drawbacks, the question is how to allocate the appearing extra costs; i.e. whether there exists a solution that provides a trade-off
among the increased costs and expected benefits. Based on the modeling flexibility of the presented analysis, the OPAL method (see Figure 4.1) suggests another
iteration that brings the feasibility assessment back to the first phase: To reconsider
the value constellation.
As a possible alternative, let us therefore consider to introduce a new actor who
takes over the responsibility of the Portfolio balancing service from the BRP. This
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alternative would release the BRP from implementing and maintaining the service.
The result of the assignment is visualized in Figure 5.14.9

assigned to

commercial
role

commercial
role

Device balancing
service provider

Portfolio balancing
service provider

assigned to

New
actor

Figure 5.14: A value constellation alternative - introduction of a DBS provider
The remaining steps of the feasibility assessment then follows the guidelines of
the OPAL method. In the following we only point at important aspects of the
performed analysis.
To prepare the ground for the feasibility analysis, the conceptual representation
of the new constellation is required. The resulting e3 -value model is shown in
Figure 5.15. It introduces the DBS provider, who takes over the Portfolio balancing
service of the Balance responsible party.
Compared to the value model of the first value constellation alternative, the following differences are noted. The introduction of a new service provider causes new
value exchanges among participating stakeholders. Now it is the DBS provider
who provides reduced imbalance to the Balance responsible party and receives a
9 In

principle, the VPP could also perform the portfolio balancing activity if it has access to the
operational database and has records on the forecasted and reported operation. A more realistic
scenario is that there would be not one but more VPPs introduced in a portfolio to reach a required
economies of scale. However, to assign the portfolio balancing in such a setting to one of these
parties would generate an unfair advantage in the electronic market. In addition, the TSO could
perform the portfolio balancing of commercial parties. The role of the TSO on the liberalized energy
market is, however, strictly regulated. As such, the TSO cannot act as a commercial service provider.
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Figure 5.15: Modified value model of the alternative value constellation
fee in return as a compensation. The Virtual Power Plant now offers the device
flexibility to the DBS provider and receives a fee in return 10 .
The attractiveness of this constellation lies in the question whether there exists a
suitable financial model that enables a positive cash flow over time, and supports
the return on investment for the DBS provider. Furthermore, it is important to find
an agreement on the service fees through a negotiation process among stakeholders. The conceptual models, and the related feasibility analysis assist in reaching a
shared understanding on cost and profit allocation, supporting exactly such negotiation processes.

5.3

Discussion

In this chapter we explored and analyzed different feasibility concerns of a reallife case, referred to as the DBS case, which introduces the Distributed Balancing
10 Value exchanges regarding the

supply and consumption of electricity remain intact. As the DBS
directly influences the actual consumption and production of electricity, it is a natural assumption
that the DBS provider would also fulfill an intermediary role in the trading of electricity.
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Service to support imbalance reduction between electricity production and consumption. We employed the OPAL method for the feasibility assessment that is
developed on the fundaments of the OPAL framework. The OPAL method operationalizes the process of business-ICT alignment and uses it as an instrument to
perform the feasibility assessment.
The goal of the performed assessment was to gain valuable insights into different
feasibility concerns from multiple perspectives and viewpoints that would otherwise remain hidden due to their complexities. Moreover, the analysis of the case
study also provided the possibility to validate the developed OPAL method, i.e. to
reflect on its usability and effectiveness.

5.3.1

Reflections on the case

As the feasibility assessment concluded, compared to the field test settings, for the
commercial implementation the centralized design of the information and communication system architecture must shift toward a hybrid architectural solution. This
shift causes the following financial concerns regarding the service commercialization.
Virtual power plants deal with expensive asset requirements. To reach a desired economies of scale to realize a significant and financially attractive imbalance
reduction requires costly hardware elements based on the current technological design. The current cost implications of the required infrastructure to reach a breakeven point on a reasonable time scale are high, therefore asset requirements lead to
financially unattractive services in the commercial market. Either the redesign of
the required technology is required or alternative financial supports (i.e. governmental subsidies) are recommended to provide financially attractive solutions.
The strength of the employed conceptual models and the cross-domain analysis
is that it addresses both positive (i.e. predicted reduction of imbalance costs) and
negative (i.e. predicted fixed and variable costs) financial consequences in relation to the desired economies of scale. Furthermore, conceptual models link these
consequences to financially responsible parties.
Reliable communication requires distributed balancing hubs. To facilitate
the imbalance reduction on a desired economies of scale, reliable communication
channels are required among the device agents and the market agent that represent
the DER units and the portfolio balancing service provider respectively. However,
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due to the existing technology constraints it is recommended to generate several,
locally operating electronic markets that are interlinked through a hierarchical balancing tree, where the portfolio balancing service provider is located at the top of
the tree.
The strength of the employed conceptual models and the cross-domain analysis is
that it points out the technological constraints with respect to the increase in the
number of DER units of the portfolio and allows the financial consequences to be
addressed while introducing the required balancing hubs.
Business opportunity for Distributed Service Provider. The commercial implementation of the DBS creates a business opportunity for an external service
provider which would provide balancing services for commercial portfolios. On
one hand, this solution is proved to be more attractive for portfolios due to the lack
of infrastructure-related costs. The lack of concrete financial numbers made the
financial evaluation of this alternative impossible. The conceptual analysis, however, pointed to the fact that the service fee for the provided balancing service is
potentially the function of the reduced imbalance costs.
The results of the presented analysis have been discussed with domain experts in
numerous workshops. These discussions showed that such an approach provides
a useful tool for practitioners to gain a better understanding on complex problems
and to observe the given problem from multiple (i.e. business and technology)
perspectives.

5.3.2

Reflections on the OPAL method

The presented, industry-strength case study and analysis enable us to reflect on
the usefulness of the OPAL method, and thus to validate the proposed feasibility
assessment approach. Practitioners, who were involved in the development process
of DBS, helped to construct as well as to analyze the conceptual models. Their
input on the usefulness and on the benefit of the OPAL method provided the basis
for validation. In the followings the main findings are presented.
Conceptual modeling structures domain knowledge. The general feature of
the OPAL framework, such as the proposed model-based, conceptually sound analysis proved to be useful to both represent and structure domain-specific knowledge.
Structuring the knowledge is especially useful when the resolution of complex reallife problems, such as the commercialization of innovative technology requires
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insights from multiple domains. As a consequence, modeling tools helped to pinpoint important business and technology characteristics of the value constellation,
preparing the ground for a cross-domain analysis.
Mapping principles enable cross-domain analysis. This case study showed
that relating concepts of different domains is especially useful during the analysis
of feasibility concerns. As the analysis pointed out, financial feasibility concerns
are not only caused by the high investment costs of the employed technology, but
also by variable costs that are the function of requesting and providing the innovative service in question. Using the mapping principles, conceptual modeling
assisted to quantify an estimate of these financial effects for stakeholders. Mapping principles also helped to pinpoint that certain business design decisions (i.e.
number of DER devices in the portfolio) could result in misalignment with regard
to the capabilities of the underlying technology in place.
Mapping principles provide an ‘algorithmic’ view on the business-ICT alignment process. Concepts that relate structured knowledge of business value and
technology domains defined a finite set of instructions for practitioners to align the
business value and technology domains. Such instructions could provide therefore
the basis to ‘algorithmize’ the alignment process with respect to business value and
technology.
OPAL method provides an ‘algorithmic’ view on the feasibility assessment.
Following such a line of reasoning, an explicit, step-wise description of the feasibility assessment with a finite sequence of instructions could provide an ‘algorithmic’ view on the feasibility assessment process. The initial state that would trigger
the execution of feasibility assessment is the value constellation in question. Then,
the instructions of the OPAL method define the step-wise feasibility assessment
track that is a well-defined series of successive states, leading to the final state,
to a value constellation that is considered as a feasible configuration for further,
in-depth design.

Chapter 6

Feasibility assessment for
electronic customs:
The Secure Trade Lane initiative
Note: In this chapter we show how the OPAL method is used to explore
and to analyze numerous feasibility concerns for a real-life, industrystrength case. The case introduces numerous, innovative services that
are designed to support electronic customs procedures. The OPAL
method helps exploring the commercial potentials of these services by
assessing their financial and technological feasibility. An early position
paper considering this study was presented at the European Conference
of Information Systems (Kräussl, Gordijn, Tan & Baida 2008). The case
study was also presented at the 42nd Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, and was published in electronic format by
the IEEE Computer Press (Kräussl et al. 2009).
In this chapter we revisit the container monitoring case (see Chapter 2.3.2). We
apply the OPAL method in order to guide the design of a value constellation that
exploits the business potentials of the Secure Trade Lane initiative.
The EU is currently reshaping its customs legislation and practices (see Chapter 2.3.2). A new, innovative concept called Secure Trade Lane (STL) has been
proposed (Schaefer 2006), which allows a secure, transparent and uniform way of
data distribution that is required for customs practices. The STL case that is going
to be introduced in details describes how the monitoring of product movements
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can be facilitated with innovative technology, in particular for the beer industry,
and how customs administrations can rely on commercial data and data flows they
receive electronically to facilitate their control in international trade.
The combination of these two innovative aspects, i.e. the monitoring of containers
and electronic data exchange, provides a suitable alternative in order to replace
paper-based control procedures for excise handling in cross-border trade by electronic procedures. A pilot study of the EU-funded ITAIDE1 project provides an
innovative solution to redesign EU customs procedures for the beer industry, focusing on beer shipments between the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Beer
is treated as excise good, and therefore requires special treatment during customs
procedures.
The STL case presented in this chapter is built on this successfully executed pilot
study for cross-border trade. The pilot study proved that technology innovation
could successfully replace paper-based excise procedures and can provide a secure
and trusted mechanism for monitoring excise good movements. The question is
then, whether and how the proposed inventive technological solution would perform in a real-life setting.
The OPAL method provides a systematic, conceptually sound approach for the required feasibility assessment track. The expected results of the analysis should
provide a solid, i.e. conceptualized understanding on the business and technology domain of the case at hand, i.e. it should explore both financial and technical
feasibility concerns that would influence the commercial adaptation of STL. Furthermore, the performed analysis should provide feedback on the benefits and/or
weaknesses of the developed feasibility assessment framework and method, validating its usefulness.

6.1

Innovative services in public administration

The Secure Trade Lane (STL) initiative is developed to support the continuous
monitoring of container movements during cross-border trade and to support the
distribution of trade information to maintain e-customs of cross-border trade. STL
could especially be an important initiative in the eye of the European Union that
aims for trusted, transparent and reliable cross-border trade due to the increased
number of security threads and excise payment frauds in the past few years (Baida
1 ITAIDE is an integrated research project (Nr. 027829) funded by the 6th Framework IST Programme of the European Commission (see www.itaide.org)
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et al. 2008). Furthermore, transparency and reliability would create an attractive
European trading zone with respect to the world-wide trade.
Nowadays, innovative technology plays a significant role in e-customs. The technology, that realizes the secure and transparent distribution of trade information
and maintains container monitoring real-time opens up the possibility for new,
innovative services which, besides their technological benefits, offer competitive
advantage for trading companies. Therefore, there is a clearly articulated business
need for these innovative services.
The implementation of the STL concept requires the cooperation of different stakeholders in order to realize the expected benefits of innovative technology. Companies who actively participate in cross-border trade possess commercial information
that is required to fulfill customs obligations. Governmental authorities, based on
the provided information, provide certificates that prove whether companies compile with current regulations.
The motor of cooperation of different stakeholders lays in the offered and received
value that is created by providing and consuming different, innovative services
leveraging the underlying technology (Baida et al. 2008). This scenario leads to
the emergence of new business roles in the traditional supply chain. As a result,
innovative technology forces new models of value creation, where governmental
and commercial parties, together with technology vendors and innovative service
providers form a value constellation to leverage the benefits of innovation.
For customs procedures there is a need to maintain a trusted, secure and reliable
exchange of information. The introduced innovative solution tracks the movement
of exported goods and provides information over their actual position and state
over a 24-hour time frame. Furthermore, a service-oriented architecture (SOA) is
introduced that handles the authorized and standardized distribution of information
among stakeholders that have a sake in any customs-related data. By combining
container monitoring and information sharing, the proposed solution provides an
innovative alternative for paper-based customs procedures.
The implementation and operation of STL thus requires a collaborating effort.
Stakeholders who would benefit from the introduced technology form a value constellation, where this constellation is enabled and maintained by the underlying
information and communication system of STL.
In the following, we introduce the business and the technology domains in details
that we are going to use in order to support our feasibility assessment.
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Domain background: Customs of cross-border trade

To motivate why customs practices have to change, we first explain the current,
paper-based procedure in cross-border trade of excise goods. When an excise good,
such as beer, is sold, the seller needs to pay a special tax called excise. The general
principle is that excise only has to be paid in the country in which the excise good
is sold and consumed. Hence, if a Dutch beer producer (referred to as BeerCoNL)
is exporting2 beer to a retailer in, for example, the UK who sells the beer to English
consumers, excise has to be paid by the English retailer to Customs and Excise UK.
In this case, the BeerCoNL in the Netherlands can export excise-free.
Clearly, this scenario is only acceptable for the Dutch Customs and Tax Administration (DTCA), if the BeerCoNL in the Netherlands can prove that the goods were
indeed shipped outside the Netherlands3 .
Customs of excise goods requires reporting in different electronic systems.
BeerCoNL currently maintains multiple reporting systems to provide information
to different authorities, e.g. the VIES system to report information about VAT, or
the Sagitta system in the Netherlands to report transactions outside the EU. All
these separate systems report the same or similar information for the same commercial transaction and are introduced purely for the purpose of reporting to the
authorities. In that respect, BeerCoNL aims for a simplified and integrated solution, since the current solution creates redundancy among governmental information systems, and creates therefore unnecessary large costs.
The procedures related to the above scenario currently revolve around the exchange
of paper documents. Using current EU procedures, for every shipment BeerCoNL
has to fill in numerous paper documents and to submit electronic messages, containing similar commercial data, to numerous governmental information systems
for export, VAT, excise, national statistics and (as an example, BeerCoNL uses
260,000 paper documents yearly for exporting 40,000 containers a year).
AAD document provides export evidence of excise goods. The core document
for shipments of excise goods in the EU is the paper-based Administrative Accompanying Document (AAD) accompanying the shipped container, which is issued
by BeerCoNL upon loading the container for export. Upon delivery, the AAD is
2 The term ‘export’ is used here to refer to the selling and shipping of goods from the Netherlands

to a non EU-member state, as well as to EU member states (also referred to as ‘intra-EU deliveries’).
3 Note that in some countries excise is considered a tax issue, while in other countries it is considered a customs matter; we therefore refer to Tax and Customs organizations interchangeably.
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signed by a so-called excise warehouse in the UK4 . Customs UK subsequently
signs the AAD, to confirm that the goods did indeed arrive in the UK. Finally, the
AAD is forwarded to the BeerCoNL via the excise warehouse to serve as an export evidence and will be presented to Dutch Customs and Tax upon request. For
the beer that BeerCoNL sold outside the Netherlands, excise exemption is given
based on excise declarations. This will be verified afterward by comparing these
declarations with stamped AADs.
The AAD is required because officially there is no border between EU member
states, and hence there is no Customs presence at a border. Consequently, DTCA
cannot monitor the export of goods by itself. Therefore, AAD performs two roles:
(1) export evidence and (2) identification of the cargo in case of a physical cargo
inspection en route. AAD enables the so-called stop-function, a physical inspection
of goods. Local customs have the authority to physically inspect every shipment
at any given time and location. In the EU this physical inspection is supported by
the AAD document that accompanies the goods and provides information about
the shipment (such as the seller, buyer of the shipment, transported goods). When
a customs officer wishes to inspect a container, the AAD serves to identify the
shipment.
AAD document faces several deficiencies. The current paper-based procedure
includes numerous obstacles. First, transferring the paper-based AADs can take
months during which BeerCoNL does not have the export evidence, so the verification is done several months later. In practice, DTCA relies on BeerCoNL to
verify the AADs. Second, BeerCoNL only submits stamped AADs upon request
of DTCA which checks AADs only randomly because controlling each individual
AADs is labor intensive. Thus, DTCA only checks periodically BeerCoNL’s excise
declarations. Third, due to the very low percentage of containers that are actually
checked physically, it remains statistically attractive to tamper with shipments.

6.1.2

The Secure Trade Lane initiative

To replace the traditional, paper-based procedure for excise control, trading parties
are first of all obliged to provide transparent and trusted information over their
trading, including data over their shipment. The concept of STL presented by IBM
Research5 is a solution for making container shipments more predictable and more
4 Note that different forms of deliveries exist; here we exemplify the scenario and assume that all
containers go through an excise warehouse.
5 For further information visit http://www.zurich.ibm.com/csc/process/securetradelane.html
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secure (Schaefer 2006), and, as such, for enabling an innovative, technology-driven
redesign of customs procedures.
STL relies on two essential pillars: (1) the Tamper-Resistant Embedded Controller
(TREC) device that monitors and reports on container status (Lautenschlaeger
2006), and (2) a sophisticated backend system (referred to as STL Backend) that is
responsible for sharing shipment-related information among stakeholders, including the data collected through TREC devices. To facilitate electronic customs, both
components are tightly linked and cannot exist in isolation.
TREC container monitoring device
The TREC device provides an innovative mean to continuously track the container’s precise location, and to monitor its status. The location data is provided by
its built-in GPS receiver. The TREC device is equipped with sensors that monitor
environmental and physical parameters in the container (e.g., temperature, humidity, door opening), and with mobile communication modules for exchanging data
(i.e. via handheld devices, via satellite, GSM/GPRS or short range wireless).
Containers are the subjects of different risk factors. In the traditional view
on cross-border trade, a container may be the subject to commercial and customsrelated risks at any given point in the supply chain, from the factory of the producer
in one country, until the warehouse of the buyer in another country. Commercial
risks include theft, tampering with goods, and misuse of a company’s reputation
for illegal transports. Customs-related risks include financial fraud (e.g. evading
duties of payment) but also security (e.g. smuggling weapons). Furthermore, in
the case of shipment from the exporting country to the importing country, customs
in the importing country cannot rely on the control that has been performed by the
customs in the exporting country, because the cargo integrity has not been ensured
en route.
The TREC device stores a pre-defined route of containers6 . This information is
then continuously compared to the actual position of the container that is determined by the GPS. By monitoring a container’s position coordinates, an automatic
message can be triggered by the TREC device when the container deviates from its
predefined route, or when other predefined events occur.
Using handheld devices, container data can be accessed directly from the TREC
device (by actors physically handling the container). In order to secure data that
6 The route is described as concatenated ‘geo zones’, which creates a set of polygons or corridors
in which the container shall always remain.
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is stored on the TREC device, smart card technology is employed to control and
validate access.
Another way to access TREC data is via the STL Backend. It contains the TREC
server, which connects every 30 minutes to the TREC device in order to receive its
actual report on requested data (e.g. temperature in container, geographic coordinates). Also, the TREC server handles emergency alerts of TREC devices. It then
processes and distributes the received information according to the defined business logic (e.g. alerting messages are immediately directed to the trader who uses
the container for shipments of good). In addition, in case there is any modification
needed on the stored data (e.g. due to weather conditions a route modification is
needed; thus to avoid alarming, modification of the programmed route description
is essential), the TREC server handles the necessary re-programming of TREC devices. The message exchanges via the communication channels between the TREC
device and the STL Backend are secured using the PKI encryption7 .

STL Backend
The STL Backend is designed to distribute both commercial and legal information
over cross-border shipments, and, as a consequence, to redesign the traditional,
paper-based customs procedures. The designed solution relies on three major technological elements: (I) product description standards, (II) a service-oriented architecture for data sharing, and (III) digital certificates for data security and authorized
access control.

I: Product description standards
To access information over shipments of different products electronically, the STL
backend supports uniform identification of products and related information under search. However, electronic product identification is often implemented based
on local practices, for instance, BeerCoNL uses its own references to beer in its
own ERP system, which might be different to a competing beer producer in the
Netherlands. Therefore, to facilitate product identification across heterogeneous
platforms, a standardized solution is required. Such a product description standard
uniquely identifies the monitored product.8
7 This

chapter elaborates later on the further details of applied security measures.

8 The initiative of the European Union (EU) is to implement an integrated system to facilitate elec-

tronic customs procedures. The desired system would support electronically both government to government and business to government communication regarding customs procedures. Due to the fact
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To adapt such standards that would eventually facilitate customs procedures on an
international level, a standardization body is needed that has worldwide coverage,
and reaches a critical mass in both industry and government to push forward its
adaption [REF Boriana eGov, Rolf standard].
As a consequence, the STL Backend introduces standards that are entrusted by the
industry and would be recognized by governmental agencies. For product description, Electronic Product Codes (EPC) are employed, which are currently under
definition by a worldwide accepted standardization body called EPCglobal9 . EPCGlobal is operating under the umbrella of GS110 that has tied its collaboration with
WCO11 to become a leader in the development of industry-driven standards for
product description.12
EPCs can be assigned to physical objects, loads, locations, assets, and other entities which can be tracked through the supply chain of cross-border trade. The
standardized structure of the code allows a unified and transparent identification
of the specific product it labels and defines numerous attributes that enable a rich
description of products in the business context. The EPC describes who assigned
the specific item (e.g. BeerCoNL), provides the exact type of the product it identifies (e.g. beer type A with 8 percentage of alcohol), and includes a serial number
which can be used to uniquely identify one object within the stock keeping unit.
that the EU integrates 27 nations with different customs practices, the development of an integrated
system is a complex task. The current development focuses on integrating different governmental
practices existing on a national level to facilitate their interoperability. As a result, however, the
initiative would only have a limited effect for the EU only. Businesses participating in cross-border
supply chains would still need to comply to other, non-EU standards regarding customs procedures.
To have impact on a larger scale, the system specifications should be built on initiatives of worldwide
standardization bodies. We are aware of the fact that there is an ongoing discussion in DG/TAXUD
(Taxation and Customs Union Directorate-General) to adapt UN/CEFACT (United Nations Centre
for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business) standards (for further information on UN/CEFACT
visit http://www.unece.org/cefact/)) in order to facilitate trade procedures electronically. However,
no further details are yet available on this process.
9 For further information see http://www.epcglobalinc.org/
10 GS1 is a leading global organization dedicated to the design and implementation of global standards and solutions to improve the efficiency and visibility of supply and demand chains globally
and across sectors. For further information visit http://www.gs1.org/
11 World Customs Organization (for further information on standards developed by WCO visit
http://www.wcoomd.org/home.htm)
12 Standardization bodies with worldwide coverage (e.g. the World Customs Organization, or the
United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business) are not in a political sphere
to impose their initiatives [REF collective action, eGov]. As a consequence, the adaption of their
standards is only on voluntary basis.
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II: Service-oriented architecture for standardized data sharing
The STL Backend interrelates various systems in a heterogeneous environment that
need to communicate and to share information via the Internet. Typically, to establish communication in such a diverse setting, pre-defined protocols are needed that
unify the way communication would be performed and data would be transferred.
Moreover, it is crucial that data should be uniquely structured and stored to support
the uniform and automated data query and data access protocols.
Therefore, to distribute data, the STL Backend implements a service-oriented architecture that defines a standardized data sharing mechanism to provide near
real-time and historical data on cross-border shipments. The essential feature of
a service-oriented architecture is that by using pre-defined web services for data
access and data transfer, it unifies the communication among different data sources
and querying interfaces.

STL utilizes EPCGlobal standards. The STL backend leverages the EPCGlobal
network and EPCIS (Electronic Product Code Information Services) standards13 to
define the required SOA. EPCIS is designed to store and to access different EPC
data and related events that occur during the trade. EPCIS defines numerous attributes to enrich the EPC-based description of products in the business context,
such as the loading date and location, or the state of declaration. EPCIS also defines standardized interfaces using XML schemas to enable EPC-related data to be
captured and queried using a defined set of service operations.
EPCIS standards only specify interfaces between applications via XML schemas
that capture EPC-related data, and the structure of XML messages that are exchanged between these interfaces. As EPCIS standards are non-proprietary, there
is no restriction on who implements them. EPCIS standards only enable the required interoperability in the given heterogeneous environment, while the specific
implementation allows for competition among different vendors.
The EPCglobal network, also called the ‘Internet of things’, is the ideal backbone
for tracking goods moving along a supply chain. It leverages the infrastructure of
the Internet to create a SOA-based data sharing mechanism among stakeholders of
the supply chain using EPCIS standards.
13 EPCIS

is currently under definition by EPCglobal, see http://www.epcglobalinc.org/
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III: Secure and trusted data sharing
When data is exchanged electronically, privacy of the data and the issue of access
authorization become a necessary requirement. Data privacy is ensured as each
party controls who has access to its information. A possible technological solution is provided by public key cryptography-based (PKI) encryption mechanisms,
which enable the necessary access control and ensures security on open communication channels such as the Internet. Web services that enable data sharing in the
EPCGlobal network use such identification and authorization mechanism to control access rights of individual data requests. The STL Backend thus provides a
trusted and secure environment for data distribution.
This mechanism relies on a complementing pair of private and public keys, which
are codes that are related to one another through a complex mathematical algorithm. The public key is published while the private key is kept locally secure. Encryption then refers to algorithmic schemes that encode plain text into non-readable
digital form. The encryption happens using the receiver’s public key, therefore only
the intended receiver can decrypt it by using his private key, returning it to its original plain text form.
To distribute a public key in a trusted manner, digital certificates are used through
the Internet for identification. Digital certificates enable the identification of an
individual or institution seeking access to computer-based information. The information that is to be shared is then encrypted using the receiver’s public key from
his digital certificate, whereas the authentication of these digital certificates is performed by the issuing Certificate Authority (CA). The CA is thus responsible to
issue, store, manage, validate and revoke digital certificates. Its online repository
makes it possible to authenticate owners of digital certificates in real time.

6.1.3

Innovative services of Secure Trade Lane

The STL concept is enabled by different services that are interrelated and would
not provide tangible benefits on their own. These services do not rely on a single,
centralized and global database containing all shipment data, as a centralized solution would require high security and control measures to secure both legally and
commercially sensitive information. Instead, the proposed innovation assumes a
highly decentralized, well-connected and interoperable solution, that allows continuous data access and sharing.
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TREC service. In the commercial context, the distribution of information that
is collected through TREC devices motivates the emerge of an innovative service.
The TREC service leverages the TREC technology and allows its customers to
both access and modify data that is stored on the TREC devices. This service
is especially valuable for supply chain stakeholders such as traders and logistic
providers to monitor the movement and the state of containers, and to response
in near-real time to any alerting notifications. Using the TREC service, logistics
providers are enabled to digitally provide export evidences to customs authorities.

EPCIS management service. Stakeholders from both private and public domain
enable data sharing by implementing the standardized service-oriented architecture and the leveraging data sharing protocols based on the design principles of the
EPCGlobal network and EPCIS. By providing both commercially and legally sensitive data, these parties themselves become service providers of the STL, allowing
in principle continuous access to information that is required to maintain customs
procedures.

Discovery and Global data management services. The distribution of data on
a global scale happens by introducing additional services that support the identification and lookup of requested data through the EPCGlobal network. There
are two important services to do so. First, the global data management service is
responsible for locating the information through the Internet. Similarly to the domain name systems that operate on the Internet translating meaningful information
to numerical identifiers in order to locate data, the EPC network employs Object
Name Servers (ONS) to determine the EPCIS in which EPC data is stored. Second, a discovery service is implemented that enables the data lookup through the
interconnected EPCIS data repositories.

The new procedure: Electronic customs enabled by STL
When BeerCoNL prepares a shipment of beer, it can publish all the relevant commercial data (originating from its ERP system) in its own data repository using
EPCIS standards and EPC codes for product identification. This information is
then accessible through the Internet for authorized supply chain partners, including Customs Authorities. As soon as the beer container is closed at the premises of
BeerCoNL, the TREC device on that container triggers sending a message to the
carrier, and a notification is sent to Customs Authorities.
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This message contains a Unique Consignment Reference (UCR) number, which
the carrier and customs can use to retrieve commercial data from BeerCoNL’s data
repository, and use it for all of their procedures, including excise, VAT, statistics
and more. Hence, data is kept at BeerCoNL’s own data repository and is accessible
for all relevant supply chain partners and government systems, also for periodic
audits.
TREC device provides export evidence. As soon as a container physically leaves
the Dutch territory, the TREC device triggers sending a message to Customs in the
Netherlands, providing digital export evidence. By securely reporting the container’s location, TREC devices and the STL Backend could replace the AAD’s
functionality to deliver export evidence. In practice, instead of UK Customs signing off the AAD of a container with beer that has arrived in the UK, signals received
from TREC device could be seen as proof of export for the Dutch Customs.
If the shipment is physically inspected en route, customs officers can use handheld devices to obtain access - via the Internet using the UCR number that the
TREC device provides - to the commercial information identifying this shipment
in BeerCoNL’s EPCIS data repository. The digital export evidence, produced by
the TREC device, is stored in the EPCIS data repository of the Carrier, and can be
accessed by authorized supply chain partners.
The search for the published information is supported by data lookup and discovery
through the Internet. The actual location of requested data in a specific EPCIS data
repository is determined by means of the globally and locally implemented data
management, featuring different object name servers.
Data sharing based on locally maintained data repositories. The EPCIS data
repository is designed as such that it enables the required, standardized data description and storage. The repository is accessible to authorized parties about
items (such as individual products, articles, packages, containers etc). Typically
every participant (i.e. BeerCoNL, the carrier and Customs) will have a standardized EPCIS data repository, where it stores information from its ERP system, from
other warehouse management systems, or from tracking systems. The EPCIS data
repositories unify these various, local data sources, so parties who are interested in
information can query all relevant information over the Internet.
Continuous data access for customs authorities. Due to the guaranteed data
availability, BeerCoNL can be audited by the Customs whenever required. This
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implies that physical control of cargo can be substituted by electronic control of
trader’s EPCIS data repository. Whenever Customs seeks for data regarding a shipment (e.g. actual position of shipment, purchase order, content of container) it can
use the service-oriented architecture to search for this data through the Web. The
standardized mechanisms of the EPCIS interface for data query and data lookup allow to introduce a transparent and uniform solution world-wide. This new solution
is visualized in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: High-level architectural overview of the STL concept
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Feasibility assessment using OPAL

In this section we employ the step-wise instructions of the OPAL method to assess
possible feasibility bottlenecks of a value constellation that is formed to operate
the Secure Trade Lane (STL) concept. The assessment track is guided through the
four, distinguished phases. It employs the principles of the conceptual modeling
introduced by the OPAL framework, which are responsible for conceptualizing and
analyzing the gathered, multi-domain knowledge.
From the perspective of business, new business roles of different service providers
emerge that leverage the business potentials of STL. Service providers offer innovative services and receive compensation from service customers. Such collaboration relies on the value of services that is created and exchanged by means of
information and communication technology. From the perspective of technology,
numerous software and hardware assets need to be employed and maintained in a
highly distributed manner.
The STL concept was designed, implemented and successfully validated for a local
pilot project (Baida et al. 2008) focusing on cross-border trade between the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, with a limited access to a broader, i.e. world-wide
scale business setting. However, it is far from obvious whether the success of the
pilot would translate into a success of broader economic scale, where innovative
technology should support the container monitoring and data sharing in complex
legal and commercial settings. The question is then, whether and what major feasibility concerns exists that would block the successful implementation of the STL
concept.
Real-life scenarios require feasibility analysis on upscaling. In a real-life setting, the implementation of the STL concept faces with different challenges of
upscaling. Carriers deal with an increased number of containers. Traders share
their commercially sensitive data using through open channels. Moreover, as the
STL concept is operated by joint means of various innovative services, the required
feasibility analysis should not only focus on exploring cross-perspective feasibility
concerns of individual services, it must also be able exploring these concerns in
relation to the multi-stakeholder setting.

6.2.1

Phase I: Understanding the value constellation

Using the OPAL method for feasibility assessment (see Figure 4.3 in Chapter 4.2),
the first phase focuses on developing the technology and business plans of a value
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constellation that would maintain the STL concept. The developed plans structure
the domain knowledge from multiple perspectives and prepare for the model-driven
feasibility analysis.
Step 1: Technology plan of STL
The technology plan is based on the characteristics of the information and communication system that was implemented for the executed pilot, and describe the
value constellation focusing on its technology perspective. To perform the planning, data on the elements of the information and communication system as well
as on their characteristics was collected through interviews with technology experts
of the STL concept. These interviews helped to explore what innovative services
would emerge on the basis of the introduced technology. Figure 6.2 represents a
high-level overview of the information and communication system for an upscaled
setting.
System requirements of container monitoring. TREC devices displayed in the
top-left corner of Figure 6.2 are mounted on shipped containers, which maintain
connection using satellite or mobile technology to provide and/or receive information over container state, location, and alert. In addition, for physical inspection,
customs officers can also access the information using handheld devices (see also
Chapter 6.1.2 and Figure 6.1 for further details). TREC devices communicate with
the TREC server (see upper right corner of Figure 6.2), which stores and further
processes the raw TREC data in its tracking database. The TREC server is used
for necessary monitoring and re-programming (e.g. in case of route change due
to weather conditions) of TREC devices, where these functionalilties are offered
through the TREC service.
System requirements of standardized data sharing and storage. Data sharing
happens through distributed data repositories and uses standardized web services to
enable standardized data sharing through heterogeneous environment. Data sharing and storage requires an EPCIS server maintaining the EPCIS management service for the execution of incoming and local data management requests. Standardized data (including the consumed TREC data) must be stored on an EPCIS
data repository using EPC product description standards (see middle left side of
Figure 6.2). The commercial maintenance of these standards is perfomed by the
EPC service hosted by the EPC server that takes care of their transparency and
uniqueness (see bottom right side of Figure 6.2).
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System requirements of data searching engines. To distribute information through
the Internet, different software and hardware assets are required. First, the discovery server provides discovery service to facilitate ‘googling’ data on a smaller,
regional scale (see bottom middle of Figure 6.2). To achieve a scalable solution,
there will be not one but numerous discovery servers to support data lookup. Second, besides discovery servers, object name servers or ONS servers are employed
to facilitate the search on the global scale. ONS servers are designed in a hierarchical manner: There exist one central element, called the root ONS, which possesses
information on products that are described using EPC and are registered in EPCIS
data repositories. The global data management service handles the lookup and
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Figure 6.2: A technology plan of the STL concept to maintain electronic customs
procedures
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rooting of the searched element through this indexed data repository. The root ONS
operates together with numerous local ONS that connect the locally implemented
EPCIS servers to the data locating engine (see bottom right side of Figure 6.2).
System requirements of secure and trusted data sharing. The secure and authorized mean of data distribution through the used open channels for communication is an essential requirement. To achieve that, each party that participates
and supports data sharing must employ digital certificates for identification. Digital certificates support the identification of the encrypted data, and are used to
control data access based on the pre-defined access rights. The authentication of
certificates of the data sharing parties happens via a trusted third party that issues
these certificates, which is represented by a certificate server offering certification
services (see bottom left side of Figure 6.2).
Challenges of technology planning. Due to its distributed nature, the design and
implementation of an information system that would operate STL is not trivial. For
a commercial implementation one needs to consider the followings:
• The information and communication system in place must be scalable. The
number of stakeholders participating in the data sharing can easily expand
and they may well be spread over a vast geographic area.
• The information and communication system in place must be highly decentralized. It must not rely on a single, central database, such as data warehouses, containing and maintaining all trade data. A centralized solution
would require high security and control measures since it would contain both
legally and commercially sensitive information.
• The information and communication system must facilitate a secure data
distribution in a highly diverse environment using reliable data searching
mechanism.
Step 2: Business plan of STL
A business plan describes the high-level business concepts and commercial implications of the STL. It is built on the knowledge collected from the pilot study, and
from the interviews and workshops with domain experts. Using the OPAL method,
business planning relies on the following three tasks:
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1. expressing the value that is created and exchanged by the innovative services;
2. expressing the emerging commercial roles that innovative services motivate;
and
3. expressing the stakeholders of the innovative services, such as service providers
and service customers.
For business planning, we first have to understand the added value that the innovative technology and its services would provide to stakeholders. The commercial
implementation of the STL technology opens up the opportunity for different innovative services that bring technology innovation into the business domain. Then
the question is what is the commercial benefit of these innovative services, and
what commercial roles these services would motivate.
The characteristics of the pilot study provide a good starting point to find the answers. The conceptual guidelines of the OPAL method then helps structuring this
data (see Figure 4.3). The results are shown in Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and in 6.6.
ICT asset
TREC server
Tracking database

supports

commercial role
TREC service provider

innovative service
has
TREC service
value
has

Container information
Profit via service fee

Figure 6.3: Conceptual dependencies of the TREC service to support business
planning
Using the TREC service (see Figure 6.3), service customers can get real-time data
on shipments. Based on the Container information that the TREC service offers,
traders, such as the BeerCoNL participating in the pilot, submit their shipping data
electronically to governmental authorities. Carriers can use the service to provide
export evidence electronically. As the TREC service is a commercial service, there
would be a certain fee paid in return.
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Using external standards (see Figure 6.4), i.e. standards issued by a world-wide
recognized party, has commercial implications, too. To develop standards, and to
maintain them in the long run costs manpower and money that requires compensation. Standardization therefore is no longer a pure technical issue: It motivates a
new commercial role of Standard provider offering the EPC service14 .
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commercial role
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value
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Profit via service fee

Figure 6.4: Conceptual dependencies of the global data management service to
support business planning
The EPC service handles the issuing and maintenance of Product standards, which
is of value due to creating unique and transparent product description. As commercial service, the provision and maintenance of standards would be compensated by
a service fee.
Using the Global data management service (see Figure 6.4), it becomes possible to
locate supply chain data. Locating data is achieved by storing information on the
indexed products, implying that only registered data can be located. The maintenance of such a sophisticated search engine requires proper compensation and, as
such, customers of the global data management service pay a certain registration
fee in return. Registered stakeholders create a closed network, where in principle only subscribed parties can query and access data, creating the basis of trust.
Therefore, Subscriber authentication is considered as an important value of this
14 According

to the characteristics of the business case, both the product code standards, and the
standardized data sharing are defined and maintained by EPCGlobal. The ‘standard provider’ here
therefore represents EPCGlobal in the constellation.
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service.

Using the Discovery service (see Figure 6.5), stakeholders can assess the Location
of data among different EPCIS data repositories. As locating data provides value to
stakeholders, the discovery service would be considered as a commercial service,
which requires a financial compensation for its maintenance, i.e. a service fee.
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Discovery server
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Discovery service
provider
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Discovery service
has

value
Location of data
Profit via service fee

Figure 6.5: Conceptual dependencies of the discovery service to support business
planning
Using the EPCIS management service (see Figure 6.6), stakeholders can store and
distribute data. As such, this service enables providing both Compliance and Shipment data electronically, while supporting the decrease of operational effort and
cost for all parties involved, therefore, it is of highly value. Stakeholders providing
the service are affiliated with the commercial role of EPCIS management service
provider.
To arrive at a value constellation that would implement the STL concept, the final
task is to assign the defined commercial roles to stakeholders. The motor of cooperation of the newly introduced service providers and service customers is the
value of the articulated innovative services.
Figure 6.7 illustrates the result of such assignment exercise, using the modeling
constructs of the e3 -value modeling technique. It first explains the following basic scenario. A Trader, aggregating all commercial parties active on cross-border
trade, consumes transportation provided by a Carrier for a fee in return to ship its
goods. The Trader is obliged to provide all the required information to the Governmental authority over its shipments for customs duties. Only by providing the
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Figure 6.6: Conceptual dependencies of the EPCIS management service to support
business planning
required shipment data can the Trader receive a compliance statement from the
Governmental authority proving that it fulfilled its legal obligations.
Due to the locally stored data, and the introduced EPCIS management service, Figure 6.7 shows that stakeholders holding data required for customs procedures, i.e.
the Trader, the Governmental authority and the Carrier, become service providers.
Services that support container monitoring and data sharing, i.e. the TREC service, the EPC service, the Global data management service and the Discovery service motivate new commercial roles for the forming value constellation, namely:
The TREC service provider, the Standard provider, and the Discovery service
provider.15
The value constellation that would implement the STL concept is then formed by
the identified service providers and customers. The question is then, whether the
value constellation, which is described via its business and technology plans, would
prove to be feasible in a commercial setting. In the following we employ the OPAL
method to assess what economic and technological feasibility concerns would violate its success.
15 This business scenario assumes that all stakeholders possess the required communication channels for data sharing. Therefore, communication-related services are out of the scope of the analysis.
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Figure 6.7: Assignment of commercial roles to stakeholders to support the formation of a value constellation

6.2.2

Phase II: Conceptualization of the value constellation

The second phase of the OPAL method employs conceptual modeling techniques
to develop structured representations of the analyzed perspectives (see Figure 4.7
in Chapter 4.2.2). These representations include the (1) value model and the (2)
system architecture model to conceptualize the value constellation for further analysis.
First, we employ an e3 -value modeling tool to develop the value model. Second,
at the other side of the spectrum, we use UML modeling constructs to develop the
system architecture model.
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Step 1: Developing a value model for STL
Value models that are generated by the e3 -value modeling tool provide the mean to
understand the creation and exchange of stakeholder value. The dependency path
modeling construct links the provided and consumed services, expressing what
services collaborate together ti realize the commercial benefits of STL. Considering
the complexity of the case, to arrive at the solid understanding of the business
domain we are going to present several e3 -value models to granularly support the
conceptualization.
The first two e3 -value models extend the representation in Figure 6.7 and show the
value constellation of the case at hand. As the core elements of the STL concept are
the continuous monitoring of containers, and the standardized data sharing, these
two models conceptualize the value constellation for these two elements separately.
The additional e3 -value models build on these two core representations. They aim
to conceptualize the value requirements on the container monitoring and on the
standardized data sharing, respectively16 .

Figure 6.8: The first e3 -value model representing the stakeholders, the value exchanges and activities related to the container monitoring
The first model shown in Figure 6.8 uses the modeling constructs of the e3 -value
modeling tool as follows. The identified value of the TREC service (see also in
Figure 6.3) manifests in provided and consumed value objects that stakeholders
exchange. The commercial role of providing the TREC service is assigned to a
16 The

value model does not include communication services that are essential for data exchange
at the first place. The analysis, however, will elaborate on certain financial and technical effects that
are caused by the extensive communication activity.
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new actor called the TREC service provider, and the TREC service provision is
represented by value activity.
The second model in Figure 6.9 conceptualizes the services and the added value of
standardized data sharing based on the findings in Figures 6.3, 6.4 and in 6.5. Figure 6.9 extends the e3 -value model in Figure 6.7 with actors and market segments
representing the service providers. The value activity again represents the service
these stakeholders provide. The exchanged value objects embed the commercial
benefit of services.

Figure 6.9: The second e3 -value model representing the value exchanges and activities related to the standardized data sharing
Figure 6.9 shows that each stakeholder who participate in data sharing maintains
the EPCIS management service. Furthermore, it includes the service providers (i.e.
the Standard provider and the Discovery service provider) who facilitate the data
sharing.
The Certificate authority is added to the model as well since secure and trusted
data sharing using digital certificates is essential through open communication
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channels. Therefore, as the value exchange also indicates, stakeholders providing encrypted data pay for the certificate authentication that a Certificate authority
would provide. As there are numerous authorities exist, certificate authorities are
represented as a market segment.
The next e3 -value model is drawn to conceptualize the value requirements on container monitoring. It does so by linking the related value activities and value exchanges into dependency paths. The result of this conceptualization is shown in
Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10: The third e3 -value model to represent the value requirements on container monitoring
The construction of dependency paths requires declaring the boundaries of conceptualization. The root concept of a dependency path is a well-articulated consumer
need (labeled with ”A”), which calls for different value activities and value exchanges to satisfy it. Regarding the TREC service, the appearing consumer need is
to receive the required information over container shipments.

Value requirements on the TREC service. For a Trader who is preparing a
shipment for export, the value of the TREC service is the received container information over its shipment, as it is used to fulfill legal obligations electronically. As
the Trader needs to consume container information multiple times for each shipment (e.g. due to the continuous monitoring of container location), the concatenated value exchanges regarding transportation and TREC service consumption
should have different occurrences. Explosion element (fork #1) helps expressing
such multiplicity of occurrences. The container information is also received by the
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Carrier, who uses this data to provide export evidence to legal authorities. As a
result of consuming the TREC service, the Trader can provide the shipment data
to Governmental authorities and receive in return the required compliance.
The fourth value model presented in Figure 6.11 is drawn to conceptualize the
value requirements of stakeholders with respect to the standardized data sharing.
Figure 6.11 represents two distinguished consumer needs that initiate dependency
paths. First, regarding standardization, there is a need to describe shipped products
using external, internationally recognized standards, which is represented by the
‘A’ consumer need. Second, the ‘B’ consumer need represents the need for data
sharing, and it is assigned to all participating stakeholders.

Figure 6.11: The fourth e3 -value model to represent the value requirements on the
standardized data sharing
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To realize the benefits of data sharing, stakeholders need both to consume and to
facilitate different services. Therefore, the drawn dependency paths concatenate
various value activities and exchanges.

Value requirements on product code standards. Starting with the ‘A’ consumer need in Figure 6.11, the dependency path concatenates value exchanges
and activities related to product code standards. A Trader maintaining the EPCIS
management service requires standards to describe the shipment data, therefore
consumes product standards from a Standard provider, and pays a license fee in
return.

Value requirements on data sharing. Looking at the ‘B’ consumer need, it is
assigned to all stakeholders who participate in the data sharing, namely to the
Trader, to the Carrier and to the Governmental authority (see Figure 6.11). To
satisfy their need, they all consume different services as the AND modeling construct also indicates. First, they pay a fee for the consumed Global management
service that provides a centralized authority to operate the data sharing network of
EPCIS databases, and to maintain the data lookup among authorized stakeholders
only. Therefore, the provided ‘subscriber authentication’ is seen as an important
value for service customers Second, they pay a fee for certificate authentication
that ensures the identification and authentication of incoming data requests, and
supports the encryption of data.
Following the ‘B’ dependency path in Figure 6.11, it shows that in order to maintain
the data lookup, the Standard provider collaborates together with the Discovery
service provider, and pays a fee for the received services. As the Discovery service
handles the concrete data lookup for the data request, it is the location of data that
the Standard provider benefits from.
Standardized data sharing creates a closed network, as only stakeholders who implement these standards can participate in data sharing. To generate, however, a
trusted network, which is an essential requirement in case of commercially sensitive data exchange, secure measures for identification are required. The concatenated value exchanges and activities of the ‘B’ dependency path express exactly
this requirement.
There is another important aspect that the ‘B’ dependency path illustrates. The
provision of the Global data management service depends on the consumed Discovery service. Only the bundle of these two services can maintain the search and
identification of the requested data through different EPCIS databases.
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Step 2: Developing a system architecture model for STL
Both presented e3 -value models in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 conceptualize what is of
value created and exchanged between participating stakeholders. These exchanges
are enabled by communicating, multi-enterprise information systems. These information systems consist of software components, which are deployed on computing
nodes, interconnected by communication means.
To support the conceptually sound analysis of feasibility bottlenecks, the OPEL
method employs the UML modeling technique to develop system architecture models that describe the underlying, operating information system in terms of its hardware and software components.
The information and communication system of the STL concept is designed following the principles of a service-oriented architecture. This means that each participant hosts and maintains different services that jointly operate the STL concept.
Therefore, the developed models should aim to conceptualize how these different
services are interrelated. To reduce modeling complexity, we again separate the
conceptualization process into two separate phases, focusing first on the container
monitoring and then on the standardized data sharing.
Figure 6.12 presents the resulting UML deployment diagram of the information
and communication system that is required to facilitate the container monitoring.
The UML model uses nodes, components and service interfaces, and displays dependencies among different components using assembly connectors.
Figure 6.12 explains that the ‘TREC server’ node containing the ‘TREC remote
management’ component connects to the ‘TREC devices’ via GSM/GPRS/satellite
communication channels in order to collect the necessary shipment data, and stores
this data in its ‘Tracking database’. Each ‘TREC device’ possess a ‘Shipment
monitoring’ component and an ‘Access control unit’ that control data access.
The ‘TREC devices’ are also accessible via a ‘Handheld device’ over a TCP/IPbased communication network. These devices are equipped with an ‘Authentication unit’ to enable data access for an authorized person to TREC devices.
Solid lines representing the assembly connectors link service interfaces (modeled
with lollipops) with ports (modeled with small quadrat) requesting these services.
These linkages show that the ‘Container monitoring service’ of TREC devices is
requested by different components, namely by the ‘TREC remote management’ of
the ‘TREC server’ and by the ‘Data query unit’ of the ‘Handheld device’.
The ‘EPCIS management unit’ requests the ‘TREC service’ of the ‘TREC server’
for the necessary container information over a TCP/IP-based communication net-
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Figure 6.12: A UML deployment diagram of the TREC service
work. To control the incoming requests, the ‘TREC server’ is also equipped with
an ‘Access control unit’.
Focusing on the standardized data sharing, Figure 6.13 shows the resulting UML
deployment diagram. Again, nodes, components and service interfaces label important elements of the underlying information and communication system. The
assembly connectors represent the linkages between offered services and ports requesting them.
MagicDraw UML, 1-1 C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\PhD thesis\validation\beerLL mo
Based
on the high-level overview of the system in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.13 includes
the ‘Local ONS’ with the ‘Data management’ component, offering ‘Data indexing’
services to facilitate locating the data. These ‘Local ONS’ nodes are interrelated
with the ‘Root ONS’ node, which includes the ‘EPCIS data query and access’
component. This component facilitates the ‘Global data management’ service, responsible for the centralized clearance of data requests.

The ‘Discovery server’ employing the ‘Search engine’ component facilitates the
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Figure 6.13: A UML deployment diagram of standardized data sharing

search of unknown data. It offers the ‘Discovery service’ that handles incoming
data requests of the ‘EPCIS management unit’ of the ‘EPCIS server’ node.
As Figure 6.13 explains, communication between different nodes happens over a
TCP/IP-based communication network, in line with the configuration of the pilot
study.
Secure data transfer is therefore a prior concern. As a result, the ‘EPCIS
MagicDraw UML, 1-1 C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\PhD thesis\validation\beerLL mo
server’ is extended with an additional, ‘Secure data sharing’ component, responsible for both encryption of transferred data and for identification of incoming requests. In addition, the ‘Root ONS’ node includes the ‘Access control unit’ component that to facilitate the clearance.
As it was also highlighted in the pilot study, clearance is based on digital certificates, and requires a trusted third party offering the ‘Certificate service’. It is
represented by the ‘Certificate server’, employing the ‘Certificate management’
component.
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Phase III: Analysis of the value constellation

The third phase of the OPAL method (see in Figure 4.10 in Chapter 4.2.3) applies
the mapping principles of the OPAL framework to prepare the fundaments of the
feasibility assessment. As such, we use these principles to relate the business and
technology domains in order:
1. To address the financial consequences of the system requirements for different stakeholders, and
2. to explore whether value requirements could be accommodated by the capabilities of the underlying information and communication system.
The input of the analysis are the developed conceptual models of the business
and the technology domains. The UML deployment diagrams (see Figures 6.12
and 6.13) describe the information and communication system that is designed to
operate the STL concept. The e3 -value models (see Figures 6.10 and 6.11) provide
the value models of the value constellation, with the emphasis on exploring the
value requirements on the innovative service provision.
Different attributes (e.g. system constraints, number of customers, fixed expenses)
are assigned to modeling constructs to support the feasibility analysis. The assignment of some attributes, such as the number of customers, requires a pre-defined
time frame for reference. In the followings we assume the selected one-month time
frame and determine the time-dependent attributes accordingly.
Step 1: Exploring financial concerns of the STL concept
To reason over economic feasibility, first we explore in the followings the investment and maintenance costs of the information and communication system
in place. To point out, however, the feasibility concerns, we also need to articulate
who is the owner of these appearing costs. The modeling constructs of the e3 -value
model provides a good starting point, as they represent both the financial and the
operational responsibility of the provided services.
To do so, we relate the developed conceptual models to determine the ownership
of ICT assets and services, so that the financial responsibility can be personalized.
To do so, we use the introduced mapping principles (see also Figure 3.5 in Chapter 3.4). Again, to reduce the complexity, we perform the analysis by focusing on
the container monitoring and the standardized data sharing elements of the STL
concept separately.
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Mapping the financial effects of the container monitoring. Figure 6.14 illustrates the result of the analysis, including the concepts of mapping principles that
relate the different representations of the value constellation. Here we only focus
on exploring the financial insights of the TREC service, therefore Figure 6.14 includes only the corresponding segments of the e3 -value and UML diagrams.17 In
addition, Figure 6.14 includes concepts of the mapping principles to highlight the
process of developing the conceptual linkages.
Using the mapping principles, the full head arrows illustrate the resulting Fixed
expenses of the Carrier, who is responsible for the investment costs of the ‘TREC
devices’. It is then the assigned cardinality of this node in the UML diagram that
determines the exact number of ‘TREC devices’ that the Carrier has to pay for.
Figure 6.14 here shows the scenario with 5,000 devices for operation.
Line had arrows in Figure 6.14 show what investment costs must the TREC service provider cover in order to maintain the TREC service. The TREC service
provider as the Expense carrier has to cover the Fixed expenses of establishing and
maintaining the TREC server. Furthermore, the TREC service provider has also
Variable expenses to cover (see e.g. 0.5 eper invocation using GSM), resulting
from the GSM and/or satellite-based communication.
The mapping principles assist in addressing how these variable costs are generated.
Due to the employed communication means, variable expenses occur as a result of
invoking services that are responsible to report on the status of TREC devices. As
such, they are related to Assembly connections between service ports that maintain
Value exchanges in the value model. The dashed, line head arrows point to these
value exchanges.
Looking at the value model in the top of Figure 6.14, it illustrates numerous attributes that are assigned to different modeling constructs to support the analysis.
Valuation functions (e.g. 0.2 eservice fee per invocation) are assigned to value
exchanges. The COUNT of the ”A” consumer need shows the number of shipment
(3,000) that the analysis considers. The explosion element (FORK #1) conceptualizes that for each shipment a Trader requests on average 80 times the TREC
service. These setting characteristics multiply the value exchanges between the
Trader and the TREC service provider, and thus, the expected profit on the service
fee, accordingly.
Mapping the financial effects of the standardized data sharing. Figure 6.15
illustrates the result of the analysis, including the concepts of mapping principles
17 The

financial figures are for demonstrating purposes only.
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that relate the different representations of the value constellation. Here we only
focus on exploring the financial insights of data sharing, therefore Figure 6.15 in-
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Figure 6.14: Employing the OPAL mapping principles to interrelate cross-domain
financial effects of container monitoring
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cludes only the corresponding segments of the e3 -value and UML diagrams.18 In
addition, Figure 6.15 includes concepts of the mapping principles to highlight the
process of developing the conceptual linkages.
Again, the articulated Fixed expenses of different ICT assets in Figure 6.15 illustrate the financial effects of the employed technology, which are then assigned to
an Expense carrier represented by the e3 -value model.
One of the Expense carriers is the EPCIS management service, indicating that
stakeholders operating this service must invest into different hardware and software assets (illustrated the dashed arrows). Figure 6.15 only exemplifies this mapping via the Trader market segment. The Discovery service provider is another
Expense carrier with a Fixed expense (illustrated with solid arrows) that results
from establishing and maintaining the ‘Discovery server’.
The value model in the top of Figure 6.15 again illustrates numerous attributes
assigned to different modeling constructs, which assist the financial evaluation of
the standardized data sharing. The assigned valuation functions show the monthly
fee that stakeholders would pay for a certain service (e.g. a Trader would pay 2,000
eservice fee per month for the received product code to the Standard provider).
The count of the ‘A’ customer need represents that a Trader requests the EPC
service once per month, similar to a Carrier and to a Governmental authority. The
count of the ‘B’ customer need represents that stakeholders pay for the Global data
management service once per month. However, as the explosion element (FORK
#1) illustrates, the stakeholders of this business setting use the data sharing services
on average 30,000 times per month, therefore, the Standard provider consumes on
average 30,000 times the Discovery service.
Step 2: Exploring technological concerns of the STL concept
For technological feasibility considerations it is important to design an information
and communication system that both accommodates the business characteristics of
the value constellation, and operates with a satisfying performance. In a setting
where different services collaborate in networks, feasibility assessment requires
the analysis of different services in relation to each other.
The effects of such collaboration are often considered only from the business point
of view, such as whether services provide sufficient profit to stakeholders. Less
attention is paid on the capabilities of the underlying information and communication system, whether it is designed to fulfill performance expectations.
18 The

financial figures are for demonstrating purposes only.
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Using the OPAL method, assessing a technologically feasible solution is a result
of a cross-domain analysis. Both the business and technological considerations
of service provision are equally taken into account. In the followings, we apply
the mapping principles (see also in Figure 3.6) to link the developed conceptual
models so it becomes possible to address whether the value requirements on service
provision could be accommodated under the given technological constraints.

Mapping value requirements on container monitoring. The result of such
cross-domain analysis is represented in Figure 6.16. It includes some concepts
taken from the mapping principles that helped interrelating the business and technology domains. The bottom part of Figure 6.16 shows the UML deployment
diagram. To exemplify the assessment, the UML modeling constructs are now
attributed with interaction and system constraints. The top part of Figure 6.16 includes the value model. Here, the value model exemplifies the value requirements
of the Trader market segment with respect to the TREC service.
The value model again explains that a Trader ships 3,000 containers on average
per month, requesting the container information on average 80 times per container
(see FORK #1) from the TREC service provider. The value model also illustrates
a value requirement, namely a Trader wishes to have 24/7 immediate data access
to TREC device to consume the actual container information.
Such requirement is then bounded by the underlying system and interaction constraints of the employed technology. As an example, the assigned interaction constraint illustrate that the ‘Shipment monitoring’ component has a communication
window of 30 minutes to exchange actual container information with the ‘TREC
server’. The immediate access is therefore only possible under a certain time delay due to the existing communication window, which must be taken into account
during concrete implementation.

Mapping value requirements on data sharing. The result of the analysis that
explores potential feasibility concerns on data sharing is represented in Figure 6.17,
including some concepts of the mapping principles. Again the top part of Figure 6.17 represents the corresponding e3 -value model, while the bottom part shows
the segment of the corresponding UML diagram.
To facilitate data sharing, multiple services collaborate together. In the value
model, such collaboration is expressed via the included dependency path that links
the value exchanges of services together. Using the UML notation, collaboration
among different service components are expressed via assembly connectors.
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Figure 6.16: Employing the OPAL mapping principles to relate value requirements on container monitoring to technology constraints

Focusing on the number of value exchanges, the explosion element (see FORK #1)
assigned to the Global data management service tells that a stakeholder initiates
data search on average 10,000 times per pay. In the value model, the assigned
COUNT attribute shows the actual number of stakeholders that the given business
setting exemplifies. The Trader market segment illustrates the number of actors
(50) in that market segment, similarly the number of actors in the Carrier (5) and
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Figure 6.17: Employing the OPAL mapping principles to relate value requirements on data sharing to technology constraints
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in the Governmental authority (30) market segments.
The assigned COUNT multiplies the number of value exchanges that the Standard
provider has to handle. Furthermore, the assigned value requirement exemplifies
that a Governmental authority would like to have 24/7 immediate data access for
controlling and auditing purposes.
These value exchanges are realized by means of interacting service components
that is conceptualized using assembly connectors. Following the defined relations,
these components have different constraints that would bound the illustrated value
requirement.
The assigned Interaction constraint exemplifies that the Search engine of the Discovery server that maintains the Discovery service handles maximum 5,000 parallel invocations. In addition, the assigned System constraint tells that the Discovery
service only handles data lookup but does not control authorization. Therefor, an
additional security measure is required to allow data search and access to authorized requests only. As data security gets a special attention during, such constraint
must be taken into account during the concrete implementation.
Mapping value requirements on data security. The result of the analysis that
explores potential feasibility concerns on data security is represented in Figure 6.18,
including some concepts of the mapping principles. Again the top part of Figure 6.18 represents the corresponding e3 -value model, while the bottom part shows
the segment of the corresponding UML diagram.
As the e3 -value model indicates, from the perspective of business, secured data
sharing relies on consuming the Certification service from a Certificate authority
to handle the authentication of digital certificates. Security is thus no longer a pure
technological issue. Furthermore, as the assigned COUNT attribute indicates, there
exist more Certificate authority world-wide. As governmental authorities typically
deal with their own certificates, the current business setting illustrates the scenario
of 15 different authorities.
The value exchanges between a Certificate authority and the Carrier, the Trader
and the Governmental authority market segments are multiplied again using the
explosion element (see FORK #1, #2 and #3), indicating the average usage of the
Certificate service per actor per month. Again, following the mapping principles,
these value exchanges are realized by means of interacting service components that
are visualized in the UML deployment diagram in the bottom part of Figure 6.18.
These components possess different constraints that might bound the appearing
value requirement regarding the Certificate service. The value model illustrates
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the scenario when a Governmental authority aims for world-wide clearance of
certificates, independently of the issuing authority. The assigned interaction constraint tells, however, that each Certificate service handles the clearance of own
certificates, issued by the corresponding authority. Furthermore, looking at the
assigned system constraint, each Secure data sharing component of each imple-
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Figure 6.18: Employing the OPAL mapping principles to relate value requirements on certificate clearance to technology constraints
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mented EPCIS server uses its own, implemented protocols for data encryption,
using its unique digital certificate.
Such diversity of security protocols and certificates implies the need for a service
that handles the global clearance of certificates and maintains their interoperability.
However, currently there exists no globally acting certification authority. In addition, most governments are not willing to use a commercial certification authority,
instead they issue their own digital certificates. Hence, the commercial development of the Access control unit that is responsible for the subscriber authentication
of stakeholders requesting and sharing data, should aim to provide global coverage.

6.2.4

Phase IV: Evaluation and implication of analysis

The fourth and final phase of the OPAL method evaluates the results of the crossdomain analysis, and help practitioners assessing the potential feasibility concerns
of STL concept. In order to better understand the implications of the analysis,
this last phase of the feasibility assessment actively involved both practitioners
who would potentially use the analyzed services, and experts of the developed
technology.
Step 1: Cash-flow analysis to address the financial attractiveness of the STL
concept
The e3 -value model represents all the value exchanges that happen during a predefined, one-month time frame for our evaluation purposes. The valuation functions assigned to value exchanges (see e.g. Figure 6.14) support the cash flow
analysis of the case, which is then enriched by the conceptualized financial effects
of the employed technology.
The represented value exchanges do not carry information on ordering or timing
and commercial services might differ in the terms of their compensation scheme.
The interpretation of the result of the performed analysis and the corresponding
financial evaluation thus needs to take these different timing aspects into account.
First, there are expenses that appear on an annual basis, such as license fees. The
time frame-based financial evaluation therefore shall take this aspects into account.
Second, investments typically have up-front cost consequences so that a consequent financial evaluation based on the modeled e3 -value time frames should separately calculate these financial effects.
The OPAL method employs the Discounted Net Present Cash Flow (DNPF) (Brealey
et al. 2005) method. This method allows deriving the financial evaluation per actor
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in order to judge the financial attractiveness of the analyzed services in the long
run. Table 6.1 exemplifies such a sheet for the ‘TREC service provider’. We use
Figure 6.14 to support our evaluation19 20 .
Table 6.1: Net value cash flow sheet for ‘TREC service’, for the period of one year
Actor/Activity:

TREC service provider - TREC service

Timeframe:

period 0

INVESTMENT
Timeframe:
Value Interface

period 1
Value Port

Value
Exchange

Occurrence

container information,MONEY

2,400,000
out:
container
information
in: MONEY

(EXPENSES)
fee per
invocation

out:
container
information
in: MONEY

(EXPENSES)
fee per
invocation

container information,MONEY

Net Cash Flow:
Timeframe:

Assigned
value

Economic
Value
XXX

Total

Valuation

Total

XXX

XXX

2,400,000

XXX

XXX

2,400,000
1

XXX

XXX
XXX

1

XXX

XXX

1

XXX

XXXX
XXX

period 12 + 1
...

Discounted Net
Cash Flow:

XXXXX

The DNPF analysis is based on the characteristics of the e3 -value models, i.e. on
pre-supposed number of the value exchanges of the defined time frame, and on the
assigned evaluation functions. By refining the financial analysis through linking
the cost consequences of the underlying technology, the OPAL method facilitates
a broad, multi-domain evaluation of the occurring financials. The quantification of
the stakeholder value is thus assessed by summing up the net cash flows (revenues
minus expenses minus initial investments) for each actor involved over a series of
time frames.
From an information system perspective, each time frame may result in (fixed or
19 The

purpose of the case study is to demonstrate the usability of the OPAL method, not its concrete financial evaluation.
20 For economic feasibility considerations, the financial evaluation should focus on all participating
stakeholders, including all innovative services of the constellation. Here we only show an example
in order to keep the analysis under reasonable dimensions.
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variable) expenses and investments. Based on the mapping principles, Figure 6.15
of the previous OPAL method phase showed how different expenses of technology
can directly be assigned to Expense carriers. Based on the number of value exchanges, occurring per time frame and per actor, the amount of variable expenses
can be calculated that stem from service invocations presented in Figure 6.15.
If we further concatenate a series of e3 -value model snapshots (Derzsi et al. 2007),
it is possible to capture the cash flows for many sequential time frames. Then, the
DNPF sheet per actor can be derived to judge the financial attractiveness of the
STL in the long run, as it is also exemplified in Table 6.1.
Step 2: Developing dependency graphs to address commercial implications of
the STL concept
We construct dependency graphs to structure the findings of the feasibility analysis, and to explore what commercial implication the implementation of the STL
concept might have. The dependency graphs that are presented in the followings
aggregate different concepts that have either a negative (i.e. violating) or a positive
(i.e. supporting) impact on the provision of the innovative service in question.
To determine these concepts, the evaluation process required input from practitioners, whereas the defined relations between the value and technology models (see
e.g. Figure 6.15) were employed to qualify their impact. For the feasibility assessment of the STL case, these relations help to explore what effects the business (e.g.
use of electronic customs services) or system (e.g. use of TREC devices) design
decisions would have on the analyzed value constellation.
Commercial implications of the TREC service provision. Figure 6.19 represents a dependency graph that focuses on the commercial implications of providing the TREC service, and relates different findings from both the technology and
business domains (see also Figures 6.14 and 6.16).
The root causes illustrate design decisions with regard to the concrete implementation. The use of standards in data sharing and the use of TREC devices enable
locating data, including the information over shipments, world-wide. Clearly, the
use of standards has a positive effect on the use of electronic customs services, since
it results in operational cost reduction compared to the traditional, paper-based procedures, hence, on the increase of the number of TREC service customers.
Standardized mechanisms enable integrating stakeholders under different legal settings and business processes and, as a consequence, has again a positive effect
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Figure 6.19: Commercial implications of the TREC service, resulting from the
cross-domain analysis
on the increase of TREC service customers. The wider acceptance of standardized mechanisms among different business and governmental parties is described
as the network effect and is often generated by standardized solutions (Church &
Gandal 1992).
The increase of TREC service customers has a positive effect on the expected benefits of Carrier who ships its containers equipped with TREC devices, and therefore
offers additional benefits for his customers. It must be, however, supported by the
underlying information and communication system as well. As the result of the
model-based analysis in Figure 6.14 shows, it is the Carrier that needs to maintain the increasing need for TREC devices, resulting in an increase in the cost of
infrastructure.

Commercial implications of the standardized data sharing. Figure 6.20 represents a dependency graph that focuses on the commercial implications of the
standardized data sharing, and relates different observations from both the technology and business domains (see also Figures 6.15 and 6.17). The dependency
graph is again initiated by the same root causes as in Figure 6.19, in the followings
we only focus on the different implications.
The standardized protocols that are the prerequisite for the use of electronic customs services enable the decrease of operational costs, therefore have a positive
effect on the expected benefits of Trader. These standards are non-proprietary,
thus they would not appear as extra investment costs. Furthermore, using standards to distribute information generates a network effect, implying an increase of
participants in data sharing. Again, it is considered as a positive effect on the
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Figure 6.20: Commercial implications of the standardized data sharing, resulting
from the cross-domain analysis
expected benefits of Trader since standards would allow different stakeholders of
cross-border supply chains to harmonize their data sharing processes.
However, our analysis on the financial effects (see Figure 6.15) shows that using
electronic customs services requests a separate information and communication
system. Such an effort in local architecture redesign results, as a negative effect,
in additional expenses, i.e. investments and operational costs. The increase in the
cost of infrastructure has in turn a negative impact on the expected benefits.
Commercial implications of the secured data sharing. Last, Figure 6.21 represents a dependency graph that focuses on the commercial implications of the
secure data sharing, and relates different observations from both the technology
and business domains (see also Figure 6.18).
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Figure 6.21: Commercial implications of the secured data sharing, resulting from
the cross-domain analysis
The data exchange via open channels, as the root cause, requires employment of
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digital certificates, which enables trusted data sharing among stakeholders. Such
security measures especially have a positive impact on the expected benefits of
Governmental Authorities since it enables identifying both the data sources and
the data requests.
However, purely from the perspective of business, the complexity of employing
digital certificates would remain hidden. Certificate authorities typically divide
the globe in zones21 . As the corresponding feasibility analysis in Figure 6.18 also
showed, there is not one single certificate authority that has world-wide coverage.
Furthermore, in the public sector handling digital certificates happens by strict, and
individually maintained manner.
Such a variety is not due to technical limitations but motivated purely by socioeconomic issues, to prevent monopoly. Therefore, the world-wide employment of
digital certificates seeks for the use of interchangable certificates. The lack of an
interoperable solution that would handle the clearance world-wide implies, however, its negative effect on the commercialization process. Furthermore, the use
of interchangable certificates would also violate the expected benefits of Governmental Authorities as such criteria would force them to change their policies with
regard to the employment of digital certificates.
These dependency graphs highlight that the benefits seen from the business perspective are rather counter performed by the appearing technological and financial
concerns of the innovative technology. The challenge with these emerging conflicts is to find an acceptable business configuration where the supportive effects
would not be overbalanced with the negative ones, hence the stakeholder value is
preserved.
To provide alternative solutions for further analysis, the OPAL method creates a
flexible analytical space, and allows reconsidering either the conceptualized models or the the structure of the value constellation. In the following we illustrate how
such flexibility and traceability of analytical decisions support further the feasibility assessment track.

Result of evaluation: Reconsidering the value constellation
To balance the explored, potential obstacles, in the following we revisit the conceptualization process of the value constellation to articulate another alternative for
implementation. Here we only point at important aspects of the required analysis.
21 see

for instance Verisign as one of the largest certificate authorities
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First, a constellation alternative is presented in Figure 6.22, illustrating the following changes in the business plan. To start with, to compensate the potential negative
effects of the maintenance of TREC devices, the Carrier could take over the role
of the TREC service provider as it can possess the necessary economies of scale
via its customers, and possesses already the required TREC devices.
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Figure 6.22: Alternative value constellation, resulting from the re-assignment of
commercial roles
Carriers such as Maersk, which transports 50 percent of the containers world-wide
and thus interconnects international supply chains around the globe, could articulate a sound business case to bundle the TREC service with its traditional logistics
services and/or to develop similar tracking services in-house.22
Furthermore, to compensate the financial implications of the external standardization, a more realistic scenario is that businesses outsource the activities related to
data management and operation of data sharing services. This consideration leads
22 This line of reasoning is well-aligned with the current development of the tracking services on
the market.
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to the emerge of a new actor who would take over the role of the EPCIS management service provider for information distribution. Furthermore, by reaching a
certain economies of scale, such an actor could take over as well the role of Discovery service provider by acting as a ‘data hub’ to support the data distribution.
Last, since the STL concept would be applied for international supply chains, clearance of digital certificates has to take place at a broader, i.e. global scale, preferably
by a centralized authority. The exchange and clearing of certificates between the
various certificate authorities are necessary means to enable the trusted data sharing. The position and the performed activities of the Standard provider suggests
that such a centralized, global Certificate clearance service would be most likely
assigned to this role.
Figure 6.23 shows the resulting value model of the alternative value constellation.
The re-assignment of commercial roles are manifested in the modified modeling
constructs. Compared to the e3 -value models in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 that represent
the value model for the container monitoring and secure data sharing respectively,
the following modifications are made.
First, a new market segment, the Data warehouse/Discovery service provider is
added to the constellation, offering the EPCIS management service to stakeholders. The value model in Figure 6.23 illustrates the extreme situation when all
participants choose to outsource their data management. For the provided data
management service, a Trader and a Governmental authority pays a certain fee for
compensation.

Data warehouse as a hub of data distribution. To reach sufficient economies of
scale, and to provide an economically feasible service, the Data warehouse/Discovery
service provider needs to maintain the supply chain data of more Trader nodes.
As such, the Data warehouse provider acts as a hub that aggregates different
data sources and distributes them for customs clearance, implying a more efficient solution for locating and sharing the data. It is likely that the Data warehouse/Discovery service provider would fulfill the role of the Discovery service
provider, resulting in higher investment and maintenance efforts, yet in an additional source of profit.
As the value exchanges illustrate, it is the Data warehouse/Discovery service provider
who now consumes the container information from a Carrier who offers the TREC
service. Furthermore, only the Data warehouse/Discovery service provider pays
for the product code to describe the data, and pays for the subscriber authentication to maintain the data distribution.
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Second, the new service, the Certificate clearance is assigned to the Standard
provider. As such service would enable the interoperability and clearance of different certificates for both data distribution and subscriber authentication, the Certificate clearance service operates together with the Global data management service,
as the corresponding value exchange in Figure 6.23 also indicates.
Maintaining such service has, however, financial consequences, therefore a compensation schema is required to introduce the service. The value model here illus-

Figure 6.23: An e3 -value model of an alternative value constellation, resulting
from the re-assignment of commercial roles
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trates the example when the compensation happens internally, based on the profit
of the Global data management service.
The new conceptualization of the value constellation requires further analysis to
assess what feasibility obstacles exist for the commercial implementation. Here,
we leave this analytical question open. The purpose of the presented analysis is
only to show the practical application of the OPAL method.

6.3

Discussion

In this chapter we introduced the OPAL method by assessing different feasibility
concerns of a real-life case, referred to as the STL case. It is centered around
an innovative concept called Secure Trade Lane that facilitates electronic customs
procedures for cross-border trade.
The STL case introduces various innovative services that are designed to monitor
container movements and to support the uniform and transparent distribution of
trade-related data. The OPAL method assists in providing valuable insights on
different feasibility concerns from multiple perspectives and viewpoints that would
otherwise remain hidden due to their complexities. Moreover, the analysis of the
case study also provides the possibility to validate the developed OPAL method,
i.e. to reflect on its usability and effectiveness.

6.3.1

Reflections on the case

Using the OPAL method for feasibility assessment, two value constellation alternatives were introduced for the STL concept. Both constellations employ the same
innovative technology: the TREC devices and the standardized, service-oriented
architecture. The difference lies in the question of who provides what innovative
service, implying different economic and technological feasibility considerations
for the participating stakeholders.
The question is then, which constellation alternative would be considered as an
optimal setting for stakeholders, where each participant would gain value from
collaboration. The OPAL method supports the decision-making process by foreseeing various feasibility implications of the commercialization of the innovative
technology.
Standardization implies important organizational, technological and financial consequences. Employing standards for data description and data sharing
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ensures the interoperability of different technology platforms. Therefore, standardization is a straightforward system requirement in a heterogeneous business
setting of the STL concept. The defined non-proprietary protocols only describe
the interfaces, yet leaving the question of the concrete implementation decisive for
stakeholders. Standardization also enables sophisticated search engines that are responsible for locating and accessing data world-wide, yet the maintenance of these
search engines needs to be financially compensated.
Standardization therefore has important commercial implications, such as the cost
of implementation and maintenance, and is thus no longer a pure technological issue. The employed conceptual modeling techniques and mapping principles helped
addressing these coherencies among technological and business aspects of standardization.
Finding cost-benefit optimum requires the analysis of different services in relation. For data sharing parties such as supply chain parties and governmental
authorities, the required technology of the STL concept results in high fixed and
variable costs, which might disturb its financial attractiveness in the long run. This
scenario is contrasted with another business design, where these cost factors would
be re-allocated by introducing a new actor, who takes financial and technological
responsibility for implementing and maintaining the data sharing services.
From the perspective of data sharing parties, the challenge is then to find the costbenefit optimum between implementing and maintaining the necessary elements
of the information and communication system in-house, or outsourcing the data
management and related services to the data warehouse provider. Employing conceptual modeling techniques and pointing at such alternatives help business professionals to achieve a broader view on the commercial implications.
TREC service could become the enhancing service of logistics. The performed
feasibility assessment also helped articulating different alternatives to position the
provision of the TREC service in the constellation. As this service appears as
an enhancing service of a traditional, container-based transportation, a straightforward alternative would be that logistic providers would take over the service provision, creating thereby service bundles for their customers. However, to analyze
whether such, pure business-driven decision would be feasible in a commercial
setting turned out to be a complex task as facilitating the TREC service requires a
sophisticated underlying technology and reliable communication channels.
A conceptually sound feasibility assessment supports exploring aspects of a costbenefit optimum between implementing and providing the TREC service. By as-
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sessing potential feasibility concerns, practitioners can use the gained knowledge
to reason over the supporting and violating factors that would support such business
consideration.

Employment of digital certificates could raise interoperability concerns among
the public and private sector. To enable secure and trusted data sharing, the STL
concept proposes digital certificates and PKI-based encryption mechanisms. To obtain digital certificates, business parties become affiliated to the issuing Certificate
Authority (CA). Its online repository makes it possible to authenticate owners of
digital certificates in real time.
There are several CAs exist on the market in order to avoid monopoly. Furthermore, governmental institutions usually establish their own CAs to avoid unexpected attempts for access. As such, there should be some sort of interoperability
or recognition of digital certificates that are issued by different CAs. Employing
digital certificates was originally initiated by technological considerations, however, has important business implications as well, which coherency is again clearly
pointed out by the proposed feasibility assessment method.

6.3.2

Reflections on the OPAL method

The presented, industry-strength case study and analysis help us to reflect on the
usefulness of the OPAL method, and thus to validate the proposed feasibility assessment approach. Practitioners, who were involved in the development process
of STL, and also, who would potentially use the proposed innovative services,
helped to construct as well as to analyze the conceptual models. Their input on the
usefulness and on the benefit of the OPAL method provided the basis for validation.
In the followings the main findings are presented.

Conceptual models help addressing cross-domain effects of design decisions.
The drawn conceptual models helped structuring the domain knowledge on the
commercialization process, which feature proved beneficial for practitioners. Constructing these models first required to define a business and/or system design decision on the technology in question. The cross-domain implications of certain
design decisions, such as the need for a scalable technological solution to support
the network effect of standardization, or the impact on governmental policies with
regard to the use of digital certificates were considered as important findings of the
model-based analysis.
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Qualitative feasibility analysis of different ‘what-if’ scenarios. The guidelines
of the OPAL method are on a high-level of granularity, aiming at a more generalized feasibility assessment support during the early stage of requirements engineering track. Nonetheless, they do allow the conceptualization of case-specific
characteristics. Combined with the modeling flexibility that the employed modeling techniques provide, the OPAL method helped to explore what financial and/or
technological implications different scenarios have, which were formulated by certain business or technology design decisions, such as the decision on who provides
the TREC service.

Behavioral modeling capacity is required. In order to reason over technological feasibility concerns, the static modeling tools only allow exploring whether the
current system capacity would in principle satisfy the given business configuration.
However, important information, such as the sequencing of service invocations,
remains hidden by a static modeling-driven analytical effort. The order of different service invocations is an especially valuable information during the feasibility
assessment of TREC devices, as remotely updating TREC devices is a result of
numerous concatenated service invocations. Using static modeling, we can only
reason whether the predicted number of invocations would cause capacity problems for a given service. We cannot show, however, whether each TREC device
would indeed receive the update.
Static modeling tools are typically employed to structure a somewhat clear, predictable domain knowledge. Consequently, validation of performance measures of
innovative services under unseen circumstances remains unsolved.
Reasoning over technological feasibility concerns is therefore only an approximate
measure of the OPAL method. Combining the OPAL method with behavioral modeling techniques such as UML sequence / state transition diagrams would allow
simulating and testing different scenarios. This feature would enrich the feasibility
assessment.

Computer-based support for the model-based analysis is desirable. Conceptual modeling helps structuring the domain knowledge, and allows relating domainspecific aspects of service provision. The mapping principles are used to relate
different conceptual representations of the value constellation in question. However, they could also motivate the development of a computer-based analytical tool,
which would fasten the analysis, and would make the employment of the OPAL
method more attractive.
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Currently, the construction of the models for feasibility analysis are time-consuming.
In order to clearly point out important feasibility concerns, their focus is also narrowed down to specific details. Computer-based tools would speed up and therefore enrich the feasibility analysis.
Until now, the OPAL method only exists on paper, i.e. there is no tool support
provided that could automatize the analysis and evaluation track as well as the
potential iterations caused by redesign choices. The conceptually sound mapping
principles would support the development of a software tool that would automate
the cross-domain analysis. This would definitely improve the usefulness of the
OPAL method.

Chapter 7

Conclusion
This dissertation introduces the OPAL framework and the OPAL method supporting the feasibility assessment of value constellations that are formed to introduce
innovative services in the commercial setting. Innovative services are designed to
resolve complex business problems, and rely on a substantial amount of information and communication technology for production and provisioning.
Such services are seldom offered fully by one enterprise. They require different
organizations that jointly work to provide them. We refer to such multi-stakeholder
settings as value constellations.
Therefore, one of the key ingredients to successfully commercialize innovative services is to find a value constellation - in terms of participating enterprises and interworking ICT - that proves to be feasible for the provision of innovative services.
Such a feasibility assessment steers business development and, as a consequence,
helps to design a value constellation that both creates and fulfils expectations of
stakeholder value.
The OPAL framework and the OPAL method were developed to support precisely
this aim. What conclusions can we draw from the presented research output as
we reflect on the research questions that motivated our research activities? What
contribution does the research output provide to existing research?

7.1

Reflection on research questions

To conduct our research, we formulated the following research question on the
basis of the articulated research problem:
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• How to create a multi-domain, constructive approach that supports both the
financial and technological feasibility assessment of value constellations exploiting innovative services?

with the following subquestions:
• What are the requirements and characteristics of a constructive approach that
would support the required feasibility assessment in a real-life context?
• What are the requirements and characteristics of a cross-domain approach
that both addresses feasibility concerns from multiple perspectives and viewpoints, and handles their interrelation?
• How to validate such an approach that is developed for feasibility assessment
in a real-life context?
The feasibility assessment of value constellation requires a broad, multi-domain
understanding of the business and technology context of the innovative service
in question. In this thesis, we considered two essential elements for a desired
feasibility assessment as follows:
• Analysis of economic feasibility, which is based on (a) allocation of fixed
and variable costs in a multi-stakeholder setting, and (b) exploring potential
tension between cost recovery and extension of the innovative services; and
• Analysis of technological feasibility, which is centered on the question of
whether an information and communication system exists to operate the innovative services in a real-life setting, and whether there are any performance
bottlenecks in terms of service delivery.
To construct the desired feasibility assessment approach, the presented research
first considered an illustrative example with a well-defined design problem at hand:
how to implement a location-independent, wireless Web access in a resort area.
To assess potential economic and technological feasibility concerns, it was first
necessary to explore and to articulate different requirements on the provision of
innovative services.
On one hand, it was necessary to understand (i) what aspects of providing and
requesting the service in question carry value for stakeholders (e.g. profit for the
service provider, fast and reliable access for customers), and (ii) whether these
aspects are shared among different stakeholders, i.e. whether both the service
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provider and customers could realize their expected value in relation. We defined
these aspects as the value requirements on the innovative service in question.
On the other hand, innovative services are operated by means of the underlying
information and communication technology. Therefore, it was also necessary to
address what type of software and hardware components are needed to provide the
wireless Web access service. For our feasibility assessment approach, we considered these aspects as system requirements on the innovative service provision.
The articulation and analysis of requirements are the main themes of requirements
engineering research, supporting therefore the constructive understanding of the
analyzed phenomenon. Borrowing and applying tools known from this domain is a
convenient way to define our desired, constructive feasibility assessment support.
In sum: the feasibility assessment of value constellations employs requirements engineering techniques to arrive at a constructive support.
Furthermore, as the illustrative example also emphasized, there exists a bi-directional
relationship among the value and system requirements. System requirements might
have an influential impact on the stakeholder value, as the required software and
hardware assets cost money and possess capacity constraints for a secure operation. Therefore, the required information and communication system needs to be
designed in such a way that it is well-aligned with the value requirements posed by
the stakeholders of the constellation.
In sum: The feasibility assessment of value constellations is supported
by different alignment activities among value and system requirements.
Moreover, exploring feasibility concerns is equivalent to detecting misalignment among the given requirements.
Based on the important findings that the analysis of the illustrative example provided, we summarized the fundaments of the feasibility assessment in the OPAL
framework. It introduces conceptual modeling techniques known from requirements engineering research to structure the domain knowledge and to conceptualize different requirements on the innovative service in question from multiple
viewpoints (i.e. viewpoints of different stakeholders) and perspectives (i.e. business value and technology).
To facilitate the feasibility assessment, the OPAL framework utilizes the process of
business-ICT alignment via mapping principles that interrelate the conceptualized
domains. The term alignment gets a specific focus in this research, therefore the
OPAL framework is embedded in a conceptual model that explains different forms
of alignment in a multi-stakeholder setting.
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Assessing feasibility concerns in value constellations requires a conceptually sound
approach that allows describing and analyzing different, domain-specific requirements in relation. Using the principles of the OPAL framework, we developed the
OPAL method which introduces an incrementally constructed and systematic approach to actually perform the desired feasibility assessment. As such, the OPAL
method utilizes the introduced conceptual modeling techniques to perform the conceptualization of domain knowledge. Furthermore, the OPAL method employs
mapping principles to relate the domain-specific representations, hence supporting
the feasibility analysis.
In sum: The OPAL framework provides the conceptual grounding for
the desired support for feasibility assessment, and the OPAL method
implements these principles via an incrementally constructed, conceptually sound, systematic approach.
To validate the developed feasibility assessment approach, we demonstrated the
use of the OPAL method in two real-life case studies from two different domains,
i.e. energy management and cross-border trade. Applying the OPAL method not
only allowed validating its usefulness, it also demonstrated whether and to what
extend conceptual modeling helps resolving complex design problems. Furthermore, these real-life case studies helped to further refine and develop the OPAL
method, pointing at weaknesses and limitations as well as at strengths and benefits.
To gain valuable insights on usefulness, in both cases practitioners participated
during the construction and the analysis of conceptual models. Based on the discussions and on the received feedbacks, practitioners benefited the most from the
well-structured, i.e. model-based description of both business and technology domains.
As the real-life case analyses proved, a solid knowledge of numerous technological aspects already exists with regard to service provision, such as the required
software and hardware components, and how they are interrelated. On the other
hand, the commercial potentials and implications of innovative services in a given
business context are often difficult to foresee.
Discussions during the analysis showed that by relating different, domain-specific
concepts, practitioners gained a better understanding on the business impacts of
purely technology-driven design decisions. This feature proved especially useful,
since both cases introduced an information and communication system that was
operated jointly by different stakeholders, hence linking together heterogeneous
platforms.
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The OPAL method, among others, helped to allocate the financials of the employed
software and hardware assets of the technology in place among different stakeholders. In addition, it helped to trigger a constructive discussion on potential
feasibility concerns among practitioners from different domains. As a result, the
OPAL method lead to a more thorough understanding on the value proposition of
the technology.
In sum: By linking technological and financial aspects of feasibility assessment, the presented research directs the focus of technologyoriented context to the importance of business-driven thinking. This is
considered the key benefit of our approach, as it helps to achieve the
shared understanding of both business and technology professionals on
a given design problem.

7.2

Reflections on contribution

As a major finding, the conducted research contributed to address the cross-domain
feasibility assessment in a multi-stakeholder setting. Figure 7.1 provides a structural overview on such an assessment, showing important aspects of the assessment
track, and how these aspects are interrelated.
function of
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Figure 7.1: Dependencies among different aspects of feasibility assessment
As Figure 7.1 demonstrates, the feasibility assessment track of value constellations
is considered as a function of both Technological feasibility and Economic feasibility assessment of the value constellation in focus. Based on our analysis, these as-
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pects are influenced by the System performance and by the Financial performance,
respectively.
To address such performances, our feasibility assessment track employed conceptual modeling that allowed pinpointing at important aspects of commercialization.
various aspects of informative service provision are taken into account. The Volume of resources, i.e. the number of employed software and hardware assets, the
Resource allocation, i.e. deciding on ownership of these assets, as well as the Performance constraints of resources have an impact on both, domain-specific performance measures. It is therefore essential to analyze these concepts in relation, as
the OPAL framework also suggests to.
In line with this philosophy, the OPAL method operates with conceptual modeling
techniques known from requirements engineering and with conceptual models that
are developed to structure and relate domain-specific knowledge on a high level
of granularity. As such, the OPAL method provides general guidelines to clearly
articulate the context of feasibility assessment and to pinpoint interdependencies
among financial and technological concerns, while being still applicable to perform
case-specific analysis and to derive case-specific conclusions.
Lessons learned: The OPAL method bridges the gap between generally applicable and case-specific analytical tools. The OPAL method
provides a generic approach, as the conceptually grounded analytical
tools structure domain knowledge only on a high level of granularity.
On the other hand, employing conceptual modeling techniques enables
the OPAL method to base the performed analysis on case-specific characteristics.
Numerous seminal works on business-ICT alignment research are influenced by
the research themes and considerations initiated by the scientific community of
the MIS research. Alignment research focuses on understanding the general phenomena by attempting to articulate what alignment means, arriving at numerous
definitions for the research community (Chan & Reich 2007).
It is a natural scientific need to understand and define a phenomenon in an age
where technology is the driver of social-economical development, which also underlines why information systems research would be considered as a borderline
case between fundamental and applied research. The debate is, however, about
what is a natural balance between fundamental and applied research, i.e. how to
exactly position this borderline in order to understand certain mechanisms and to
further drive the scientific development.
Alignment research, as one of the most cited and long-lasting research themes
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within information systems, is a good example to illustrate what practical problems
such a debate can cause. Although arriving at well-aligned businesses is a highly
relevant problem for practitioners, and different information and communication
systems are designed to support numerous aspects of our living, the MIS research
community is concerned with debates regarding the proper definition of alignment.
Other debates have emerged on understanding whether alignment is fundamentally
a state or a process. From the fundamental research point of view, such debates are
understandable. From the practical point of view, however, such debates are highly
questionable.
As we demonstrated in this dissertation, the OPAL method applies requirements
engineering principles to resolve alignment problems known from MIS literature
to support the desired feasibility assessment. Such a multi-disciplinary research
initiative is motivated by the need to understand what conceptual dependencies
cause and drive different feasibility concerns. Having established such conceptual
understanding, it becomes possible to define a constructive, value-adding support
for feasibility assessment.
Lessons learned: Providing a systematic, conceptually grounded approach and employing conceptual modeling proved to be a valuable contribution to clearly and coherently structuring the domain knowledge
and to aligning case-specific business-driven and technology-driven aspects of innovative service provision.
As a consequence of these conceptual dependencies, we indirectly provided a conceptually grounded understanding of the phenomenon of business-ICT alignment
by linking business-type and technological-type alignment considerations. The
clear, practical benefit of such conceptually grounded understanding is that it motivates the development of a constructive support that literally assists the concrete
alignment process and describes what alignment means in the given problem context.
Lessons learned: The presented multi-disciplinary research initiates
a novel view for further developing the scientific understanding on
business-ICT alignment, as it links engineering and managerial research
disciplines under the umbrella of alignment research. As such, the presented research motivates a complementary approach to the existing
practices in MIS to explore and to address the phenomenon in a conceptually sound manner.
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Reflections on further research

Kambil and Short already argued in 1994 that there is a strong need to construct
software tools for business network representation, visualization and analysis. These
tools should help both researchers and managers to visualize and to analyze different organizations in a multi-stakeholder setting, their assigned roles and their
interrelationships. In addition, such tools would enable systematic, multi-domain
analysis to be performed on emerging organizational forms, such as value constellations that are created on the basis of innovative services.
The OPAL framework and the OPAL method are inspired and developed on the basis of this recognition. Their practical value and tangible benefits are demonstrated
through the analyzed real-life cases. The received comments as well as the output
of analysis motivates the potentials of OPAL for a further extension and research
as follows.
The introduced alignment model for networked organizations provide the basis for
further extension. Incorporating conceptual modeling techniques known from requirements engineering to represent and to analyze the goals of different organizations would strengthen the applicability of the OPAL method for strategic planning.
Such an attempt of extension requires the further development of mapping principles that would define linkages among perspective specific representations. The
challenge is then to extend the analysis without increasing too much the modeling
complexity.
Furthermore, applying and incorporating modeling techniques to analyze the underlying processes would lead to the applicability of the OPAL method to perform in-depth analysis as well as to support business process redesign. Again, the
extension requires the further development of corresponding mapping principles,
without increasing too much the modeling complexity.
Additionally, another line of research could focus on defining formal rules among
the employed conceptual models and the dependency graphs that were developed
to conclude the findings of the analysis. The OPAL method does not formally declare any mapping rules nor principles on how such a development activity should
take place. The current practice defines these graphs based on the discussions with
practitioners. In line with the principles of the OPAL framework, a formal approach
to develop dependency graphs would provide a constructive view on cross-domain
evaluation of the feasibility assessment. Furthermore, such an approach could offer
a constructive assessment of non-quantifiable benefits.
Further referring to the research line established by Kambil and Short (1994), the
OPAL framework and OPAL method could also provide valuable benefits in the
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field of organizational research. The introduced, conceptually grounded analytical
tools help in understanding the dynamics of business networks, with the emphasis
on value-driven collaborations among network participants. Conceptual modeling
provides not only a clear and coherent way of structuring and visualizing organizational elements that are required to understand how networks emerge, but also
creates a flexible and open environment for further, in-depth analysis.

Summary
Companies are increasingly forming networked organizations or value constellations to jointly satisfy complex consumer needs. Well-known examples include
the networked business model of Cisco Systems, actually consisting of a series
of well integrated companies. In value constellations enterprises make use of each
other core competencies to offer a product or service that each individual enterprise
could not offer on its own.
The successful collaboration of participants requires that each participant co-produces
and exchanges objects of value. In value constellations that offer innovative, technologyintensive services, the value is created by means of the underlying information and
communication technology. Actually, for both real-life cases presented in this thesis and taken from the domain of energy management and public administration,
innovative information and communication technology is a prerequisite.
One of the first bottlenecks in commercializing innovative services is to find a
value constellation (in terms of participating enterprises and interworking ICT)
that proves to be feasible for service provision. The understanding of such a constellation is required within a relatively short time frame as the time-to-market of
innovative services is typically just a few months.
However, the early-phase design of innovative services often allows only a limited,
pre-designed setting for testing and validation. It is often not possible to address
a feasible business setting for service provision, as facilitating such testing is a
cost-intensive task that requires careful planning and operation.
Still, before investing serious amounts of money in developing the innovative service in question, it is essential to explore whether that innovative service would
in principle prove economically and technologically feasible for provision in a
commercial market. The feasibility assessment should therefore enable a coherent analysis by simulating and evaluating market-driven characteristics that would
potentially occur in a real-life business setting.
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This thesis introduces the OPAL framework, which has been developed to provide
the fundaments for such a feasibility investigation. Its development is inspired
by the recognition that conceptual modeling of both the business and technology domains can help to explore and to address in a straightforward and ‘easyto-use’ manner the feasibility concerns of complex, real-life problems in a multistakeholder setting. Furthermore, conceptual modeling helps interrelating different
domain-specific representations, thereby facilitating the alignment of business and
technology aspects of service provision.
The benefits of the OPAL framework are manifested in the OPAL method, which
is also introduced in this thesis. The OPAL method provides an iterative and systematic guidance to perform the actual feasibility assessment and enables traceability among the executed steps. As a result, it creates a dynamic environment for
practitioners to support their decision-making process regarding the commercial
potential of the innovative service in question.
The principles of the OPAL framework and the OPAL method were tested in two
complex, real-world case studies, which are going to be introduced in the following paragraphs. The setting and the required data of these cases were provided by
industry-strength pilot studies, involving stakeholders from research institutions
and from various industries, that were initiated to test innovative services. These
pilot studies, however, dealt with specific characteristics and therefore did not offer any insights on how these services would perform in an upscaled, commercial
setting.
Feasibility assessment in the energy sector. Innovative services support the efficient integration of distributed energy resources, i.e. wind turbines or combined
heat and power stations into the existing power network. As such, these services
would provide an additional control power to balance the occurring energy shortage
or surplus by shifting the operational profile of these resources real time. Such an
additional control support would reduce the high imbalance costs that result from
other costly means of balancing measures. The OPAL method helped in assessing
the commercial implications of these innovative services, pinpointing the financial
consequences and the technological bottlenecks of the service provision.
Feasibility assessment for electronic customs. Innovative services support the
redesign of traditional, paper-based customs procedures and facilitate electronic
data sharing between the public and the private sector. Electronic customs services
provide tangible advantages to stakeholders as they reduce operational costs and
incorporate the auditing and control procedures of governmental authorities. The
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model-based analysis of the OPAL method showed that the concrete implementation of such initiative requires the collaboration of numerous commercial services,
including services related to secure data sharing and services enabling standardized data distribution. The feasibility analysis helped articulating both financial
and technological implications of providing these services.
The results of the feasibility investigations were presented at numerous workshops.
The feedback received from practitioners showed that the developed feasibility assessment method offers significant benefits. On one hand, it directs the focus of
technology experts to relevant commercial implications of service development.
On the other hand, it helps business experts to gain insights into how certain technology constraints would block the commercialization process of services.

Samenvatting
Bedrijven vormen steeds vaker netwerken of waardeconstellaties om samen in de
complexe behoeften van klanten te voorzien. Bekende voorbeelden zijn onder andere het genetwerkte ondernemingsmodel van Cisco Systems, dat in feite uit een
aantal goed gentegreerde bedrijven bestaat. Bij waardeconstellaties maken bedrijven gebruik van elkaars kernvaardigheden om producten of diensten aan te bieden
die elk bedrijf afzonderlijk niet zou kunnen aanbieden.
Voor een succesvolle samenwerking moeten alle deelnemers een deel van de productie op zich nemen en waardeobjecten uitwisselen. Bij waardeconstellaties waarmee
innovatieve, technologie-intensieve diensten worden aangeboden, wordt de waarde
gecreëerd door de onderliggende informatie- en communicatietechnologie. Voor
beide op de werkelijkheid gebaseerde scenario’s uit dit proefschrift, die uit het
domein van energiebeheer en openbaar bestuur komen, is innovatieve informatieen communicatietechnologie zelfs een vereiste.
Een van de eerste knelpunten bij het vercommercialiseren van innovatieve diensten
is het vinden van een waardeconstellatie (in de vorm van deelnemende bedrijven
en samenwerkende ICT) die haalbaar is voor de levering van de dienst. Binnen
een relatief korte tijd moet inzicht worden verkregen in een dergelijke constellatie,
aangezien de marktintroductietijd van innovatieve diensten doorgaans slechts een
paar maanden is.
Bij het ontwerp van innovatieve diensten is in de eerste fase echter vaak alleen een
beperkte, vooropgezette setting beschikbaar voor het testen en valideren ervan. Het
is vaak niet mogelijk om een geschikte bedrijfssetting te vinden voor het testen van
de dienstverlening, aangezien dergelijke testen kostbaar zijn en zorgvuldig gepland
en uitgevoerd moet worden.
Toch is het essentieel om te onderzoeken of de innovatieve dienst in principe financieel en technologisch haalbaar zou zijn voor levering in een commerciële markt,
vrdat aanzienlijke bedragen worden genvesteerd in de ontwikkeling van de betreffende dienst. De haalbaarheidsbeoordeling zou dan ook moeten resulteren in een
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coherente analyse op basis van de simulatie en evaluatie van marktgedreven kenmerken die zich voor zouden kunnen doen in de werkelijke bedrijfssetting.
Dit proefschrift introduceert het OPAL-schema, dat is ontwikkeld om als basis
voor een dergelijk haalbaarheidsonderzoek te kunnen dienen. Het schema gaat
uit van het gegeven dat conceptueel modelleren van zowel bedrijfs- als technologiedomeinen kan helpen om de haalbaarheidskwesties van complexe, werkelijke
problemen in een setting met meerdere belanghebbenden op eenvoudige wijze
te onderzoeken en aan te pakken. Bovendien maakt conceptueel modelleren het
mogelijk om verschillende domeinspecifieke weergaven aan elkaar te verbinden,
waardoor de bedrijfs- en technologieaspecten van dienstverlening op n lijn kunnen
worden gebracht.
De voordelen van het OPAL-schema worden zichtbaar in de OPAL-methode, die
eveneens in dit proefschrift wordt gentroduceerd. De OPAL-methode biedt een iteratieve en systematische richtlijn om de haalbaarheidsbeoordeling uit te voeren en
maakt het mogelijk de uitgevoerde stappen te traceren. Zo wordt een dynamische
omgeving gecreëerd waarmee technici hun besluitvormingsproces met betrekking
tot het commerciële potentieel van de betreffende innovatieve dienst kunnen ondersteunen.
De uitgangspunten van het OPAL-schema en de OPAL-methode werden getest in
twee complexe, op de werkelijkheid gebaseerde casestudies die in de volgende
alinea’s gentroduceerd worden. De setting en de benodigde gegevens voor deze
scenario’s werden verkregen uit pilotstudies uit de branche, waarbij belanghebbenden betrokken waren vanuit onderzoeksinstituten en verschillende sectoren die ontwikkeld werden om innovatieve diensten te testen. De pilotstudies behandelden
echter specifieke kenmerken en boden daarom geen inzicht in hoe deze diensten
zouden presteren in een opgeschaalde, commerciële setting.

Haalbaarheidstoetsing in de energiesector . Innovatieve diensten kunnen de
efficiënte integratie van gedistribueerde energiebronnen (zoals windturbines of
warmtekrachtcentrales) in het bestaande elektriciteitsnet ondersteunen. De diensten fungeren op die manier als een aanvullend beheersinstrument om voorkomende
energietekorten of overschotten op te vangen door het operationele profiel van deze
bronnen in real time om te zetten. Zo kunnen de hoge kosten van andere beheersmaatregelen worden teruggedrongen. De OPAL-methode hielp bij de beoordeling
van de commerciële haalbaarheid van deze innovatieve diensten, waarmee de financiële gevolgen en de technologische knelpunten van de dienstverlening konden
worden vastgesteld.
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Haalbaarheidstoetsing voor elektronische douaneprocedures . Innovatieve
diensten kunnen traditionele, schriftelijke invoerprocedures opnieuw vormgeven
en elektronische gegevensuitwisseling tussen de overheid en de particuliere sector
bevorderen. Elektronische invoersystemen verschaffen belanghebbenden concrete
voordelen, omdat ze de operationele kosten verlagen en de controleprocedures van
overheden integreren. De modelgebaseerde analyse van de OPAL-methode toonde
aan dat de concrete implementatie van een dergelijk initiatief de samenwerking
van verschillende commerciële diensten vereist, zoals diensten om uitwisseling van
gegevens te beschermen en diensten om de verspreiding van gestandaardiseerde
gegevens mogelijk te maken. De haalbaarheidsanalyse hielp zowel de financiële
als technologische gevolgen van de verlening van deze diensten in kaart te brengen.
De resultaten van de haalbaarheidsonderzoeken werden op verschillende workshops gepresenteerd. De feedback van deelnemers liet zien dat de ontwikkelde
methode om haalbaarheid te onderzoeken aanzienlijke voordelen biedt. Aan de
ene kant wordt de aandacht van technologiedeskundigen zo gericht op belangrijke commerciële gevolgen van de ontwikkeling van diensten. Aan de andere kant
helpt het bedrijfsdeskundigen inzicht te verwerven in hoe bepaalde technologische belemmeringen het vercommercialiseringsproces van diensten zouden verhinderen.
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